Executive summary

Essential medicines satisfy the priority health-care needs of the population. Essential medicines policies are crucial to promoting health and achieving sustainable development. Sustainable Development Goal 3.8 specifically mentions the importance of “access to safe, effective, quality and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all” as a central component of Universal Health Coverage (UHC), and Sustainable Development Goal 3.b emphasises the need to develop medicines to address persistent treatment gaps.

The recognition of the importance of essential medicines is not new. At the 1985 Nairobi Conference on the Rational Use of Drugs, government representatives and other stakeholders proposed a comprehensive set of essential medicines policies. 30 years later, The Lancet’s Commission on Essential Medicines Policies convened to explore these questions: what progress has been achieved? What challenges remain to be addressed? Which lessons have been learned to inform future approaches? And how can essential medicines policies be harnessed to promote UHC and contribute to the global sustainable development agenda? This report addresses these questions, with the intent to reposition essential medicines policies on the global development agenda.

The Commission identified five areas that are crucial to essential medicines policies: paying for a basket of essential medicines, making essential medicines affordable, assuring the quality and safety of medicines, and developing missing essential medicines. The Commission located essential medicines policies within the context of current global debates about balancing trade and intellectual property policies with human rights, assuring health security, strengthening people-centred health systems, and advancing access to essential technologies. In all policy areas, particular attention was paid to furthering and advancing access to essential technologies. In all, if they are unable to do so domestically.

Governments and national health systems must invest in the capacity to accurately track expenditure, on medicines, especially essential medicines, in both the public and private sectors, disaggregated between prepaid and out-of-pocket expenditure, and among important key populations.

The importance of essential medicines is not new. At the 1985 Nairobi Conference on the Rational Use of Drugs, government representatives and other stakeholders proposed a comprehensive set of essential medicines policies. 30 years later, The Lancet’s Commission on Essential Medicines Policies convened to explore these questions: what progress has been achieved? What challenges remain to be addressed? Which lessons have been learned to inform future approaches? And how can essential medicines policies be harnessed to promote UHC and contribute to the global sustainable development agenda?

This report addresses these questions, with the intent to reposition essential medicines policies on the global development agenda.

Paying for a basket of essential medicines to promote sustainable access for all

Globally, a quarter of all health expenditure is on medicines. In many countries, the main source of financing for medicines is direct payment by the individual and households—this source is both highly inequitable and inefficient, and its reduction is a key target for UHC. Furthermore, the Commission found that the available data on pharmaceutical expenditure in many countries lack sufficient detail on the types of medicines procured or sold, public and private sector spending, and the degree of access by key population subgroups.

For this report, the Commission developed a new model-based global estimate of the total financing that would be needed to achieve universal access to a basic package of essential medicines in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs). A costing model was developed on the basis of disease prevalence, current or projected consumption of medicines, and international reference prices. Using two consumption scenarios, the Commission estimated that between US$77.4 and $151.9 billion (or $13 to $25 per capita) is required to finance a basic package of 201 essential medicines (378 dosage forms) in all LMICs. Yet in 2010, the majority of low-income countries (LICs) and 13 out of 47 middle-income countries, spent less than $13 per capita on pharmaceuticals. Thus, the Commission confirmed that many people worldwide do not have access to even a limited basket of essential medicines.

Countries should adapt the Commission’s model to their national contexts to create a locally relevant estimate as a benchmark for measuring performance on essential medicines. The Commission’s recommendations on financing of essential medicines are:

- Governments and national health systems must ensure adequate financing to ensure inclusion of essential medicines in the benefit packages provided by the public sector and all health insurance schemes.
- Governments and national health systems must implement policies that reduce the amount of out-of-pocket spending on medicines.
- The international community must fulfil its human rights obligations to support governments of LICs in financing a basic package of essential medicines for all, if they are unable to do so domestically.
- Governments and national health systems must invest in the capacity to accurately track expenditure, on medicines, especially essential medicines, in both the public and private sectors, disaggregated between prepaid and out-of-pocket expenditure, and among important key populations.

Making essential medicines affordable is necessary to achieve equity in access

The affordability of essential medicines is a core challenge for any health system working to achieve UHC,
and therefore features prominently on the global agenda. The complexity of the problem of affordability illustrates the urgent need for comprehensive policy solutions; no single policy alone can solve this problem.

The lack of medicines pricing information makes it difficult for consumers—both individuals and health systems—to make informed decisions about purchasing medicines. Scarcity of data also impedes assessments of whether individuals and households face financial barriers when making out-of-pocket payments for medicines, and creates a barrier to cross-national comparisons that could inform the setting of benchmarks and the establishment of appropriate and effective pricing policies.

Medicines benefit packages guide procurement and reimbursement for affordable essential medicines. Compiling these packages necessitates building capacity at national level to translate findings from evidence (including health technology assessments) to local contexts, and to use the findings as inputs in decision making (including when to intervene to influence pricing). Governments and other purchasers of medicines can expand their transparent sharing of information to increase efficiency and avoid duplication of efforts.

The Commission's recommendations on making essential medicines affordable are:

- Governments and health systems must create and maintain information systems for routine monitoring of data on the affordability of essential medicines, as well as price and availability, in the public and private sectors.
- Governments must implement a comprehensive set of policies to achieve affordable prices for essential medicines.
- Governments and health systems must develop national capacity to create medicines benefit packages that guide procurement and reimbursement for affordable essential medicines.
- Governments, national health systems, and the pharmaceutical industry must promote transparency by sharing health and medicines information.

Assuring the quality and safety of medicines is needed to prevent harm to patients

Despite impressive progress, serious problems with medicine quality and safety remain, particularly in LMICs. These problems threaten the health of people and waste resources. Quality and safety of medicines are compromised when manufactured, whether by accident or intent, produce substandard products, and when the supply chain allows unsafe, and sometimes dishonest, practices during transport and delivery. Current regulatory capacity and enforcement are insufficient in most LMICs.

Global and national regulatory structures therefore require considerable and urgent reform to assure the quality and safety of medicines. The large donor programmes for AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria treatments have helped to advance strategies on quality procurement, such as the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme. A clear trend towards international regulatory collaboration and electronic communications has emerged. These trends can now be leveraged to ensure continued progress for the full array of essential medicines for all countries.

The Commission’s recommendations on assuring the quality and safety of essential medicines are:

- Global efforts must be made to promote the harmonisation of quality assurance efforts through the use of an international standard regulatory dossier that covers both format and content.
- WHO should evolve the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme to maintain a moving focus on new essential medicines.
- Payers and procurement agencies must adopt good procurement practices that incorporate effective and transparent quality assurance mechanisms.
- Governments must redirect the activities of national regulatory agencies towards those that add value and reduce duplication of effort, and engage with a system for independent and public assessment of the performance of NMRAs.
- Regulatory agencies must encourage the involvement of other stakeholders and the general public in promoting the quality and safety of essential medicines.
- WHO and national governments must establish clear targets and a public accountability mechanism for the performance of national regulatory authorities.

Promoting quality use of essential medicines leads to better health outcomes and can achieve considerable efficiencies

Medicines can treat diseases and alleviate suffering, but only when a patient receives and takes the right medicine to treat the symptom or disease, in the right formulation and dose, at the right time, and for the right duration. When any of these conditions are not met, problems with medicines use ensue. These problems include overuse (as with opioids in some settings), underuse (as in many countries with poor access to opioids for the management of severe pain), misuse (as when antibiotics are taken for a viral disease), and unnecessarily expensive use (as when brand-name medicines are used despite the existence of a lower-priced, quality-assured generic alternative). As UHC enables more people to have access to medicines, problems with the use of medicines threaten to undermine the potential benefits by harming individuals, reducing the efficacy of medicines (if antimicrobial resistance develops), and jeopardising the financial stability of health systems.
Problems of inappropriate use do not arise from a single root cause—thus, addressing them requires complex and coordinated interventions. The Commission’s recommendations focus on strategies that enable collaboration among patients, health-care providers, insurers, supply chain managers, and others (including the pharmaceutical industry), to incentivise and support quality medicines use. Strong institutions with the capacity to generate evidence and implement evidence-informed policies are crucial. The benefits of these efforts will include improving clinical, public health, economic, and ethical outcomes.

The Commission’s recommendations on improving the use of essential medicines are:

- Governments and the main public or private payers should establish independent pharmaceutical analytics units (or equivalent) to focus on generating information for action to promote quality use, in conjunction with other objectives.
- Pharmaceutical analytics units must collaborate with multiple stakeholders in all relevant systems to increase their engagement in and accountability for quality use of medicines, and to intervene jointly on medicines use problems.
- Engaged stakeholder groups, led by data produced by the pharmaceutical analytics unit, should identify and prioritise local medicines use problems, identify contributing factors across the system, and develop and implement sustainable, long-term, multi-faceted interventions.

A global research and development (R&D) policy framework is needed to develop missing essential medicines and make them accessible to all

The present system for developing medicines is in crisis, largely failing to produce much needed products that address the health needs of millions of people worldwide. The prices of new essential medicines that are developed are sometimes so high that even high-income countries face financing problems. Pharmaceutical companies and their shareholders are typically reluctant to invest in marketing medicines for patient populations that do not represent a profitable market. These two problems are related, and disproportionately affect people in LMICs.

With the current patent-based innovation system, the feasibility of achieving or maintaining UHC is seriously at risk. Several not-for-profit initiatives, often in collaboration with the pharmaceutical industry, have compensated for some problems with the current system, but they do not represent a long-term solution. A new global policy framework is needed to drastically adapt the current model and to reduce its reliance on market exclusivity as the main driver of innovation. Governments need to define a list of missing essential medicines to be provided under UHC schemes, and governments, non-governmental organisations, and the industry need to make the necessary R&D financing mechanisms available for these identified needs. The price of new essential medicines can then be delinked from development costs and the products can be made widely available and affordable through non-exclusive licensing agreements. The resultant decrease in price can provide the financial space to more directly finance the identified priority R&D.

The Commission’s recommendations on developing missing essential medicines are:

- Governments and WHO must take international public leadership for priority setting for essential R&D, with due regard for the public health needs of LMICs.
- Governments must lead the process towards a global research and development policy framework and agreements, which include new financing mechanisms to ensure that missing essential medicines are developed and made affordable.
- The international community must create a general Essential Medicines Patent Pool.
- Governments and national stakeholders must develop and implement comprehensive national action plans to guarantee equitable access to new essential medicines.
- The pharmaceutical industry must better align its R&D priority setting with global health needs, and develop access strategies to make medically important innovations available to all in need.

Measuring progress holds all stakeholders accountable

The Commission’s recommendations represent a compilation of proven and promising practices to improve national policies to assure access to quality-assured, affordable essential medicines and their quality use as a central component of UHC. To transform these recommendations into reality will require commitments on the part of governments, policy makers, implementers, the pharmaceutical industry, donors, health-care providers, citizens, and patients, as well as international agencies and civil society organisations. This commitment can be created in part through deliberate steps to document efforts and demonstrate progress. Thus, the Commission proposes a set of 24 core indicators to measure progress in the implementation of comprehensive essential medicines policies.

Together, the proposed indicators can track the progress of countries and the global community in their efforts to advance in the five priority areas for essential medicines policies (financing, affordability, quality and safety, use, and development of new medicines). The Commission intends these indicators to serve as a starting point for the continued development of accountability mechanisms that incorporate independent reviews and corrective actions. Setting appropriate targets for each indicator will be a crucial component of the process, requiring the active involvement of relevant stakeholders. National leadership, and promoting national ownership of results, should be a priority and
lead to regional and global data sharing, making local data a global public good.

Accountability will allow governments, global agencies, the pharmaceutical industry, civil society organisations, other institutional stakeholders, and citizens around the world to track progress made on essential medicines policies to support UHC. This tracking will enhance other ongoing processes to measure and document progress towards the Sustainable Development Goals and national targets.

Without essential medicines, health systems cannot truly help people who fall ill, live with chronic disease, and go through various stages of life and death. Without strong health systems, populations cannot realise their right to health. 30 years after the first international conference on medicines policies, essential medicines are still essential. The Commission presents this report in the strong belief that the world can get essential medicines right, promoting improved performance and equity in health systems, while supporting UHC and enabling sustainable development.

Introduction

Essential medicines are central to promoting health and ensuring sustainable development. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted in September, 2015, by the member states of the UN recognise that equitable access to affordable, quality-assured essential medicines is a crucial step in achieving these key development targets (panel 1).1

Countries have agreed to move towards universal health coverage (UHC).1 The aim of UHC is to “ensure that all people obtain the health services they need without suffering financial hardship when paying for them.”2 SDG 3.8 specifically mentions the importance of “access to safe, effective, quality and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all.” Throughout this report, the phrase access to essential medicines denotes a broad definition, also used in SDG 3.8, which encompasses the quality, safety, and efficacy of medicines and vaccines, as well as their availability, affordability, and appropriate use.

Assuring access to essential medicines is crucial for moving towards UHC. This report presents the findings of the Lancet Commission on Essential Medicines Policies, which examined five core challenges that every country must address to secure access to essential medicines.

Five core challenges for essential medicines policies

Adequate financing to pay for an appropriate set of essential medicines is the first key challenge. Medicines represent a large proportion of household expenditure on health in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs).3 According to the World Health Survey, up to 9.5% of the total expenditure of poorer households in LMICs is spent on medicines, far higher than the 3.5% expended by poorer households in high-income countries (HICs).4 This statistic is particularly true in countries where inadequate public financing of health care results in high out-of-pocket expenditure.5 Little evidence exists to indicate how much financing would be required to pay for essential medicines for all.

The focus of the second challenge is affordability of essential medicines, as determined by comparing the price of the product to the amount the buyer can afford. High prices for medicines are often associated with the period of monopoly under patent protection. However, even lower-priced medicines can become unaffordable to most households in low-income countries (LICs).5 Affordability becomes a particularly serious problem when medicines are needed for chronic conditions, including non-communicable diseases (NCDs). Affordability of medicines has become a key issue for governments, as well as public and private payers for health care, regardless of a country’s income level. European countries affected by the global financial crisis have reported restricted access to essential medicines.6 In the USA, state-funded health-care institutions that are responsible for prisoners have been sued over the poor access to new high-priced essential medicines for hepatitis C.7

The third key challenge is assuring the quality and safety of essential medicines. Poor-quality medicines seriously undermine the effectiveness of health care, as well as public confidence in the health system. Many incidents of harm from sub-standard and falsified medicines have been recorded.8 For example, poor-quality antimarial medicines are responsible for an estimated 122 000 deaths per year in children under 5 years in 39 sub-Saharan African countries.9 Contaminated medicinal products were responsible for the deaths of more than 100 children in Panama10 and 230 patients in Pakistan.11 Medicines cannot have a positive impact on health unless they are used appropriately. Nominal health coverage of a population is not sufficient to ensure quality use of medicines. Multiple factors contribute to the problems of overuse, underuse, incorrect use, and unnecessary
Panel 2: New essential medicines to treat hepatitis C virus infection

The marketing of new treatments for hepatitis C virus infection in the past 5 years and the current global debate on equitable access to such treatment have placed effective policies for essential medicines at the centre stage of global health. Details of the case succinctly illustrate each of the five key challenges of essential medicines policies presented in this report: paying for essential medicines, making treatment affordable, assuring quality and safety, promoting quality use, and developing new essential medicines. The case also illustrates how these five challenges are interconnected, and how they are equally relevant for high-income and low-income countries alike.

Up to 184 million people globally are living with hepatitis C virus infection.37 The newly developed medicines, known as direct-acting antiviral medicines (DAAs), have dramatically improved the efficacy and safety of hepatitis C treatment, offering substantial improvements in quality of life and longevity. WHO has developed a global strategy for the treatment and elimination of viral hepatitis,38 and added four DAAs—daclatasvir, dasabuvir, simeprevir, and sofosbuvir—to the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines in 2015.39 Overall response rates are substantially higher than with previously used first-line products, although the efficacy of DAAs varies with viral genotype.40 National governments and other health-care payers worldwide are now working to scale up access to these medicines to all people living with hepatitis C virus infection.

Paying for DAAs

The most prominent question being debated is how to pay for DAAs, which are extremely costly. Directly related to this question is the need to estimate how much treatment will cost for each specific population. This estimate is in itself a major challenge, since pricing of the new DAAs varies widely among countries and also sometimes within countries.41 For example, it has been estimated that treating all eligible patients in the USA with DAAs would require an additional US$65 billion over the course of 5 years.42 Some US insurance plans offer treatment, but many restrict access to particular subsets of patients with hepatitis C virus infection (based on, for example, severity of illness or likelihood of benefiting from treatment). The high price of sofosbuvir (with a list price of about $84 000 for a full course of treatment) prompted an investigation by the US Senate Committee on Finance; it revealed that even though Medicare spent more than $1 billion on the medicine in 2014, less than 2·4% of patients with hepatitis C virus infection enrolled in Medicare had received treatment.43 The budget implications of paying for DAAs as part of a basic health-care package are tremendous in high-income countries; the budget implications in health systems with far fewer resources are even more daunting.

Making DAAs affordable

Affordability of DAAs is a major global challenge, and is also widely debated. For example, in 2015, sofosbuvir was licensed in Malaysia where hepatitis C virus infection prevalence is estimated at 2·5% of people aged 15–64 years, mostly among men.44 However, sofosbuvir remains unaffordable for patients and the government alike, with a price set at about $87 430 for a 24-week course.45 Malaysia is considered an upper-middle-income country,46 with a gross domestic product per capita of $11 307 in 2014—far less than the cost of a single treatment course.47 Pricing has little to do with production cost; for sofosbuvir, production is estimated to cost between $68 and $136 for a 12-week treatment course.48 The medicine is sold in India for $500,49 and after Egypt introduced local production of the medicine, the price there dropped to about $330.50 Thus, there is ample scope for price reductions in Malaysia and elsewhere, but achieving them requires concerted effort to implement a range of policies to promote affordability. Prices are expected to fall for the production of sofosbuvir, ledipasvir/sofosbuvir combination tablet, and the recently registered tablet sofosbuvir/velpatasvir for sale in 101 low-income and middle-income countries, following Gilead Sciences Inc’s signing of voluntary licence agreements with 11 Indian generics companies in 2014.51 The Medicines Patent Pool also offers a licence for daclatasvir for sale in 112 low-income and middle-income countries.52

Assuring quality and safety of DAAs

Mitigating the risk of substandard and falsified DAAs entering supply chains and reaching patients is necessary; quality and safety concerns highlight the need for affordable quality-assured treatments. In March 2016, a non-governmental organisation in Myanmar reported it had identified two falsified products, one claiming to contain 400 mg sofosbuvir + 90 mg ledipasvir, and the other 60 mg daclatasvir.53 The manufacturer listed on the packaging has never produced the combination, nor was it currently producing 60 mg daclatasvir.54 Lack of access to treatment attracts criminal entities that exploit people’s health needs. Other falsified DAAs have been found in Israel,55 and Pakistan’s regulatory authorities have identified factories making counterfeit versions.56 Falsified medicines endanger patients’ health and undermine trust in legitimate medicines manufacturers. The best way to counter the supply of falsified and substandard medicines is to ensure the availability of affordable, quality-assured essential medicines.

Promoting quality use of DAAs

Substantial risks can also result from inappropriate use of DAAs, leading to operational challenges in expanding access to DAA. Appropriate selection of a DAA-containing regimen requires previous identification of the viral genotype. Inappropriate use of DAAs leads to unnecessary costs; furthermore, the high prices of DAAs might lead to partial courses of treatment or other forms of underuse as patients try to cut expenses. Test-and-treat strategies, short-course fixed-dose combinations, and pan-genotypic regimens can promote quality use.

(Continues on next page)
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**Developing DAAs**

Sofosbuvir, the DAA that forms the backbone of most treatment regimens, was developed initially at an academic institution with US federal research funding. However, because neither universities nor governments have the operational capacity to move a new medicine into production, the discovery was sold first to a small biotech company and then to the pharmaceutical company Gilead Sciences Inc, which bought the biotech company for $11.2 billion. Private investment in the development of the drug is estimated at no more than $200 million. Within 1 year of introducing the medicine, Gilead Sciences Inc had recouped the initial expenditure of $11.2 billion; the patent will not expire before 2024. This situation limits the downward pressure on prices created by a competitive generic market, although other DAAs might exert some competitive price pressure.

In 2015 the biennial World Health Organization (WHO) report noted that 19 of 22 countries surveyed had not introduced a single DAA, and 18 of 22 not yet generating any revenue from sales of DAs. The report also noted that many countries had no plans to provide any DAs. The situation for nonvirologic conditions is even more dire. The number of new and promising drugs that are necessary to treat NCDs is vast, as is the impact of NCDs on global health. The Polio Eradication Initiative was able to find a single DAA, diphtheria toxin, and all other viruses have single DAs. But the number of most NCDs range from multiple targets to entire pathways. There are also novel presentations of disease, such as the rapid development of antiretroviral therapy to combat HIV, where a single drug—which could be repurposed for other conditions—led to the development of a new formulation for a second disease. Other examples include new treatments for latent and active tuberculosis, shorter treatments for multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, and novel treatments for noncommunicable diseases, including heat-stable insulin and oxytocin.

The 30th anniversary of the Nairobi Conference provided an opportunity to take stock of what has transpired in the intervening years since 1985. The first international conference on essential medicines policies, the Nairobi Conference on the Rational Use of Drugs (panel 3), was held in 1985. The resulting 1986 World Health Assembly resolution on the Revised Drugs Strategy (WHO, unpublished) represented a major milestone. It laid the foundation for many subsequent international policies related to essential medicines, including procurement, supply, prescribing, and dispensing of medicines, and the regulation of promotional practices. 30 years after Nairobi, essential medicines have become a widely accepted public policy concept.
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List of 212 essential drugs was published in 1977. In 1978, the medicines policies. The first WHO Model List of 212 essential drugs was published in 1977. In 1978, the Declaration of Alma Ata included the provision of essential medicines as the eighth component of primary health care. The concept of essential medicines proposed by WHO immediately drew mixed reactions. The Lancet called the selection “desert-island drugs” but recommended applying a similar approach in developed countries. Consumer activists supported the concept as a way to reduce unbridled promotion of unnecessary and harmful medicines. The pharmaceutical industry argued that restricting prescribers’ free choice of medicines would lead to a deterioration of health care. When the WHO Action Programme on Essential Drugs was established in 1982, the pharmaceutical industry feared that WHO, under pressure from consumer groups, would develop an international code on pharmaceutical marketing. A central theme of the conference was the need to restrict marketing of medicines to those that were essential. The meeting stated that any national medicines policy should ensure that medicines of acceptable quality, safety, and efficacy were available at affordable costs to all who needed them. WHO was charged with disseminating guidelines on the development and implementation of national medicines policies. Much discussion focused on making medicine information more objective and accessible; the conference agreed that governments were responsible for regulating pharmaceutical marketing and advertising. There was sharp disagreement over the universality of rationalisation, and whether it should apply to both the public and private sectors, in the interests of public health. In summing up the conference, Mahler concluded that the experts had invited WHO to take a leadership role without becoming a supranational manipulator of governments, and suggested that WHO establish expert committees to produce guidelines on ethical advertising and developing national medicines policies.

Panel 3: The Nairobi Conference of Experts on the Rational Use of Drugs

Early initiatives on essential medicines
Cuba (1963) was probably the first country to introduce a list of basic medicines. Maurice King’s revolutionary 1966 book, which included the first international checklist of basic medicines, was followed by the introduction of national lists in Tanzania in 1970, and Peru in 1972. The first WHO Model List of 212 essential drugs was published in 1972. In 1978, the Declaration of Alma Ata included the provision of essential medicines as the eighth component of primary health care.

Conference of Experts on the Rational Use of Drugs
The 1984 World Health Assembly (WHA), led by Nordic countries and the Netherlands, asked WHO Director-General Halfdan Mahler to organise a global meeting to discuss the rational use of medicines. The term rational use reflected the view that medicine-related problems went beyond logistics, but were also driven by uncontrolled pharmaceutical markets. WHO kept the participant list secret before the meeting to prevent lobbying, and asked participants not to divulge the background papers. At the opening, Mahler reminded participants that they were invited as experts, not as stakeholder representatives.

A central theme of the conference was the need to restrict marketing of medicines to those that were essential. The meeting stated that any national medicines policy should ensure that medicines of acceptable quality, safety, and efficacy were available at affordable costs to all who needed them. WHO was charged with disseminating guidelines on the development and implementation of national medicines policies. Much discussion focused on making medicine information more objective and accessible; the conference agreed that governments were responsible for regulating pharmaceutical marketing and advertising. There was sharp disagreement over the universality of rationalisation, and whether it should apply to both the public and private sectors, in the interests of public health.

Following the Nairobi Conference, WHO extensively supported most low-income and middle-income countries in developing and implementing national medicine policies. By 2013, more than 90% of low-income and middle-income countries had formulated a first list of essential medicines and published a national medicines policy (figures 1 and 2).

In 1986, the USA failed to pay its assessed contribution to WHO, largely because of its dissatisfaction with WHO’s activities in the pharmaceutical area following Nairobi. The Revised Drug Strategy has guided WHO’s work since, but no further global conference on essential medicines has been held.

The Revised Drug Strategy
The WHA subsequently adopted a Revised Drug Strategy on the basis of Mahler’s summary in 1986. Neither industry nor consumers could oppose it, since their experts had accepted Mahler’s conclusions in Nairobi. Yet the WHA meeting was highly politicised, with an industry exhibition and press centre, and a problem drugs pack issued by Health Action International. The USA actively lobbied against WHO’s proposed role in regulating the operations of the pharmaceutical industry in developing countries.

In 1986, the USA failed to pay its assessed contribution to WHO, largely because of its dissatisfaction with WHO’s activities in the pharmaceutical area following Nairobi. The Revised Drug Strategy has guided WHO’s work since, but no further global conference on essential medicines has been held.

Implementation and the long-term impact of the Nairobi recommendations
For over two decades after Nairobi, international donors (particularly the Netherlands and the Nordic countries) gave extensive financial and political support to WHO’s Action Programme. Just before Mahler completed his term of office in 1988, WHO issued the Ethical Criteria for Medicinal Drug Promotion. Initially seen as a weak compromise, this publication has stood the test of time. That year, WHO also published the first Guidelines for Developing National Drug Policies. An updated version has remained in wide use since 2001. WHO strengthened the standard format for exchanging regulatory information and intensified its support to national regulatory agencies, ultimately leading to the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme in 2001. Rational use activities were started, such as developing Drug Use Indicators, published in 1992, the Guide to Good Prescribing in 1994, and many international training courses that have been instrumental in preparing a new generation of international experts.

Over the years, WHO has been encouraged and supported by an increasingly professional consumer movement consistently advocating for more decisive action.

Since 2002, WHO has used the term essential medicines rather than essential drugs to prevent confusion with drugs of abuse. In this report, the term medicines is used unless citing an original document or structure that used the former terminology.
A systematic search of national essential medicines lists was done using the following data repositories: the GDP per capita in the year of a country’s first national list of essential medicines. The dataset includes 101 countries for which at least one national essential medicines list could be identified. Excluded especially with regard to date of publication, the original document was identified and studied when possible.

The first era: a global concept of essential medicines (1970s to 1990s)

The first era of essential medicines policies coincided with the emergence of the primary health-care movement and the Alma Ata Conference. The essential medicines concept was articulated in the first WHO Model List of Essential Medicines published in 1977. The first Model List elicited both strong support and strong opposition. Supporters argued that a list of essential medicines established standards that both enabled stakeholders to work toward common aims and provided advocates with a baseline for health-care delivery. However, many health professionals and the pharmaceutical industry were opposed, concerned that the selection of a list of essential medicines would limit health-care delivery, constrain professional autonomy, interfere with pharmaceutical markets, and reduce health benefits for patients.

Despite the controversies around the concept of essential medicines, throughout the 1980s governments and health systems around the world—especially, but not only, in LMICs—developed essential medicines lists, largely for the public sector. By the 1990s, many multilateral and bilateral agencies supported national public sector essential medicines programmes. Notable examples included programmes in Bolivia, Ecuador, Kenya, Malawi, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Yemen, Zimbabwe, and later, South Africa. Non-governmental health organisations and faith-based organisations also applied these strategies across Africa via the Ecumenical Pharmaceutical Network among others.

Most national essential medicines lists in this first era focused on off-patent, low-priced generic medicines to treat or prevent common acute conditions. Examples include anti-infectives (such as mebendazole, ivermectin, ampicillin, and doxycycline), analgesics (aspirin and paracetamol), antimalarials (chloroquine and primaquine), oral rehydration solution, and childhood vaccines. This emphasis aligned with the movement for selective primary health care that was strongly championed in the 1990s. This movement had emerged as a response to the problem of facing enormous unmet medical needs with limited resources. Selective primary health care focused on delivering a restricted range of first-contact services with high cost-effectiveness in LMICs, and emphasised maternal and child health services. It did not directly address health system structures needed for chronic communicable and non-communicable conditions, particularly the emerging burden of HIV. Instead, the emphasis of essential medicines policies in this era was on efficiency (by prioritising low-cost and cost-effective treatments) and equity (by emphasising treatments for diseases associated with poverty).

The first era also saw a global economic crisis and the imposition of economic structural adjustment programmes on many donor-dependent LMICs. These programmes reduced the fiscal space for public sector...
primary health care and resulted in huge delivery and access problems.\textsuperscript{57} Increased user fees for health services and a reliance on revolving drug funds became common features of health policy in such settings. As a result, essential medicines were largely financed by individuals paying out of pocket, often in the private sector.

Two indicators are frequently cited to demonstrate progress during this first era: the number of LMICs that established a national list of essential medicines, and the number of countries that adopted a national medicines policy describing principles for selection, quality, and appropriate use. Although these are useful structural indicators that demonstrate the spread of the concept of essential medicines, the existence of a policy or a list does not in itself guarantee affordable access to quality-assured essential medicines. Neither does it necessarily result in quality use. Furthermore, with reductions in public budgets, some countries have not regularly updated their essential medicines policies or lists, leaving large gaps between policy development and implementation.

Of note, hospitals and health-care organisations in high-income settings also use restricted lists of medicines, or formularies, effectively applying similar principles to determine how to allocate resources.\textsuperscript{58} Despite this, a general impression developed in the first era that essential medicines were only for LMICs, and that the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines presented a minimum set of medicines relevant only for the most resource-constrained settings. However, this impression is mistaken as this group includes many HICs as well (figures 1 and 2). In part, this impression arose from the focus of WHO’s guidance on the development of national medicines policies in countries with medicines supply systems dominated by the public sector.

The second era: expanding access to essential medicines through global programmes (1990s to 2010s)

The second era for essential medicines policies began in the late 1990s with the global moral outrage over the toll of the AIDS epidemic. At the era’s outset, effective
medicines for the treatment of HIV existed but were unaffordable and unavailable to most people living with the virus. The exceptions were the most privileged people living in HICs. AIDS activists successfully argued, with their allies worldwide, that deaths caused by lack of access to extant medicines, merely because of high prices, were unconscionable. In 2001, the UN’s Secretary-General’s call to establish the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (GFATM), including the provision of medicines, was a landmark event.\(^5\)

Human rights principles reinforced the arguments used, first by AIDS activists and then by political leaders, to support greater access to treatment for AIDS and to raise awareness about global disparities in access to essential medicines. The concept of a human right to health was first articulated in 1946,\(^6\) but it was not until 2002 that the UN appointed the first UN Special Rapporteur on “the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health”.\(^7\) Subsequently, access to essential medicines was highlighted and elaborated as a concrete element of the right to health.\(^8\)

To make the process of selecting essential medicines for the WHO Model List more evidence-informed and transparent, major changes were introduced in 2002,\(^9\) coinciding with calls by activists and advocacy groups such as Médecins Sans Frontières.\(^10\) WHO changed its definition of essential medicines from those “of utmost importance, and are basic, indispensable and necessary for the health and needs of the population”\(^11\) to “those that satisfy the priority health care needs of the population”, adding a clarification that “[t]hey are selected with due regard to public health relevance, evidence on efficacy and safety, and comparative cost-effectiveness.”\(^12\)\(^13\)\(^14\)

The key change was the new emphasis on cost-effectiveness; high cost of a medicine no longer automatically excluded it from the Model List. With these changes, twelve widely patented antiretroviral medicines, then priced up to US$10 000 per patient per year, were automatically excluded it from the Model List. With these interventions were rarely identified as essential medicines policies, although the concept supported this public health approach. The GFATM required that only quality assured generic antiretroviral medicines were procured, when possible.\(^15\) Pooled procurement of such products was used to exert downward pressure on prices. Additionally, the GFATM required public reporting of procurement prices.\(^16\) These policies contributed to improved transparency and set an important precedent for other major donors and procurement programmes.

The second era also generated coordinated advocacy for the development of new essential medicines. In 2004, WHO presented a global survey of therapeutic areas that lacked essential treatments, creating the concept of missing essential medicines and calling for a public health approach to innovation.\(^17\) A key group of missing essential medicines were those for children. In parallel with American and European regulatory efforts, the 2007 World Health Assembly Resolution (WHA60.20) on Better Medicines for Children highlighted the need for paediatric dose forms of many essential medicines.\(^18\) In response, WHO published the first Model List of Essential Medicines for Children in 2007.\(^19\)

Although important successes were achieved in relation to the MDGs, the general target related to access to medicines (MDG 8.E: “In cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide access to affordable essential drugs in developing countries”) proved difficult to measure with any certainty. A report by the UN pointed out what is obvious to health workers and patients around the world: many poor households remain unable to obtain needed medicines, either because of poor availability, or poor affordability, or both.\(^20\) The controversies around essential medicines that characterised the first era continued throughout the second era, and many persist into the current period. For example, in 2005, delegates of the pharmaceutical Alliance, promoted the linking of essential medicines initiatives with other health system components.

The second era also coincided with the setting of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). These goals emphasised reducing mortality due to AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria, and promoting newborn baby, child, and maternal health. Essential medicines were an integral component of interventions to achieve the MDG targets by 2015.\(^21\) Reduced mortality from pneumonia, diarrhoea, and measles were responsible for half of the 3·6 million fewer deaths under five years recorded between 2000 and 2013.\(^22\) Also by 2013, about 13 million persons living with HIV were receiving life-saving antiretrovirals. Global malaria mortality fell by 42% between 2000 and 2012, with 3·3 million deaths averted because, in part, of increased access to antimalarial medicines.\(^23\)

Global disease programmes instituted a range of mechanisms to address pricing, selection, quality assurance, and cost-effective procurement of medicines. However, these interventions were rarely identified as essential medicines policies, although the concept supported this public health approach. The GFATM required that only quality assured generic antiretroviral medicines were procured, when possible.\(^24\) Pooled procurement of such products was used to exert downward pressure on prices. Additionally, the GFATM required public reporting of procurement prices.\(^25\) These policies contributed to improved transparency and set an important precedent for other major donors and procurement programmes.

The second era also generated coordinated advocacy for the development of new essential medicines. In 2004, WHO presented a global survey of therapeutic areas that lacked essential treatments, creating the concept of missing essential medicines and calling for a public health approach to innovation. A key group of missing essential medicines were those for children. In parallel with American and European regulatory efforts, the 2007 World Health Assembly Resolution (WHA60.20) on Better Medicines for Children highlighted the need for paediatric dose forms of many essential medicines. In response, WHO published the first Model List of Essential Medicines for Children in 2007.\(^26\)

Although important successes were achieved in relation to the MDGs, the general target related to access to medicines (MDG 8.E: “In cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide access to affordable essential drugs in developing countries”) proved difficult to measure with any certainty. A report by the UN pointed out what is obvious to health workers and patients around the world: many poor households remain unable to obtain needed medicines, either because of poor availability, or poor affordability, or both. The controversies around essential medicines that characterised the first era continued throughout the second era, and many persist into the current period. For example, in 2005, delegates of the pharmaceutical...
industry to the UN Millennium Project Task Force refused to sign the assessment report and opted for a statement of dissent.78 However, the second era also brought concerted efforts to mobilise all stakeholders, including the pharmaceutical industry, to work towards improving health by securing access to affordable and quality assured medicines. In 2008, the Human Rights Guidelines for Pharmaceutical Companies in Relation to Access to Medicines were published,79 followed in 2011 by the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.80 In the past decade, more than 300 health partnerships in LMICs have been reported wherein the pharmaceutical industry, alone or in collaboration with other stakeholders, is investing to improve health and development.81 Some progress of these initiatives is documented by the Access To Medicines (ATM) Index.82 Rigorous evaluation of the effect of these initiatives remains a key challenge.

Finally, mobilising all implicated stakeholders meant a larger role for other organisations and a declining role for WHO in providing stewardship to global policy making for medicines access. WHO has been confronted by continuing problems of gross underfunding, including of its essential medicines programme.83 Global governance of health and medicines came to involve an expanded set of stakeholders, such as private foundations (eg, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation) and public–private initiatives (eg, the Global Vaccine Alliance [GAVI]), and increasingly occurred outside WHO. Plurilateral initiatives, such as the International Council for Harmonisation (ICH), also began expanding their constituencies.84

The third era: UHC demands essential medicines (2010 to present)
The third era for essential medicines policies has been driven by changes in disease burdens and marked by transformations in health systems, in particular the push for UHC.85 The 2010 World Health Report acknowledged that medicines are at the centre of health care.1 However, many countries that have committed to UHC are struggling to fulfil their vision, since medicines represent a substantial proportion of total expenditure on health.86 Every health system is under pressure to increase and maintain appropriate pharmaceutical benefits coverage, while also balancing quality of care, efficiency in spending, and reducing out-of-pocket expenditure.87-89 Moving towards UHC triggers fundamental changes in how medicines are financed, seeking to shift away from individual out-of-pocket payment and favouring prepayment and pooled financing mechanisms.

The Commission argues that effective policies for essential medicines are central to the financial sustainability of UHC. Policies to support essential medicines must support increasingly comprehensive health services, delivered through pluralistic systems that include both the public and private sectors, and which effectively mobilise and engage with civil society.90 Demographic and epidemiological transitions that accompany social and economic development—namely the ageing of populations and an emerging focus on NCDs—generate major challenges for essential medicines policies. Public financing and provision of essential medicines in the first and second eras traditionally gave priority to medicines to treat or prevent communicable diseases.91 The 2011 UN High Level Meeting on NCDs recognised that addressing non-communicable conditions is necessary in all countries.92 The WHO Global NCD Action Plan 2013–2020 set, as one of its targets, “80% availability of the affordable basic technologies and essential medicines, including generics, required to treat major NCDs in both public and private facilities.”93 All countries need to adopt and implement policies that ensure equitable access to affordable essential medicines.

Many contextual changes affect the evolution of essential medicine policies, including increasingly interdependent pharmaceutical markets, priority setting that is increasingly informed by economic evaluation of new health technologies, faster exchange of large amounts of health-care data (including pharmaceutical usage data), and global regulation of trade (particularly intellectual property rules) that influences competition and the prices of new essential medicines. Climate change and human mobility are reshaping the spread of diseases, as demonstrated by severe acute respiratory syndrome94 and Zika virus.95 Emerging communicable diseases might affect all countries, but the resources to address them vary considerably.

Finally, advances in the development of new medicines include an increase in targeted therapies, particularly for oncology. Of the 225 new molecular entities expected to come to market between 2016 and 2020, most will be cancer medicines and 90% of those will be targeted medicines.96 Targeted therapies, which are effective for a small subgroup of the population only, require sophisticated diagnostic tests97 for which the infrastructure and financial and human resources are often scarce. Many health systems also struggle with trade-offs between investing in targeted therapies for small subgroups and providing treatment for larger population groups.

In 2015, WHO added several high-priced new medicines—for the treatment of hepatitis C, tuberculosis, and cancers—to the Model List of Essential Medicines.98 This move reflects the importance of these products to health systems’ ability to meet their populations’ needs. It also underscores the need for essential medicines policies in all countries of all income levels, as they confront the limits of their budgetary capacities. Ethical principles, human rights obligations, and the necessary policies, institutions, and stakeholder engagements can contribute to addressing these challenges effectively.
Setting essential medicines goals that promote strong health systems

The Commission recognises that the development of essential medicines policies is difficult, and that effectively implementing them poses substantial challenges to all health systems. While there is much room for improvement in essential medicines policies in countries around the world, there are also many opportunities to implement a range of proven effective strategies, as well as testing innovations.

As emphasised throughout this report, essential medicines are a key component of health systems. The Commission asserts that improving access to quality-assured essential medicines is not an end in itself; rather it is a means to improving the performance and equity of health systems.98

Various frameworks exist for the analysis of health systems,99 including some specifically developed to locate medicines and pharmaceutical policy within health systems.100–102 Each framework emphasises different aspects of medicines’ place within health systems; all show that essential medicines have a key impact at the health system level, with efficiency, quality, and access as intermediate outcomes. Furthermore, essential medicines are indispensable to achieving the ultimate health system goals: improved health status, system responsiveness, and financial protection. The Commission has not selected a single framework to analyse the five main challenges, although several are referred to throughout the report. Instead, each section presents areas of opportunity to strengthen health systems and improve access to essential medicines, identifying policy levers98 such as financing, organisation, regulation, and persuasion, among others.

Each section also describes three cross-cutting themes that are linked to core health system goals and functions, namely: increasing equity, strengthening institutions, and promoting accountability. All policies and implementation efforts must emphasise increasing equity. Strengthening institutions is required to implement and evaluate essential medicines policies. Promoting accountability requires concrete efforts to generate information, increase transparency, and foster the involvement of civil society in decision making about essential medicines selection, quality assurance, improving use, and priority setting for R&D. Accountability also requires independent review of data, and systems for corrective action.

Improving health system performance requires three types of analysis: technical, ethical, and political.98 The implementation of effective essential medicines policies requires understanding the political economy of policy development, implementation, and evaluation. This report suggests concrete steps for countries and health systems to take, while also considering the wider political context.99

Finally, the sixth section introduces an accountability framework comprised of a set of indicators that, when combined, address the five specific challenges and three cross-cutting concerns for advancing essential medicines policies worldwide.

Limitations of the Commission’s work

Despite the breadth of the Commission’s approach to essential medicines, other relevant issues could not be fully addressed in this report. These include supply chain management, from sourcing raw materials to delivery of final products to consumers; the role of local production of pharmaceuticals; the problem of falsified medicines; promoting adherence; and prevention of medication errors. Since other global efforts address these issues, the Commission decided not to analyse them in depth. However, this decision should not be taken to mean that they deserve less attention, or that all possible remedial actions are already in place. Particularly, achieving UHC will require substantial investment in strengthening supply chains for all health commodities, including essential medicines. An effective, integrated supply chain for medicines will demand good data visibility, a willingness to learn from and leverage the private sector, strong national stewardship, a committed and supported workforce, a focus on continuous improvement, and proactive risk management. Finally, and more generally, the Commission primarily approached essential medicines policies from the policy and academic viewpoints of independent experts on the basis of analysis of the best available evidence. The Commission did not seek to represent the possible viewpoints of all stakeholders.

Conclusion

The Commission firmly believes that incorporating strong and strategic essential medicines policies can enable countries, health systems, and global institutions to take major strides towards achieving the highest attainable standard of health and UHC as part of sustainable development for all. The findings presented in this report seek to renew global debate about effective essential medicines policies, and how to implement them, to advance global welfare in the 21st century.

Section 1: paying for a basket of essential medicines

A patient’s experience

Priti, aged 41 years, has been treated for asthma since childhood. Her family does not have health insurance and uses the public hospital, which does not charge for outpatient consultations or medicines. However, when she presents a prescription for a new inhaler, she is told that the hospital has no stock. The pharmacist tells her that stock-outs happen frequently at this time of the year, since the hospital’s annual medicine budget from the government is exhausted. She is advised to buy the inhaler from a private pharmacy instead. However, because her family does not have enough money to buy
the medicine from the local pharmacy, Priti decides instead to wait until the hospital’s stocks are replenished. Within a few days, however, she suffers a major asthma attack and has to be admitted to hospital. Her family must borrow money to pay the in-patient hospital fees.

Introduction
Financing encompasses how funds are raised (by whom and from whom) and how resources are allocated. Health financing is provided by governments (from fiscal revenues), prepaid insurance plans (in the form of employer and employee contributions, or as subscriptions), and as out-of-pocket expenditure by patients and their families at the point of care (either as user fees to pay for services or to cover purchases such as medicines). Donations are also used to finance medicines and other commodities, but represent short-term strategies to address resource gaps locally and are typically used as temporary support in emergencies or in low-resource settings.

A central aspiration of UHC is to protect households from catastrophic health expenditures.40 UHC aims to provide financial risk protection by increasing prepaid coverage, whether from the fiscus or from health insurance funds, thus decreasing reliance on out-of-pocket expenditure.108 The extent to which prepaid benefits include pharmaceutical expenditure is a crucial measure of the adequacy of the benefit package offered under UHC.40 Likewise, the extent to which a health system delivers sufficient quantities of essential medicines is determined largely by its financing capacity, implementation capacity, and system efficiency.

Disease-specific demand forecasts have been developed to solicit funding for priority areas such as HIV, tuberculosis,109 and malaria.106 However, evidence-based estimates of how much it would cost to pay for the basket of all essential medicines needed in LMICs are missing, making it difficult to assess the use of resources and effectively advocate for adequate funds.

This section presents the first estimate of the total cost of providing a basket of essential medicines for primary and secondary level care to the entire populations of LMICs. The model developed by the Commission is described, along with the resulting estimates. The estimates are contextualised by providing an overview of pharmaceutical utilisation. If data are available, the model could then enable a country to develop estimates of minimum future financing needs for essential medicines. This model also provides an example of how alternative data sources can be used to estimate basic needs for essential medicines when historical local consumption data are not accurate enough.

### The parameters of the model

The model includes 201 molecules in 378 unique dose forms and strengths. The list of medicines used in the modelling exercise is presented in appendix 1.1: all are essential medicines that can be administered in health systems with restricted resources and without specialised care. The included medicines are mainly those listed as core in the 2015 WHO Model List of Essential Medicines20 and categorised for use at primary and secondary care levels.

A few additional medicines relevant to LMIC settings were added on the basis of Commissioners’ knowledge of the lists of essential medicines in Iran and South Africa. Medicines used only in tertiary care settings were excluded. Because of data limitations, some medicines for the treatment of cancer and for advanced cardiovascular care were also excluded. Similarly, any medicine for which no prevalence or demand data were available, or which was not used in either of the settings used to estimate consumption (namely KwaZulu-Natal and Denmark, as explained below), was excluded from the analysis. A model to estimate the cost of paying for a basket of essential medicines
A new model was developed by the Commission for this report to estimate the cost of providing a basket of essential medicines to the populations of LMICs to treat priority diseases at primary and secondary care levels. The estimates are based on disease prevalence, current or projected consumption of medicines, or both, adherence to treatment guidelines, and medicine prices (including procurement, supply chain, and quality assurance costs). The estimates comprise the overall envelope of financing needed to provide universal access to a basic package of essential medicines in LMICs, not the marginal increase over existing expenditure.

These new cost estimates can be used to inform the development of financing strategies and the setting of minimum targets for resource mobilisation as countries implement UHC. One innovation of the model is that it includes a large number of medicines and multiple diseases. Previous costing exercises have covered smaller sets of medicines, focusing on a single therapeutic group107 or disease group.108,109

More detailed costing at the national level is still necessary, incorporating detailed national data, such as local caseloads, prices, and treatment guidelines. The method presented here could be adapted for use by national governments and organisations. The ideal data source is high-quality, systematically collected information on pharmaceutical utilisation. If data are available, the model could then enable a country to develop estimates of minimum future financing needs for essential medicines. This model also provides an example of how alternative data sources can be used to estimate basic needs for essential medicines when historical local consumption data are not accurate enough.
similar approach has been used in other modelling exercises, for example in distinguishing between basic, limited, enhanced, and maximal provision for packages of medicines and care for patients with breast cancer.110

Detailed explanations of the methods used in the modelling exercise are provided in appendices 1.2–1.4. In brief, three methods were used for estimating the quantity of each medicine that is required each year in all LMICs. First, for medicines with a single indication, data on global burden of disease were used to project demand. These data were obtained from the Global Burden of Disease project or from the scientific literature; and were then scaled by an estimate of how many patients with a given condition would receive treatment (known as treatment coverage; appendix 1.4). Additionally, standard treatment guidelines and findings from the literature were used to model how many people on treatment for a condition would receive each medicine (known as medicine coverage; appendix 1.4).

Second, existing demand forecasts were used whenever they were available (such as for HIV, malaria, and to some extent tuberculosis). These forecasts (or in some cases treatment scale-up plans) were developed at specialised agencies, such as the Clinton Health Access Initiative,104 AIDS Medicines and Diagnostics Service,111,112 UNITAID’s ACT forecasting project,105 the Reproductive Health Supplies Coalition,111 and the Stop TB Partnership.115 In most cases, the forecasts include different scenarios of treatment, diagnosis, and other constraints in the cascade of care provision.

Finally, all other estimates (particularly for essential medicines with more than one indication) were based on pharmaceutical consumption data. The ideal data source for demand estimates is high-quality local measures of pharmaceutical consumption under circumstances of good adherence to diagnostic and treatment guidelines. In the case of this model, these data came from Denmark and KwaZulu-Natal province in South Africa. These locations were chosen because both Denmark114 and KwaZulu-Natal115 have implemented policies to promote efficient and safe use of medicines. Therefore, pharmaceutical consumption in their health systems reflects service provision scenarios that would be reasonable for other countries to emulate. The selection of these two locations does not suggest either that their patterns of consumption are representative of other LMICs or that these are absolute ideals; rather, they were selected to represent a reasonably attainable level of consumption that could be applicable to other countries. The Danish dataset covers both public and private sectors, reflecting use by the entire population. The KwaZulu-Natal dataset covers medicines supplied in the public sector, assumed to service most of the population in the province.

The model was run under different scenarios. Scenario 1 incorporated consumption data from Denmark, and Scenario 2 incorporated data from KwaZulu-Natal. As neither Denmark nor KwaZulu-Natal were considered to be fully representative of all LMIC settings, two additional scenarios were tested to assess the robustness of the model results. In Scenarios 3 and 4, on the basis of Scenarios 1 and 2 respectively, consumption parameters for medicines that address diseases with the highest global burden were substituted with data from middle-income countries (MICs) provided by IMS Health. All other inputs were held constant.

Medicine prices were obtained primarily from the International Drug Price Indicator Guide, using median supplier prices whenever possible. Supplemental data on public sector prices were sourced from KwaZulu-Natal and Iran. All prices were converted to US dollars on the basis of the average yearly exchange rates for 2014. The unit prices were then subject to proportional mark-ups to represent additional quality assurance and supply chain costs derived from the literature.110–118

Sensitivity analyses were done as follows: changing the unit price input data (from the median price to either the highest or lowest price listed in the International Drug Price Indicator Guide) and the price mark-ups for quality assurance and supply chain costs; switching from the midpoint to the limits of demand forecasts’ published ranges; and, for prevalence data, using the limits of the confidence intervals, lower and higher forecast ranges, and treatment and medicine coverage estimates when available.

The modelled estimates are based on Global Burden of Diseases 2013 data and do not account either for future epidemiological changes or for successful prevention measures that might change disease burdens. The model only includes direct medicine-related costs, although the Commission recognises that diagnostic tests, other consumables, and wider health system costs are required for delivery of medicines. Importantly, the model does not distinguish between adults and children, which could have resulted in over-estimating needs related to certain diseases (such as diabetes). However, it enabled the model to rely on defined daily doses, which are based on the most common dose for the main indication of a medicine in adults.

Finally, this is a static model that does not account for relationships between supply and demand, such as how increased use might affect prices. Dynamic models are far more complex and would probably require larger datasets. Given the enormous gaps in data availability in the pharmaceutical sector, the number of assumptions in a dynamic model would also have to increase. Construction of such a dynamic model was beyond the scope of this particular analysis, which can be seen as a starting point for future estimates of essential medicine costs in individual LMICs.

Results: the cost of providing a basket of essential medicines to LMIC populations

Using this new model, the Commission estimates the current cost of providing a basket of essential medicines

For more on the International Drug Price Indicator Guide see http://erc.msh.org/mainpage.cf
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to the total populations of LMICs to be between $77.4 and $151.9 billion per year. The higher estimate (from Scenario 1) is based on past consumption observed in Denmark, and equates to $25.4 per capita per year. The lower estimate (from Scenario 2) of $12.9 per capita per year is based on past consumption observed in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.

With the inclusion of the additional information on medicine use in MICs from IMS Health, the overall estimate under Scenario 3 (based on Danish consumption) is $134.1 billion, or $22.4 per capita per year. Under Scenario 4 (based on KwaZulu-Natal consumption), the estimated cost is $97.3 billion, or $16.3 per capita per year. Table 1 shows the results for the full package of medicines under each of these scenarios, as well as for subsets of medicines by clinical area.

Table 2 shows the results of the sensitivity analyses. Overall, the modelled results were fairly robust and not strongly influenced by changes in the data inputs, except in relation to medicine prices. Changing from the median price to the lowest listed price in the International Drug Price Indicator Guide changed the per capita estimate to $17.0 per capita, whereas changing to the highest listed price changed the estimate to $32.7 per capita in Scenario 1. The corresponding estimates in Scenario 2 are $8.8 when changing from median price to lowest listed price and $16.1 per capita when changing to highest listed price.

**Comparison of this model with others**

Previous estimates of the cost of providing essential medicines have generally focused on medicines for a specific subgroup of patients. For example, a 2011 WHO report estimated that scaling up combination therapy for people with heart disease would cost approximately $70 per person with heart disease in LICs, $85 per person in lower-MICs, and $108 per person in upper-MICs.108

For the management of HIV, the Commission’s model for the estimated total cost of antiretrovirals in LMICs is approximately $5 billion annually, far greater than approximately $1 billion, which was reported to have been procured annually by the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria and the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR).109 However, the combined Global Fund and PEPFAR amount does not include medicines that are funded by countries themselves, nor does it necessarily include distribution costs. The Commission’s estimate is comparable, however, with the Clinton Health Access Initiative estimate that meeting the “90–90–90” targets in LMICs would cost $3.8 billion in purchasing costs for antiretrovirals.104

Likewise, for tuberculosis the Commission’s modelled estimate for the total cost of medicines is approximately $760 million, with $440 million for first-line treatments and $320 million for second-line treatments. According to UNITAID’s 2014 TB Medicines Landscape report, the total value of the global tuberculosis medicines market (combining the public and private sectors) was approximately $700 million, including up to $425 million for first-line treatment in adults and $300 million for treatment of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis in adults.120

The similarities among the Commission’s model results and other existing estimates of medicine costs for global treatment of HIV and tuberculosis provide some corroboration of the Commission’s estimates.

**Assessment of the modelled estimates in the context of pharmaceutical expenditure**

The Commission’s estimate of between $77.4 and $152.0 billion per year for the total cost of providing a basket of essential medicines for the populations of LMICs needs to be assessed in the context of pharmaceutical expenditure. Total global pharmaceutical sales are projected to reach $1.4 trillion in 2020.121 According to the available data on per capita pharma-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 1 (Denmark)</th>
<th>Scenario 2 (KwaZulu-Natal)</th>
<th>Scenario 3 (Denmark + IMS)</th>
<th>Scenario 4 (KwaZulu-Natal + IMS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full package of medicines</td>
<td>$152.9 billion</td>
<td>$77.4 billion</td>
<td>$134.1 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per capita per year in low-income and middle-income countries</td>
<td>$25.4</td>
<td>$12.9</td>
<td>$22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiretroviral for HIV or AIDS* (adult)</td>
<td>$4.9 billion</td>
<td>$4.9 billion</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For tuberculosis*</td>
<td>$0.4 billion</td>
<td>$0.4 billion</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For malaria*</td>
<td>$1.2 billion</td>
<td>$1.2 billion</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For diabetes*</td>
<td>$12.5 billion</td>
<td>$12.5 billion</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For cardiovascular conditions</td>
<td>$44.0 billion</td>
<td>$9.2 billion</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobials</td>
<td>$15.6 billion</td>
<td>$15.5 billion</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For respiratory conditions (asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease)</td>
<td>$11.7 billion</td>
<td>$4.9 billion</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are US$. IMS=IMS Health. *No difference in the result from Scenarios 1 and 2 because all quantities are estimated by demand scenarios and so are unchanged.

Table 1: Estimated price tag to provide a package of essential medicines in low-income and middle-income countries under four sets of assumptions (scenarios) about levels of consumption.
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### Table 2: Results of sensitivity analyses, altering input parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scenario 1 (Denmark)</th>
<th>Scenario 2 (KwaZulu-Natal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower limit</td>
<td>Upper limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baseline</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>$151·9 billion</td>
<td>$151·9 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per capita per year</td>
<td>$25·4</td>
<td>$25·4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch to lowest or highest</td>
<td>$101·5 billion</td>
<td>$195·7 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDPIG price*</td>
<td>$12·0</td>
<td>$32·7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change assumptions about</td>
<td>$151·5 billion</td>
<td>$157·5 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mark-ups*</td>
<td>$25·3</td>
<td>$26·3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demand forecasts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use limits of confidence</td>
<td>$151·7 billion</td>
<td>$152·3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intervals provided by these</td>
<td>$25·4</td>
<td>$25·5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prevalence data</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use limits of confidence</td>
<td>$148·2 billion</td>
<td>$155·7 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intervals for prevalence</td>
<td>$24·8</td>
<td>$26·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>estimates</td>
<td>$43·9 billion</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use 50% as lower bound of</td>
<td>$24·0</td>
<td>$24·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treatment coverage assumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per capita per year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use limits of medicine</td>
<td>$150·1 billion</td>
<td>$152·9 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage assumption</td>
<td>$25·1</td>
<td>$25·6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are US$. IDPIG=International Drug Price Indicator Guide. NA=not applicable. *For those medicines that had used IDPIG supplier median price for main scenarios.

Pharmaceutical expenditure represents a substantial proportion of total health expenditure. According to the Commission analysis using National Health Account data reported in 2010, about 1 in 4 health dollars is spent on medicines in LICs and lower-MICs, and 1 in 5 health dollars is spent on medicines in upper-MICs. Pharmaceutical expenditure ranges from just more than 15% in HICs to 25% in lower-MICs and LICs. By this measure, LMICs pay proportionally more on pharmaceuticals per capita than HICs.

Sources of financing for medicines also vary. National Health Account data show that public expenditure represented most (61%) of the pharmaceutical spending in HICs, while the situation was reversed in LMICs, where more than 62% of pharmaceutical expenditure was in the private sector. In the absence of universal access to health insurance, this implies significantly more out-of-pocket expenditure in LMICs.

The proportion of resources available at national level that is spent on health and pharmaceuticals can indicate a country’s potential to increase allocations to pharmaceuticals. Globally, countries spent 7-1% of gross domestic product (GDP) on health in 2010 (appendix 1.5), including 1-5% of GDP on pharmaceuticals. Less than half was expended from public financing sources. The proportion of GDP spent on pharmaceuticals across country income groups was considerably varied. A lower proportion of GDP was spent on pharmaceuticals in HICs (1.4%) than in LMICs (1.6%).

The net effect of higher per capita pharmaceutical expenditure in HICs is that these countries represent about two-thirds of global pharmaceutical expenditure, despite making up only 17% of the world population (figure 4). Conversely, LICs represent a fifth of the world population, but account for only 0-5% of total global pharmaceutical expenditure.

The disparities are also stark in the case of lower-MICs, where about a third of the world’s population reside but accounts for only 5% of pharmaceutical spending. As expenditure is a product of price and volume, both variables contribute to HICs’ higher expenditure. In comparison, an analysis showed that the volume of medicines consumption per capita is significantly lower in low-resource settings.11

PEPFAR, the Global Fund, the StopTB Global Drug Facility, GAVI, and other bilateral and multilateral international funding mechanisms have expressed intentions to address disease-specific funding disparities between HICs and LMICs. With a combined total budget of more than $80 billion between inception and 2009, these key donors have provided funding for a wide range of activities including the procurement of pharmaceuticals and other health commodities.12 However, these funding mechanisms are not guaranteed to persist, and their support is frequently predicated on recipient countries gradually shifting from donor support to self-reliance. The feasibility of this transition is evident in...
Financing essential medicines for UHC

The Commission considers the model’s estimates to be the bare minimum amount needed for essential medicines in LMICs, assuming efficient procurement and use of pharmaceutical resources, such as prescribing according to standard treatment guidelines and minimal waste. The Commission notes that most LICs spend less on medicines than the estimated absolute minimum of $13 per capita, and more than half of all pharmaceutical expenditure in LMIC is from private sources, namely out of pocket. These findings have important implications for countries moving towards UHC.

First, many LICs and some lower-MICs will need to increase domestic financing to provide a basket of essential medicines as part of the progressive realisation of the right to health. Second, access to insurance funds and public sector health financing must be substantially increased to seek to reduce high levels of out-of-pocket expenditure. Finally, governments that cannot generate sufficient funding for the basic package should be supported in the short term by international funding mechanisms. This support would contribute to ensuring that all people have access to essential medicines, as included in international human rights treaties, and fulfill governments’ obligations to realise human rights even beyond their borders. Such support would also help LICs to develop health services delivery infrastructure while they work to identify adequate domestic financing.

Many lower-MICs spend more than $13 per capita, so the necessary funds for a basic package do exist. In these cases, promoting equity and fairness in the access to essential medicines is of prime importance, necessitating processes of redistribution within a country. This process might also require redirecting national resources, lowering prices, and eliminating inefficiencies and waste (see section 4). Furthermore, providing access to essential medicines benefit packages that go above and beyond the very basic list included in the model will require additional investments.

The Commission expects that this costing model will be used and adapted by countries to estimate national needs for essential medicines, as governments move towards UHC and guaranteed access to essential medicines. A prerequisite to this application of the model is local data inputs, including medicine prices, distribution costs, and disease prevalence. Modification of the model’s inputs would be crucial for individual countries seeking to create their own benchmarks for financing access to essential medicines. An absence of high quality data might substantially hamper accurate estimation of the financial envelope needed. Notably, accurate medicines pricing data are often difficult to obtain (section 2). Distribution costs are frequently not reported either, and detailed local disease prevalence data might also not be easily available.

Similarly, although data on past expenditure on pharmaceuticals are crucial for decision making about future spending, the National Health Account data repository is not adequately updated at the global level, hampering transparency. The comparisons presented in this section were based on the most recent available data, from 2010. With few datapoints over time for comparison, it is difficult to assess the quality of the data submitted by countries, including the relative contributions of the public versus private sectors, and the share of private prepaid and out-of-pocket expenditure.

Finally, the Commission acknowledges that even when national-level analyses have been done, they might provide insufficient evidence on the equity of access to medicines. Just as the aggregate global-level data suggest that pharmaceutical expenditure is adequate to provide essential medicines to all, national per capita expenditure measures might obscure inequities between different regions or subpopulations. Nationally representative data must be collected in ways that allow for disaggregation by key populations.

### Table 3: Mean per capita TPE and THE per country by income group in 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Group</th>
<th>Public expenditure ($)</th>
<th>Private expenditure ($)</th>
<th>Total ($)</th>
<th>% TPE of THE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High (n=49)</td>
<td>$279.2 (60.9%)</td>
<td>$179.2 (39.1%)</td>
<td>$458.4</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper-middle (n=53)</td>
<td>$39.6 (37.2%)</td>
<td>$66.2 (62.8%)</td>
<td>$106.3</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower-middle (n=48)</td>
<td>$11.9 (32.4%)</td>
<td>$24.8 (67.6%)</td>
<td>$36.7</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (n=32)</td>
<td>$2.0 (22.7%)</td>
<td>$6.8 (77.3%)</td>
<td>$8.8</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (n=182)</td>
<td>$90.2 (54.3%)</td>
<td>$75.8 (45.7%)</td>
<td>$166.0</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are US$, percentages are in parentheses. TPE= total pharmaceutical expenditure. THE= total health expenditure. Essential medicines expenditure is a sub-component of TPE. The data source does not allow differentiation between expenditure on essential and non-essential medicines. Data from National Health Accounts.
Figure 3: Relationship between per capita pharmaceutical expenditure and per capita health expenditure in 2010
Countries are indicated with the ISO Alpha-3 code. *Minimum threshold based on costing model (see section 1). Low-income countries (A). Lower-middle-income countries (B). Upper-middle-income countries (C). High-income countries (D). TPE=total pharmaceutical expenditure.

The Commission’s analysis shows that the cost of providing essential medicines to all people in LMICs is a surmountable challenge. The Commission offers the following recommendations in relation to providing sufficient and equitable financing for essential medicines.
1 Governments and national health systems must provide adequate financing to ensure the inclusion of essential medicines in benefit packages provided by the public sector and all health insurance schemes. The Commission’s modelling exercise can serve as a starting point for determining the financing needs for essential medicines for a particular country. This exercise should be adapted to the national context (including disease burden, standard treatment guidelines, health priorities, and the costs of delivering care in that particular system). In any national costing exercise, particular attention must be paid to the specific needs of underserved communities to promote equity and to assure progressive realisation of the right of access to health-care services. The aim must be to achieve a benefits package that addresses the population health needs in a way that can be sustainably financed from different sources, in a fair and transparent manner.

2 Governments and national health systems must implement policies that reduce the amount of out-of-pocket spending on medicines. More than half of all spending on medicines in LMICs comes from out-of-pocket expenditure, which is highly inequitable. Moving towards UHC requires countries to reduce medicines financing via direct payment and to increase financing through required prepayment mechanisms and government allocation.

3 The international community must fulfil its human rights obligations to support governments of LICs in financing a basic package of essential medicines for all, if they are unable to do so domestically. This support should come in addition to similar support programmes already in operation for essential medicines for specific diseases such as HIV, tuberculosis, malaria, and neglected diseases. The Commission urges countries to review innovative financing mechanisms to determine whether they can be extended to apply to essential medicines generally.

4 Governments and national health systems must invest in the capacity to accurately track expenditure on medicines, especially essential medicines, in both the public and private sectors. Data should be disaggregated between prepaid and out-of-pocket expenditure, and among important key populations. Informed decision making on investments in the purchase of essential medicines requires quality data on current spending. Since national-level data can obscure important inequities, data need to be disaggregated for important key populations, chosen with the particular national situation in mind. In designing monitoring systems, attention must also be paid to enabling maximal involvement of all stakeholders and to the principles of transparency, including access to the data for use by policy analysts and academics. Transparency will facilitate public buy-in and support for the decision-making processes that use such data.

---

Section 2: making essential medicines affordable

A patient’s experience

Adia has worked all her life as a domestic helper in a large city. 10 years ago she was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes, for which she has recently been prescribed insulin. A month’s supply of insulin costs the equivalent of 7 days’ salary. Additionally, for each visit she must pay for transport to the clinic while losing a day’s wages. Adia feels trapped in a vicious cycle of losing more and more of her salary to pay for her treatments.

Introduction

The affordability of essential medicines is a core challenge for any health system working to achieve UHC. An appropriate benefit package, including carefully selected essential medicines, is a key component of UHC. The affordability of essential medicines is one of the most pressing problems facing health systems, and requires comprehensive policy solutions that promote equity and maintain financial sustainability.

In this section, the Commission argues for concerted efforts, across a range of policy interventions, to ensure...
the affordability of essential medicines. UHC provides an opportunity to revisit recommended interventions that are underused. Multiple strategies and policies—including pricing policies, pooled funding, leveraging buying power, managing intellectual property for single-source medicines, and careful selection of the medicine benefit package—are needed to address the affordability of both single-source and multi-source medicines.

**Defining affordability**

The term affordability is used to describe the “ability to purchase a necessary quantity of a product or level of a service without suffering undue financial hardship.”

No agreement exists on what financial hardship means, nor how best to assess it. A common way to measure affordability at an individual or household level is to compare the amount of a payment for a treatment course with the household’s available resources. Goods that are largely affordable for high-income households could remain out of reach for low-income individuals and households.

At the collective level, such as for public or third-party payers, affordability depends on the price of the product or service, the available budget, and the fiscal space (defined by Heller in 2006 as “the capacity of government to provide additional budgetary resources for a desired purpose without any prejudice to the sustainability of its financial position”). Available financing for essential medicines is relative to, and therefore key to determining, affordability. Affordability is also distinct from the value of a product or service. Thus, an essential medicine might offer a large health benefit or high value (determined, for example, through cost-effectiveness analysis), but still might not be affordable (because of limited resources, high prices, or both), as with new treatments for hepatitis C (panel 3) and cancers. In other cases, medicines might be affordable but offer little additional health value over existing options.

**Affordability of essential medicines remains a key challenge to access**

Commonly used essential medicines are unaffordable in many settings, despite being available from multiple sources. This is especially true for individuals who are paying out of pocket. When medicines are unavailable in the public sector, patients are forced to purchase them in the private sector using out-of-pocket resources. Between 2007 and 2014, generic medicines were available in an average of 58% of public health facilities in LICs and lower-MICs (availability ranged from 17% to 100%).

Affordability is particularly problematic when medicines must be taken on a continuing basis, such as for the management of chronic communicable or non-communicable conditions. Unlike AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria, NCDs have not been the target of new global funding facilities. Differences in affordability also exist within the NCDs group: essential medicines for cancer and diabetes are often less affordable than treatments for hypertension. Nonetheless, a study of private pharmacy prices for four commonly used cardiovascular medicines in 18 countries showed that they were potentially unaffordable for at least some patients in every country. This result included 0·14% of households in HICs, 25% in upper-MICs, 33% in lower-MICs, as much as 60% in LICs (excluding India), and 59% in India.

The results of a review of WHO/Health Action International (HAI) price data in LMICs showed that a month of treatment for three common chronic NCDs (gastric ulcers, asthma, and type 2 diabetes) was not affordable to large segments of the population when purchased in the private sector. (The WHO/HAI method uses a definition of affordability that is based on the number of days of the minimum public sector wage for unskilled government workers required to purchase 1 month of treatment.)

Similarly, considerable challenges have been documented with the affordability of insulin for treating diabetes. Public sector data from 13 LMICs showed that the mean public sector price of human insulin (100 IU isophane/regular 70/30) represented 0·7 to 6·2 days’ minimum public sector wages for 1 month of treatment. In the private sector, across 20 LMICs the same medicine represented about twice the burden, between 1·1 and 13·7 days’ wages.

**Routine monitoring of essential medicines prices is needed**

The MDG Gap Task Force Report 2015 stated that “[a]ccess to essential medicines at affordable prices remains highly problematic, with many households squeezed out of the market due to high prices and limited availability.” It also noted a serious lack of data to adequately track progress. Data on prices need to be analysed and understood to design interventions to improve affordability. However, substantial gaps in the availability and quality of systematically gathered and analysed data on price and affordability of medicines exist at a global level.

The 2015 World Health Statistics report also emphasised that “[d]ata on the availability of medicines are poor in most developing countries.” It also emphasised that the only reliable sources of data on medicine prices are the surveys done using the WHO/HAI method. However, these data are limited and rapidly become out of date. In the 2015 World Health Statistics report, only 38 (19·6%) of 194 countries had survey results generated between 2007 and 2013. The only datapoints reported were minimum, median, and maximum values for the availability of generic medicines, and the median consumer price ratio (compared with international reference prices) of selected generic medicines in the public and private sectors. Although the WHO/HAI cross-sectional survey method has been validated, it remains subject to limitations in terms of sampling, facilities, and the basket of medicines.
assessed.140 Very few countries have done repeated price surveys, while data on affordability by income strata are not available. Routine data are easier to collect from single-payer and state-operated systems, but data obtained from distributors or retailers have limitations. Such data are often out of date because of price fluctuations, and do not reflect undisclosed discounts, clawbacks, or other types of price reductions. Routine collection of data on the actual prices paid by patients for medicines rarely occurs, especially in settings in which out-of-pocket payments are common and the prices paid are highly variable. The International Drug Price Indicator Guide issued by Management Sciences for Health addresses this gap to a certain extent, by reporting sellers’ and buyers’ prices from government agencies, pharmaceutical suppliers, and international development organisations. Other price reporting mechanisms have been developed for specific medicines, such as antiretrovirals and tuberculosis treatments.141–143

The lack of reliable price information is a barrier to cross-national comparisons and impedes the development of responsive pricing policies. Furthermore, because affordability relates to total expenditure, which is determined by both price and volume, data on the use of medicines (see section 4) should be considered as well during the development of evidence-informed policies. The Commission concludes that new systems are needed to routinely collect, analyse, and respond to pricing data in real time, particularly in LMICs. These systems will require investments in strengthening capacity between institutions that generate and analyse information.

A comprehensive set of policies is required to achieve affordable prices
To implement UHC, a benefit package must be designed that includes an evidence-informed list of medicines to be provided or reimbursed. The Commission has identified several strategies beyond the development of an essential medicines list that can improve access to affordable essential medicines at the individual and collective level (panel 4). The Commission believes that affordable prices for essential medicines are compatible with the sustainability of the pharmaceutical industry, including, as detailed in section 5, research and innovation to develop missing essential medicines.

Each country needs to select the policy options appropriate to its particular health system, national priorities, available resources, and human rights considerations. Many factors will affect which policies to apply, particularly how a country’s medicine supply chain is structured. For example, health care might be delivered predominantly through the public sector, or involve a wider range of public and private sector actors. Other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel 4: A comprehensive suite of essential medicines policies to reduce prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Procurement interventions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pooled procurement, using limited competitive bidding (tender)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pooled procurement (or use of monopsony power), with price negotiation based on volumes procured or inclusion in a reimbursement list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Parallel importation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pro-generic policies (note that these policies also rely on an effective medicines regulatory authority, which can assure the quality of all products on the local market)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• International non-proprietary name prescribing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mandatory offer of generic substitution or enablement of generic substitution by pharmacists and other dispensers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pricing interventions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduction or removal of import taxes or sales taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Internal reference pricing (note that this type of pricing is also a pro-generic policy, as it depends on the ability to set a reimbursement limit by reference to the price of a selected generic option)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• External reference pricing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regulation of distribution chain mark-ups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regulation of professional fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regulation of annual factory-gate price increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Patent-related interventions such as encouragement of voluntary licensing and patent pools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality use of medicines interventions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evidence-informed standard treatment guidelines and essential medicines list or reimbursement list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Feedback on prescribing behaviour, with peer review and intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reimbursement based on adherence to guidelines and use of medicines targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reimbursement caps (limit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Patient copayments (as a disincentive to overuse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights flexibilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No granting or enforcing of medicines patents and test data protection (for least-developed countries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use of parallel import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Compulsory licensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Government use licensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Application of strict patentability criteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on existing WHO guidance,144–147 assessment of the relevance of pharmaceutical policies to low-income and middle-income countries.145,146
factors to consider include the degrees to which an established local pharmaceutical market or reliance on imported medicines exists, the extent to which medicines are patented, and the extent of reliance on donor funding for purchasing essential medicines. WHO offers guidance to countries on a wide range of medicines pricing policy options available to governments and health systems. Topics include: internal and external reference pricing, reimbursement limits and reasonable co-payments, removing sales taxes and tariffs on medicines, regulating increases to factory-gate prices, setting distribution chain price controls, and regulating professional and other fees. Although many policy options are relevant to countries where public sector provision of health care predominates, others only become available when countries implement a purchaser–provider split.

UHC does not imply either complete reliance on public sector service provision or a more pluralistic system involving both public and private providers. However, any system that enables a large purchaser, such as a national health insurance fund or public health sector, to use monopsony (only one buyer) power (through competitive bidding and price negotiations) exerts downward pressure on prices. Pooled procurement, when multiple payers within a country or across countries negotiate prices together, can also be used to increase monopsony power. Such practices have been widely used, in conjunction with measures to overcome patent barriers, to supply generic antiretrovirals by the global financing initiatives that have transformed the landscape of antiretroviral medicines. Transparency about prices has been a major feature of these global financing systems, in marked contrast with the situation that pertains to pharmaceutical pricing in other settings. Although little conclusive evidence exists that transparency alone results in price reductions, the possibility has been raised that price transparency could enable collusion or other anticompetitive behaviours between companies or in an attempt to limit price reductions. However, as the case of antiretrovirals has shown, transparency can also be accompanied by drastic price reductions.

Ineffective and inefficient national procurement institutions and processes can also contribute to higher than necessary prices for payers, affecting the availability of medicines. Over at least the past decade, collective procurement strategies have been promoted globally, particularly between international agencies. For example, manufacturers reduced the prices of etonogestrel and levonorgestrel by roughly 50%, from $18 to $8·50 per unit for etonogestrel and $16·50 to $8·50 per unit for levonorgestrel, thanks to minimum volume guarantees by a consortium of global health partners. The price reductions resulted in a near-doubling of orders from buyers and, ultimately, improved access for women.

Global donors, technical partners, and manufacturers have also joined forces to help reshape health product markets and reduce the production costs of pharmaceuticals. For example, between 2003 and 2013, GAVI cultivated a competitive marketplace for the pentavalent vaccine, resulting in a price reduction of up to 65% (from $3·56 per dose to as low as $1·19). In 2013, this reduction was projected to save GAVI up to $150 million over the course of 4 years.

The policies that promote affordability vary depending on the types of essential medicines being considered. Single-source medicines (including those still under patent) and multi-source medicines require different approaches. Pro-generic policies enable considerable cost savings whenever generic alternatives exist. For example, it has been estimated that Chinese hospital purchasers could save a total of $1·4 billion (2014 US$) by switching from originator brand antihypertensives and antidiabetics to domestically available generic equivalents. Pro-generic policies include: prescription by international nonproprietary name, allowing (or requiring) generic substitution by pharmacists, and using procurement and reimbursement decisions to promote generic use (table 4). These policies depend on trust, held by prescribers, dispensers, patients, and carers, in the quality of available generic products (sections 3 and 4).

For the past 5 years, price increases of up to 1250% for medicines available as generic products have come under intense scrutiny in North America and Europe. Manufacturers of older generic medicines point out that the larger companies have little interest in these products, because of low profitability. Little or no competition between the few remaining producers removes downward pressure on prices, enabling inordinate price hikes. The manufacturers argue that pricing reflects the value of the medication, but others interpret it as unscrupulous price gouging and call for policy solutions on moral grounds.

Interventions to increase use of generics are difficult when the medicine in question is patented, or when generic equivalents cannot be produced. The World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) obliges all member countries to provide patents for all technologies, including pharmaceuticals, with a minimum duration of 20 years. (The exemption for least developed countries [LDCs] is time limited, to 2033.) TRIPS also includes a range of flexibilities that provide governments with options that allow for the protection of public health, including access to affordable medicines (section 5). Widespread use of these flexibilities has been key, for example, in the supply of generic antiretrovirals. However, these flexibilities are under continual threat from the TRIPS-plus obligations included in bilateral and regional trade agreements. For example, data exclusivity provisions require each manufacturer of generic or biosimilar medicines to generate its own data for applications to regulatory authorities for market...
These countries are obliged to grant patent protection for MICs excluded from voluntary licensing agreements. Under patent protection might well be most acute for flexibilities.

Countries that use TRIPS flexibilities also risk trade pressures, such as being included in annual watch lists like the Special 301 Report issued annually by the US Trade Representative.

A systemic response to the challenges of intellectual property barriers is provided by the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP), which is described in more detail in section 5. Patent licences, such as those available from the MPP or certain patent-holding companies, provide a legal means to reduce the negative effects of a patent monopoly on the availability of a generic medicine and lead to greater availability at more affordable prices. Use of a licence might require the payment of a royalty, and is subject to restrictions in terms of geographical scope. Companies making generic medicines under an MPP licence and certain company licences can, nevertheless, supply countries outside of the scope of the licence, provided those countries have issued a compulsory licence or enabled government use of a patent, or such supply does not otherwise infringe on a granted patent in that country.

Local production has been promoted as a strategy to expand access to affordable generic medicines. For example, Mozambique received support from the government of Brazil to promote domestic pharmaceutical production, whereas the European Union funds a large project to foster technology transfer between regions. In the early 1990s, the national HIV treatment programmes of Brazil and Thailand were both largely dependent on locally produced low-cost antiretrovirals. Two earlier literature reviews concluded that, while promoting domestic production is often politically or economically motivated, meaningful assessment of the impact is missing. What evidence exists on the impact of domestic production on prices is contradictory, perhaps partly caused by conflicting public health and industrial policy agendas. Weak regulatory authorities and a dearth of human resources are among the economic and institutional barriers that have impeded domestic production in many settings.

The problem of affordability of single-source medicines under patent protection might well be most acute for MICs excluded from voluntary licensing agreements. These countries are obliged to grant patent protection for pharmaceuticals and are vulnerable to political pressures when they attempt to apply TRIPS flexibilities. They might also be excluded from receiving donor support. In this regard, South Africa is an exceptional case. On the basis of its high HIV prevalence, it is included in many voluntary licences and non-enforcement agreements for antiretroviral drugs. However, South Africa is subject to the full force of the TRIPS Agreement and has yet to amend its patent laws to take full advantage of available flexibilities.

Table 4: Pro-generic policies to increase competition and reduce prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description or examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preventing delay in generic prescribing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling substitutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapting medicines reimbursement policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting independent medicines information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring consumption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Commission argues that all countries need to use the full range of pricing policies, including all TRIPS flexibilities, to promote affordability of essential medicines at both the individual and collective levels.

New essential medicines threaten the financial sustainability of health systems

High prices of medicines pose problems for LMICs and HICs alike, threatening the sustainability of health systems and raising serious ethical questions about equity and coverage. The price of a new medicine is typically set by the manufacturer to maximise its profits during the period of monopoly supply under patent. Tiered pricing schemes have been promoted as a strategy to protect affordability. However, this practice can artificially segment a market, or result in only short-term price reductions, particularly when compared with the long-term impact of competition.

Large volumes, high prices, or a combination of both can contribute to making essential medicines unaffordable. Whenever a large amount of medicine is required, such as when a large patient pool exists, a health system’s financial capacities can be stressed. If the price of a widely used medicine, or an entire class of medicines, is increased, the budgetary impact can be devastating. Antiretroviral drugs exemplified these challenges as access to treatment was expanded. An example is the new direct-acting antiviral medicines to
treat hepatitis C. As described in panel 2, these expensive medicines are urgently needed by millions of people worldwide, and the expiration of primary patents for these products is only expected from 2024.

Biological medicines (those based on large, complex molecules, such as proteins and antibodies, as opposed to the simpler, smaller molecules that are incorporated in chemical medicines), such as monoclonal antibodies used to treat cancers, are another example of medicines whose prices present affordability challenges to all countries, regardless of income level. In the USA, the average acquisition price (the price charged to patients, insurers, or the health system) of newer cancer treatments now ranges from $10 000 to $30 000 per month. Biological medicines are projected to comprise approximately 20% of the value of the global pharmaceutical market in 2017. They contributed to the largest percentage increase in pharmaceutical expenditure in HICs between 2005 and 2015 (figure 5).

High prices have led to calls to place more emphasis on assessing the value of new medicines to “help physicians, payers, and patients...make better choices about their use.” As UHC is extended, there is a crucial need for tools to assess the value of new medicines, particularly those that are highly priced. The American Society of Clinical Oncology, for example, has proposed a value analysis framework. Assessing the value of new medicines only, however, does not necessarily lead to affordable prices. In the USA, where a largely laissez-faire approach to medicine pricing has been in effect for many years, there are now calls for a change to the “system in which prices are linked to the value of products.” In 2016, US President Barack Obama issued a call for transparency in reporting production and development costs, increasing rebates by manufacturers to pay for medicines received by certain groups of beneficiaries of Medicare and Medicaid, and granting government the authority to negotiate prices for certain high-priced medicines. These developments represent a complete change in attitudes about new medicines and their costs in the USA, which pays, on average, the highest prices for medicines globally. The terms newer is better and newer is needed are no longer considered appropriate or defensible justifications. Similar challenges face any health system that is deciding whether to include a new medicine on its essential medicines or reimbursement lists.

**Strengthen national capacity to assess value**

The health technology assessment (HTA) method is one approach to assessing the value of a new medicine. HTA goes far beyond cost-effectiveness analysis; it is “a multidisciplinary activity that systematically examines the safety, clinical efficacy and effectiveness, cost, cost-effectiveness, organisational implications, social consequences, legal and ethical considerations of the application of a health technology—usually a drug, medical device or clinical/surgical procedure.” A similar process, described as priority setting, has been cited as essential to achieving UHC.

HTA programmes have been established in a number of HICs with national health insurance systems. Several transitional and MICs, such as Poland, Colombia, and Malaysia, have also established HTA agencies. A 2014 survey of 17 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean and 22 countries in Central and Eastern Europe showed that numerous countries were setting up institutional frameworks, developing procedures and standards, and establishing policies to support HTA.

A 2014 World Health Assembly Resolution (WHA67.23) noted the prerequisites necessary to implement HTA begin with an independent body, free from political pressure and other vested interests in medicines policy. Engagement with stakeholders, such as academic institutions and professional associations, is
also needed. HTA often requires the creation of new capacity at the national level. Finally, substantial and sustained financial investment is needed to provide for the resources needed to undertake HTA. For example, in 2008 the Korean National Evidence-based Healthcare Collaborating Agency had around 120 staff, a budget of $10 million, and completed 90 HTAs (of which 59 were done in-house). Panel 5 reviews these prerequisites using the example of the Health Intervention and Technology Assessment Program, the national agency performing and supporting HTAs in Thailand.

The Commission acknowledges that HTA alone cannot make essential medicines affordable. However, HTA can substantially contribute to the evidence base for selection and reimbursement decisions related to medicines. Moreover, results from HTAs have been used by government agencies as an input in price negotiations over new essential medicines. Examples from Thailand (panel 6) illustrate how HTA has been used in supporting reimbursement decisions and triggering pricing interventions for medicines.

Several examples have shown that ad hoc solutions, such as creating specific earmarked funds for a particular medicine, disease, or patient group, are often tempting because of political expediencies. However, ad hoc solutions are rarely sustainable, and risk undermining a well designed and effective decision-making process for a health system overall (panel 7).

HTA requires investing in capacity to assess clinical evidence, consider local costs of services and inputs, and project potential budget impacts of competing options. Budget impact assessment should then trigger urgent discussions about the acceptability of prices for new essential medicines, and the activation of other essential medicines policies that could improve affordability, expand access, and ensure sustainable health gains. Budget impact assessment is already a formal requirement in reimbursement decision making in numerous countries, including Australia, Norway, Canada, and Italy. As Bulfone and colleagues commented, “The role of economic evaluation in decision-making...remains as a part of the whole and not the ‘end game’.”

The Commission recognises that HTA is but one tool, and still raises many unresolved challenges. Among these are: the types of technologies to be considered, the

---

**Panel 5: The Health Intervention and Technology Assessment Program (HITAP) of Thailand**

Thailand’s experience demonstrates how health technology assessment (HTA) can be successfully used as a tool for developing and implementing policies that reduce the prices of essential medicines and technologies.

In 2007, the Ministry of Public Health in Thailand established HITAP to generate evidence to inform decision making about which medicines and health technologies would be covered by the public health system. By 2015, HITAP had 50 staff, and a budget of approximately US$2 million per year. The assessment process used by HITAP is presented in appendix 2.2. HITAP does between 20 and 25 assessments per year.

Four crucial features have enabled Thailand to effectively use HTA to make medicines more affordable:

- **Independence from decision making about reimbursement:** HITAP does not make decisions on the inclusion of a medicine in the National List of Essential Medicines (NLEM), the Thai public health system’s reimbursement list. Instead, its expert assessments are provided to relevant government authorities. The link between technical assessment and reimbursement decisions should be transparent and clearly defined.
- **Compensating for a shortage of in-house HTA capacity:** in Thailand, most HTAs are done either by HITAP or by other public research institutes. On lower priority topics, the NLEM Subcommittee allows HTA submissions from industry, provided they follow national guidelines. This action allows HITAP to allocate scarce technical resources to high priority assessments.
- **Using price quotations as an input for HTA and a trigger for pricing interventions:** HTAs in Thailand go beyond consideration of the existing price of a product in the local market. Manufacturers and marketers of medicines under HTA consideration might submit price quotations that reflect the economies of scale that would follow if the product is deemed reimbursable. Additionally, if the HTA shows that the incremental cost effectiveness ratio exceeds a certain threshold—approximately US$5000 (160 000 Thai Baht) per quality-adjusted life-year or disability-adjusted life-year—then price negotiations ensue to reach a price that is acceptable for all parties. Thus, the Thai HTA process has led to the activation of price interventions aimed at ensuring the affordability of essential medicines (see also panel 6).
- **Using HTA as an input for budgetary impact consideration:** no health system has an unlimited budget; there will always be tensions between ensuring availability of cost-effective essential medicines and securing the means to meet the cost of such medicines. Demonstrating cost-effectiveness, even on the basis of locally-relevant thresholds, values, and preferences, is not sufficient to ensure that a medicine is affordable for either the health system or patients. For example, a Thai HTA concluded that reimbursing screening-plus-treatment for osteoporosis at any age was not cost-effective. Even if the acquisition price of the medicine being assessed, alendronate, were to be reduced by 40%, it was projected that it would comprise almost 20% of the UHC scheme’s budget if included.
Thai HTAs have triggered interventions to reduce the price of a medicine under consideration for inclusion in the National List of Essential Medicines (NLEM) such as:

- **Price negotiation:** In 2012, oxaliplatin was added to the Thai NLEM for the treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer, as part of the FOLFOX adjuvant chemotherapy regimen (with folinic acid [also known as leucovorin] and 5-fluorouracil). An initial HTA had shown that FOLFOX would be considered cost-effective compared with the alternative (adjuvant therapy with folinic acid, 5-fluorouracil, and capetcitabine), but only if the price of oxaliplatin were reduced by at least 40%. A final price reduction of 70% was negotiated, which has saved the Thai health system approximately US$4.75 million (152 million Thai Baht) per year.

- **Off-label use:** In 2012, the Thai NLEM confirmed a decision to include intravitreal bevacizumab, rather than ranibizumab, for the treatment of age-related macular degeneration. Although bevacizumab had been used off-label, concerns were raised after such use was challenged in the UK.194 An HTA done by the Health Intervention and Technology Assessment Program concluded that the two medicines were equivalent in terms of effectiveness, but noted that safety data were insufficiently robust. A multi-stakeholder process, including ophthalmologists, academics, and representatives from the Thai Food and Drug Administration and pharmaceutical industry, recommended that negotiations commence with the producer of ranibizumab to reduce the price, but in the event that these price negotiations failed, bevacizumab will be included in the NLEM (with development of a system for monitoring serious adverse effects).

- **Cost-sharing arrangement:** Although an HTA of imiglucerase for the treatment of type 1 Gaucher disease showed the product not to be cost-effective, a cost-sharing model was negotiated, which allowed the product to be included on the NLEM in 2012. For the first five patients newly identified each year, costs were to be shared equally by the manufacturer and government (an effective price reduction of 50%), and for subsequent patients identified in the same year, the manufacturer would cover the entire cost of treatment.

**Panel 6: Examples of price interventions triggered by Thai health technology assessments (HTAs)**
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values assigned to health status, the selection of the metrics used for cost-effectiveness comparisons, the costs of doing HTA, the risk of duplication of efforts, the impact of disease-specific approaches, and the risk of gaming the system. Commentators have argued that the HTA method is promoted by donor agencies but inadequately adapted or used by national governments or decision makers. Therefore, they warn that HTA should be applied only with great caution.210 Given these limitations and challenges, it seems crucial to identify the areas where HTA can make the greatest contribution to decision making and where there is need for other existing or innovative tools.

**Transparency is essential to effective data analysis and decision making**

HTA requires a commitment to transparency between all stakeholders. The data used in assessments should be available for review by both health professionals and consumers. This kind of transparency could have implications for agencies that use commercial in-confidence evidence provided by pharmaceutical companies. However, as with medicines regulatory structures, a deliberate policy of maximal transparency helps to engender trust in the procedure and the outcomes of assessments.

Regional and global collaborations between HTA agencies can promote efficiency in doing the analyses, especially when capacity is poor. Such cooperation relies on transferability, the extent to which HTAs done in one setting can be used in, or adapted to, another setting.207,208 Cooperation requires a commitment to share information on evidence of comparative effectiveness, estimates of cost-effectiveness, results of budget impact assessments, and outcomes of pricing interventions. However, when relying on an assessment done elsewhere to inform a local decision-making process, an HTA should include a crucial examination of the applicability of the evidence used to local conditions, societal values, and the prices offered for medicines under consideration. Several networks have established procedures for information sharing, such as the HTA Core Model developed by EUnetHTA.212 Existing networks in this field are listed in appendix 2.1.

HTA—or any other assessment process—also requires transparency with respect to the process and values applied. Otherwise it becomes impossible to assess, for example, how priorities are set for specific subpopulations.209,213 Fulfilment of the right to the highest attainable standard of health is not an event, but a process of progressive realisation that can take resource limitations into account.208,209 For example, the mere fact that a disease is rare does not provide a human-rights-based justification for the immediate reimbursement of a treatment with a less-favourable marginal cost-effectiveness than other treatments for other diseases.210 It has been proposed that new expensive treatments should be added to reimbursement packages on the basis of the marginal cost-effectiveness criteria (cost per quality adjusted life-year gained) as other medicines.214 However, the Commission notes that societies might choose to apply different norms in particular circumstances, such as in relation to end-of-life care. For instance, a review of reimbursement decisions in 14 OECD countries found that both the severity and the rarity of a condition were used to justify higher incremental cost-effectiveness ratios or higher prices than would be the norm.215 Balancing the various considerations and justifications that could be used in such decisions highlights the necessity of explicitly defining ethical principles to guide the use of economic analyses in the selection of medicines.

Finally, HTA—or any similar approach—requires a commitment to meaningful involvement of the public and other stakeholders throughout the assessment process. Any analysis of value involves the application of so-called value judgments that reflect social values and preferences of patients and carers, in addition to data on costs and relative effectiveness.216,217 Just as patient and public participation is increasingly recognised as important for the validity of medicines regulatory decisions, so too is their involvement in medicines
selection and, especially, decisions to restrict access to medicines and other health technologies.

Conclusion

The affordability of essential medicines, from those that have been on the market for years to those that are new or have newly attained essential status, is a fundamental challenge in both LMICs and HICs. Affordability is a high priority in countries moving towards UHC. Designing and then equitably implementing effective policies can only be achieved through concerted efforts by governments and health systems, in concert with the pharmaceutical industry.

The Commission maintains that every available regulatory and management intervention that could improve the affordability of medicines must be considered. The suite of policy instruments includes: pricing interventions, pro-generic policies, use of TRIPS flexibilities when patent barriers prevent access to lower-priced alternatives, and avoidance of TRIPS-plus provisions in bilateral trade agreements. Considerable evidence supports the use of these policies to support the affordability of essential medicines.

No option should be regarded as off the table for political reasons. For example, removing taxes and tariffs is well within the power of governments, even if it might be unpopular with certain stakeholders. Moreover, committing to UHC provides countries with new opportunities to effectively implement policies, such as leveraging newly created buyer power and financial pooling, to address high prices of medicines. The ultimate objective is not merely cost-containment. Instead, as previously noted, UHC aims for the long-term sustainability of the health system; the ability to develop and provide proven effective medicines to all people who need them, including disadvantaged groups; and to improve their health status and personal satisfaction, and the financial protection offered to citizens.

HTA is one method that generates evidence to support decision making about the selection of essential medicines for procurement and reimbursement, and can be an input in price negotiations, especially for new essential medicines. But HTA is not an end in itself, nor is it necessarily the best method of priority-setting in every context. HTA and other methods to assess value, such as budget impact assessments, should be used in combination with other policy instruments that can deliver more affordable medicines. It has been noted that “[p]riority-setting cannot solve all of the challenges and barriers associated with health resource allocation.” However, “it can support transparency and accountability and other such factors that enhance good governance.”

Recommendations

The Commission offers the following key recommendations to promote the affordability of essential medicines:

1. Governments and health systems must create and maintain information systems for routine monitoring of data on the affordability of essential medicines, as well as price and availability, in both the public and private sectors. Countries moving towards UHC have an opportunity to respond to the needs of payers for quality price information for procurement and reimbursement decisions. Simultaneously, countries should measure their progress on providing affordable medicines. Monitoring systems should inform decision making about the need for interventions on medicines price and affordability. Monitoring systems also need to include regular surveys to obtain data disaggregated by economic status, rural or urban setting, sex, and other key population groups.

2. Governments must implement a comprehensive set of policies to achieve affordable prices for essential medicines. Countries moving towards UHC should consider using pricing policies that leverage large buyer power, setting a reimbursement limit by reference, and creating incentives for prescribers and patients such as reimbursement caps or copayments when appropriate. Policies to address high prices of generic essential medicines might require a different set of policies from essential medicines under patent protection. The full range of medicines pricing policy interventions must be employed to ensure the affordability of essential medicines for individuals and populations, including
exempting medicines from taxes and tariffs, pro-
generic policies in the case of multi-source products,
and the use of TRIPS flexibilities in the case of single-
source products. To protect a wide range of policy
options, countries should abstain from demanding or
agreeing to TRIPS-plus provisions in trade agreements.

Governments and health systems must develop
national capacity to create medicines benefit packages
that guide procurement and reimbursement for
affordable essential medicines. This development
requires building capacity to identify where health
technology assessments can make the greatest
contribution to decision making, translate findings of
these assessments to the local context, and use the
findings as inputs in decision making (including to
help identify instances for governments to intervene
in relation to medicine pricing).

Governments, national health systems, and the
pharmaceutical industry must promote transparency
by sharing health and medicines information.
Globally and regionally, countries and health systems
must participate in transparent sharing of information
on pricing, evidence for comparative effectiveness,
cost-effectiveness estimates, or other economic
assessment of technologies, budget impact assess-
ments, and the outcomes of pricing interventions.
Sharing promotes efficiency by avoiding duplication,
enabling countries with lower resources to use and
adapt assessment of medicines (and other health
technologies) according to their needs.

Section 3: assuring the quality and safety of
essential medicines

A patient’s experience

Adwoa, a girl aged 2 years from a rural village, had
been feverish for 3 days. Her mother, Grace, feared
that her daughter had malaria. As the district hospital
was far away, Grace went to a local shop where she was
sold 3 loose tablets. The shopkeeper told her to give
Adwoa a half-tablet immediately and the rest divided
over 2 days. 2 days later Adwoa developed a high fever
and experienced seizures. Her family borrowed money
to take her to hospital. She was admitted and
immediately treated for cerebral malaria. Although
Adwoa survived, she might have suffered permanent
brain damage. Grace worried that she had done
something wrong with the medication. In fact, the
medicine was poorly manufactured and did not contain
enough active ingredient.

Introduction

Medicines are complex products with powerful effects,
which can be enormously helpful or disastrously
harmful. Likewise, medicine safety is complex, covering
three dimensions: molecule-based (linked to the active
ingredient), product-based (linked to the quality of the
product), and use-based (linked to the prescription—
eg, right dosage for right disease). This section focuses
on product-based quality and safety, while use-based
safety is discussed in section 4. Medical devices and in-
vitro diagnostics are not specifically considered.

A medicine’s quality and safety cannot reliably be
assessed by a consumer; even professionals need
specialised training, equipment, and information. Govern-
ments, therefore, have a positive obligation to protect the
health of the public by assuring the quality and safety of
medicines through the regulation of R&D, manufacture,
marketing, distribution, and use. These government
actions enable health professionals and patients to trust
the quality and safety of products on the market. This
multipronged process becomes even more challenging for
biological medicines with complex structures and
manufacturing processes, including biosimilars.

Poor-quality medicines (also referred to as substandard,
spurious, falsely labelled, falsified, and counterfeit; panel 8) can cause serious, even fatal, harm to patients.
Money spent on poor-quality medicines is wasted, at the
least; often, additional costs are incurred to counteract
harm. At the population level, poor-quality medicines
reduce health outcomes and endanger public health, for
example, by contributing to the development of
antimicrobial resistance and loss of public trust in the
health system.

The Commission believes that achieving sustainable
development requires concerted efforts to improve the
quality and safety of essential medicines, through
building appropriate regulatory systems as part of health
systems. New concepts and approaches have emerged in
recent decades.

This section identifies five crucial areas of opportunity
for improving the quality and safety of essential
medicines: regulatory harmonisation, prequalification,
improved procurement, enhanced surveillance, and
accountability.

The breadth and depth of the medicine quality and
safety problem

Low quality of some medicines continues to be a pervasive
and poorly understood problem. For example, a
2008 survey found that 76 (28%) of 267 antimalarial
medicine samples in Cameroon, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya,
Nigeria, and Tanzania were substandard. Considerable
differences existed between countries, with the lowest
failure rates in Ethiopia (0%) and Kenya (5%) and the
highest in Nigeria (64%). In 2009, 33 (11%) of
291 antituberculosis medicines from Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan did not
meet quality specifications; for rifampicin capsules the
failure rate was 28%. Results of a systematic review of
44 studies in 25 countries (primarily LICs and lower-MICs)
showed a median prevalence of substandard medicines of
28.5% (range 11–48%).

The true extent of the problem, however, remains
unknown. Most studies on substandard and falsified
medicines (57/66; 86%) focus on infectious disease treatments, especially for malaria.229 Much less information is available about medicines for NCDs. Most studies are cross-sectional surveys providing information at one point in time; other study designs are necessary to enable the examination of longitudinal changes.229

The impact of poor-quality products can be devastating. At their most benign, poor-quality medicines have no treatment effect; at their worst, they cause human disasters. An estimated 122 350 deaths in children under 5 years in 39 sub-Saharan African countries in 2013 were attributed to the consumption of poor-quality antimalarial medicines.11 The true cause of these deaths is rarely noted, as the children are assumed to have died from malaria.

Dramatic incidents can generate public outcry. In 2006, the inclusion of toxic diethylene glycol in a paracetamol oral liquid dosage form led to the deaths of more than 100 children in Panama.12 The ingredient was imported from China via a European broker that had not disclosed its origin or true contents.229 In a similar case in Haiti, the product came from a Dutch broker.230 Addition of an incorrect active ingredient to a tablet for cardiovascular disease resulted in an estimated 230 deaths in Pakistan (appendix 3.4). In all cases the cause was serious negligence in manufacturing, with subsequent failures of the quality assurance process, including failure of proper regulatory oversight.

A 2011 survey (Hall P, Concept Foundation, unpublished) assessed the capacity of manufacturers of oral contraceptives to produce good-quality products. All 44 generic manufacturers in the LMICs surveyed were declared to be in compliance with national good manufacturing practice (GMP) standards. Yet less than a third of the manufacturing plants met global GMP requirements set by either WHO or the Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention and Pharmaceutical Inspection Cooperation Scheme (jointly abbreviated as PIC/S). Local GMP requirements might be distinct from WHO or PIC/S requirements; non-global GMP requirements do not mean, by default, that the products are poor quality. However, WHO and PIC/S set global standards that aim to ensure quality and safety. Another survey,231 on the quality of misoprostol in 15 MICs, showed that only 119 (55·3%) of 215 products contained the correct quantity of active ingredient; 14 (7%) of 215 did not contain any and were probably falsified (panel 9).

Falsified medicines are deliberately and fraudulently mislabelled with respect to their identity or source. Falsified products often carry fake logos to purport to be recognised as innovator or generic brands. They might contain the correct ingredients in inappropriate amounts, the wrong ingredients, or no active ingredients at all. A key factor is an absence of documentation through which they can be traced back to a legitimate manufacturer. The supply of falsified medicines is a criminal act. The problem of falsification is distinct from other quality problems, such as production that does not meet relevant quality standards, and addressing it involves a wide array of stakeholders, such as politicians, customs, and other law enforcement, and the judiciary. The sophistication of falsified medicines seems to be increasing (appendix 3.1), as does their number, although it is not clear to what extent this is because of better reporting (figure 7).

Panel 8: Substandard, spurious, falsely labelled, falsified and counterfeit medicines

No international agreement exists on exact definitions for the various types of poor quality products.221 Following the approach used by the Institute of Medicine in 2013,222 in this report a distinction is made between substandard medicines (genuine products that fail to meet national standards set for them) and falsified products (spurious, falsely labelled, and falsified medicines; these medicines are intentionally fake products, and the identity of the actual maker cannot be established). The term counterfeit is only used “to describe trademark infringement, which is not a problem of primary concern to public health organizations.”222 Products may fall in more than one category at the same time. For example, all falsified products are by definition also substandard.

Panel 9: Widespread quality problems with misoprostol, a life-saving medicine for prevention and treatment of post-partum haemorrhage

The active ingredient in misoprostol tablets tends to degrade rapidly, making it technically demanding to produce a quality-assured product. Between 2011 and 2015, the Concept Foundation tested 215 samples of misoprostol acquired from licensed sellers in Argentina, Bangladesh, Egypt, Cambodia, Kenya, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Nigeria, Nepal, Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines, and Vietnam (figure 6). 119 (55·3%) of 215 products had a level of active ingredient within 90–110% of specifications (between the horizontal lines in the figure), while 85 (39·5%) had less than 90%. More products failed the longer they were stored. In 11 (5·1%) products, more than 110% of stated content was found, perhaps to compensate in advance for degradation with time. Most importantly, 14 products (including 10 from a single manufacturer) contained neither misoprostol nor its principal degradation product. These were classified as falsified (diamond symbol in the figure); some were disguised as branded products and were therefore counterfeits as well.

Most generic misoprostol products claim a shelf life of 2 years, while the innovator product has a shelf life of 3 years. Figure 6 clearly shows that after 1 year all 29 products packaged in plastic/aluminium blisters (red circles in figure 6) failed. Failure rates of full aluminium blisters (green circles in figure 6) were lower but still unacceptable (58/164, or 35·4%). Aluminium blisters by themselves do not guarantee good quality, because the manufacturing environment also needs to be controlled.

Despite the manufacturing challenges, quality- assured misoprostol products—all packed in plastic/aluminium blisters (green square boxes in figure 6)—can be manufactured. Only 1 (2·0%) of 51 of the products approved by stringent regulatory authorities (SRAs), WHO prequalification, or the Global Fund Expert Review Panel (square boxes in figure 6) failed the test; this outcome is in contrast with non-SRA approved generic products (circles in figure 6). Regulatory oversight by an SRA is essential for this life-saving product.
Figure 6: Quality of misoprostol tablets in 15 low-income and middle-income countries

Figure was adapted from Hall and Tagontong. A date of production could not be established for two samples. Those samples were each assigned zero days. LA= labelled amount. pl/alu= blister packaging consisting of a plastic and an aluminium component. alu/alu= blister packaging consisting of all aluminium components. SRA= stringent regulatory authority. ERP= Global Fund Expert Review Panel. PQd= WHO Prequalification Programme. Falsified/no miso = falsified product that contained no misoprostol.

Since 2011, WHO has encouraged the reporting of substandard or falsified medicines by National Medicine Regulatory Agencies (NMRAs) and large procurement agencies, using a standard form. The data are analysed by WHO’s Rapid Alert System. The initial identification of a problem relies on voluntary reporting by health-care professionals, non-governmental organisations, the pharmaceutical industry, customs, police, patients, or caregivers. By August, 2016, the Rapid Alert System database contained more than 1000 reports (figure 7). Anti-infectives and antiparasitics were the most frequently reported classes of falsified medicines. Although this outcome might reflect the substantial resources available or the higher volume of medicines for HIV, TB, and malaria, it remains a worrying finding because of the potential for developing antimicrobial resistance.

The WHO database reveals that, contrary to common belief, generic medicines are also frequently falsified (figure 8). Falsified vaccines and diagnostics are also emerging. However, the individual case reports and aggregated data are not publicly available, hampering assessment of the extent of the problem.

The number of falsified medicines as a proportion of all substandard products is difficult to estimate. Published studies might not make a distinction with other quality problems, use different definitions, or suffer from sampling bias (eg, checking the quality of suspect samples only, or depending on spontaneous reporting). A 2008 review by Médecins Sans Frontières suggested that falsified products only constitute a small proportion of substandard products. They concluded that national and international action should therefore focus on preventing substandard products without a specific focus on falsified products. Notably, the problem of falsified and counterfeit medicines is currently being addressed by a member–state mechanism coordinated by WHO, replacing an earlier programme that was perceived by some parties as industry driven.

This review of the available evidence shows that many problems exist with medicine quality and product safety worldwide, and that action is urgently needed. Substandard medicines are a symptom of underlying structural problems in ensuring compliance with regulatory standards such as GMP. Despite limited capacity between regulatory systems in many countries, and a growing number of production facilities and products on the market, some progress has been made—but more data and more effective regulatory agencies are needed to assure the quality and safety of essential medicines in all settings. The Commission believes that important opportunities to ensure further progress exist on all levels.

Opportunities to improve medicine quality and safety

The following section identifies opportunities to promote more effective regulatory oversight, and to involve multiple stakeholders in the supply chain to improve medicine quality and safety. The final responsibility for quality production rests with manufacturers, which are liable in cases of non-compliance; however, the topic of quality production is not further addressed in this report. It is the governments’ responsibility to create and enforce quality and safety standards for medicines and other health technologies. Key areas discussed in the following are international regulatory harmonisation, broadening the prequalification programme, good procurement practices, quality and safety surveillance, and commitment to advance accountability.

Expand international regulatory convergence and harmonisation

NMRAs vary in their ability to do effective regulatory activities, depending on access to funding and available technical capacity, among other factors. Over the past 20 years there has been a clear trend towards increased regulatory harmonisation, creating new opportunities to bolster national efforts with international resources.

In the 1990s, the ICH (previously known as the International Conference on Harmonization of Technical Requirements for the Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use [also abbreviated as ICH]), brought together regulators and pharmaceutical industry associations in Europe, USA, and Japan. The ICH developed harmonised guidelines aimed at eliminating duplication in registration, including a Common Technical Document for regulatory applications.
Although initially perceived as industry driven and focused on HICs, the ICH has opened up to broader global perspectives, including additional NRAs, regional regulatory harmonisation initiatives, and industry groupings. Thus, ICH has the potential to become more relevant to LMICs.

The International Conference of Drug Regulatory Authorities (ICDRA) is the largest global regulators’ forum, with participants from more than 100 nations. The 16th ICDRA, hosted by Brazil in 2014, dedicated a separate meeting to regulating similar biotherapeutic products (or biosimilars), issuing useful recommendations to countries and WHO. In view of the progress by African regulatory systems, in 2016 the ICDRA will, for the first time, be hosted by an African nation, South Africa. The ICDRA forum has been especially valuable for small and medium size regulators, as other forums (such as ICH) have in the past rarely addressed their specific needs.

PIC/S has provided an active and constructive forum for cooperation in the field of GMP inspection. The mission of PIC/S is to promote cooperation between NMRA inspectorates, and lead the development of harmonised GMP standards. PIC/S has established a rigorous assessment process for inspectorates, and only those meeting the standard are allowed to join the scheme. 46 NRAs are members of PIC/S. Most members are from HICs and upper-MICs, such as Argentina, Indonesia, Malaysia, South Africa, and Ukraine; China and Brazil are applying for membership.

Regional harmonisation programmes in the Americas, Asia, and in Africa, provide opportunities to simplify regulatory processes and focus on NMRA activities that add value. A harmonised medicines registration system is being set up in the East African Community (EAC). The first joint WHO/EAC product assessment exercise, organised in 2010 by the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme, resulted in prompt
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**Figure 7:** Reports of substandard/spurious/falsely-labelled/falsified/counterfeit medical products to WHO Rapid Alert database

**Figure 8:** Confirmed falsified products reported from the six WHO regions
The numbers on the bars represent the number of reports of confirmed falsified products received between July, 2013, and August, 2016. Total reports=604. Data from WHO Global Rapid Alert System.
national registrations of several needed essential medicines. In 2014, joint WHO/EAC assessments of misoprostol tablets, levonorgestrel tablets and artesunate-amodiaquine fixed-dose combination tablets yielded similar results.238 EAC working groups are focused on Common Technical Document use, GMP, and information management.

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has developed an ASEAN Common Technical Dossier and ASEAN Common Technical Requirements, allowing for the implementation of common standards and the elimination of unnecessary country-specific regulatory requirements. Acceptance of bioequivalence reports from ASEAN members, for instance, can facilitate faster market entry for generic products.237 A mutual recognition arrangement for GMP inspection reports is also in preparation.

Information is increasingly available from the most stringent regulatory agencies such as those from the USA, the EU, Canada, Switzerland, Japan, and Australia; and from regional authorities recognised as reference authorities. NMRAs, especially in resource-constrained settings, should expand their use of this information instead of emphasising national sovereignty in all regulatory decisions.

By 2016, 27 countries had joined WHO’s collaborative registration procedure; 100 products have now been approved this way with very short timelines. Increased sharing of electronic applications for marketing authorisation in the standard electronic Common Technical Document format provides another opportunity for speeding up the approval processes and creating efficiencies for the pharmaceutical industry, allowing for wider marketing of essential medicines in smaller markets.

Harmonisation at the international level needs clear decisions on whether dossiers that have already been reviewed by stringent regulatory authorities following internationally agreed-upon standards require re-evaluation.239 Several HICs, such as Canada, Switzerland, Singapore, and New Zealand, have decided not to repeat such assessments. Resource-constrained NMRAs should also adopt this approach, rather than investing in repeat assessments and other activities that do not add considerable value. Continued reliance on premarketing quality control testing by NMRAs also needs reconsideration. These actions could improve the efficiency of NMRAs and enable faster market entry for important new essential medicines and quality-assured generics.

**Broaden the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme**

In the face of weak national regulatory systems, many countries rely on WHO to verify whether specific selected medicines, vaccines, and in-vitro diagnostic products meet international quality standards. There is substantial opportunity to strengthen and expand this existing programme. WHO’s process of prequalification for participating in international tenders for UN procurement began in 1987 with childhood vaccines.240 Prequalification of medicines started in 2001, initially because of the very small number of affordable products available for procurement by large-scale HIV treatment programmes such as the Global Fund. By August, 2015, 420 products had been prequalified by WHO, including 262 for HIV, 76 for tuberculosis, 41 for malaria, and 41 for other conditions.240 WHO prequalification of diagnostic products has also expanded, focusing mainly on in-vitro diagnostics for HIV, malaria, and hepatitis C.

As of August, 2015, 38 medicine quality control laboratories were prequalified by WHO. Procedures have been established for rapidly assessing products that have already been approved by a stringent regulatory agency, medicines urgently needed when prequalified products are not available, and products for emergency use, such as diagnostic tests and investigational products for the Ebola virus.

The effect of the prequalification programme is far-reaching; for example, prequalified vaccines now immunise 64% of infants worldwide.241 Without prequalified products, largely from Indian generics manufacturers, widespread affordable access to antiretrovirals would not have been possible. Quality standards used in prequalification have also been adopted by other institutions, including NMRAs, donors such as the Global Fund and UNITAID, and the MPP.

The prequalification programme is a concrete application of WHO’s global norms and standards for medicines quality and safety (panel 10). It has positioned WHO as a global regulatory agency and has greatly shaped the world’s generic markets, driving down costs while ensuring the quality of products.242 It has also become an important training ground for regulators and inspectors, paving the way for regional harmonisation.243

The Commission believes that the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme can and should evolve to address a wider range of essential medicines, at least until international standards have been established and the global generic market has developed sufficient capacity to produce and distribute adequate supplies of quality, safe medicines. For example, assessments of new generic versions of first-line antiretrovirals can now be left to stringent national authorities or regional networks. The focus of WHO’s programme should then shift to other priority medicines, such as generic insulin, other biosimilars, and newly developed essential medicines that still pose challenges to NMRAs. The programme’s quality standards and public reports should be used as the basis for regulatory convergence and reciprocal recognition; its Public Assessment Reports and Public Inspection Reports can serve as examples for all NMRAs. The transparency initiatives of the European and Australian regulators can also serve as exemplars in this regard.244 A multilateral financing mechanism would...
enable the prequalification programme to evolve in this way—not merely increasing its existing activities but moving towards the analysis of selected new essential medicines independently from individual donors and manufacturers alike.

Establish good procurement practices at all levels
Good procurement practices are a crucial tool to assure product quality and safety, protecting against various problems, including corruption.247 Many international organisations (such as the Global Fund, UNITAID, the US PEPFAR, the UN Population Fund, the StopTB Global Drug Facility, Médecins Sans Frontières, and the International Committee of the Red Cross) have implemented strict guidelines that require procurement only of products with stringent regulatory agencies’ approval, WHO prequalification, or interim approval (eg, by a WHO Expert Review Panel).248

Many LMICs have centralised medicines procurement agencies, which provide the opportunity to apply good procurement practice.249 An increasing number of national procurement agencies are applying similar policies, insisting on products that meet prespecified quality standards. The Mission for Essential Drugs and Supplies in Kenya has been a pioneer in this regard. Panel 11 describes how strict quality requirements and frequent controls have reduced the percentage of quality failures.

Many procurement guidelines exist, but major challenges remain in implementation, as quality procurement is complex and costly.250 Corruption in procurement represents a major obstacle for both national and international agencies and contributes to problems in product quality and safety as well as efficiency.251 The Commission believes that countries moving towards UHC must invest in improving procurement processes for quality-assured essential medicines. The use of pooled procurement can contribute to improved affordability. Quality assurance mechanisms as described previously can help to attain the ultimate goal. Coordinated international and national efforts are required to achieve system-wide and sustainable improvement in procurement practices.252

Promote surveillance of product quality and safety
Pharmacovigilance, the continual monitoring of medicines following their release, embraces an overall concept of patient safety, including documentation of adverse reactions, substANDARD quality, and inadequate use. A large number of newly established national pharmacovigilance programmes in LMICs have joined the WHO Programme for International Drug Monitoring over the past 20 years (appendix 3.2).253

LMICs represent 75 of the 122 countries contributing to the global programme for pharmacovigilance. Although participation in the programme is growing, the frequency and quality of reporting needs substantial improvement. The analysis of so-called safety signals—indications of an emergent problem with medicines safety—requires sophisticated algorithms, which might be beyond the capacity of LMICs. However, a global database, VigiBase (Uppsala Monitoring Centre), was established to allow for the analysis of aggregated data from countries participating in the global programme. By 2015, VigiBase contained over 10 million individual case safety reports (figure 10). Although only 9·4% of those reports had been submitted from LMICs, these contributions are increasing. By contributing to the Uppsala Monitoring Centre database, LMIC regulators and pharmacovigilance programmes can generate safety signals to detect potential medication-related safety problems relevant to their settings.

When use of a particular medicine is concentrated in LMICs only, the contribution of safety reports can be substantial. For example, extrapyramidal disorders from artesunate-amodiaquine malaria treatments were identified on the basis of VigiBase case reports submitted from eight nations in Africa.254 In LMICs, new medicines for tropical diseases, often developed through public health initiatives, are being widely introduced without previous experience in countries with well developed pharmacovigilance systems.255 Rather than waiting for spontaneous reporting, such launches should be accompanied by active surveillance of cohorts of exposed subjects.256 For tropical diseases, such active surveillance is the only mechanism to establish the safety profile of new products under typical use conditions. Regional regulatory networks are also harmonising pharmacovigilance systems, adapting ICH pharmacovigilance requirements to the situations of their members.257

New mobile telephone technologies create opportunities to make spontaneous reporting easier for healthcare professionals and patients. Methods are currently being developed to ethically analyse social media information for early identification of possible problems. The widespread introduction of electronic health records can also enable rapid access to information on patient outcomes in exposed populations. Early experiences suggest that data mining technology can also be used to

Panel 10: Progress in international norms and standards for quality and safety
Since its founding in 1946, WHO has established global norms and standards for quality assurance to cover all stages of the product life cycle of essential medicines. Using global expertise from both well resourced and resource-constrained countries, the WHO Expert Committee reports, as published in the WHO Technical Report Series, set general and product-specific quality, safety, and efficacy standards for all medicines, including vaccines, blood products, and biosimilars. The norms and standards developed by WHO are widely used as essential tools for standardising quality control of pharmaceuticals. They include the assignment of international non-proprietary (generic) names, WHO standards for Good Manufacturing Practices, WHO manufacturing guidelines for blood products, regulatory guidelines for the assessment of similar biotherapeutic products, and the International Pharmacopoeia.258 In recent years all major national or regional pharmacopoeias have worked towards convergence and harmonisation.259
Mission for Essential Drugs and Supplies (MEDS) is a collective medicine procurement agency of faith-based health organisations in Kenya, established in 1986. For many years, MEDS has had a strict quality assurance policy, operating its own medicine quality control laboratory, which is prequalified by WHO. About 4% of the buyer price charged is invested into quality assurance. Figure 9 shows the reduction in quality failures between 1997 and 2013.

Figure 9: Percentage of quality failures reported by MEDS, Nairobi (1997–2015)

Data from MEDS. Figure adapted from MEDS, Nairobi, Kenya, 2015, with permission. The red line in the graph presents the reduction in quality failures of medicines procured by MEDS, showing that a well published and enforced quality assurance programme can lead to better quality products. The green line presents the quality failures of medicines procured by external customers, showing that a well functioning quality assurance system.

Panel 11: Reduction in quality failures after introduction of a strict quality assurance policy in Kenya

Mission for Essential Medicines and Supplies (MEDS) is a collective medicine procurement agency of faith-based health organisations in Kenya, established in 1986. For many years, MEDS has had a strict quality assurance policy, operating its own medicine quality control laboratory, which is prequalified by WHO. About 4% of the buyer price charged is invested into quality assurance. Figure 9 shows the reduction in quality failures between 1997 and 2013.
upgrades and strengthening to avoid infiltration by falsifiers. Such verification systems are likely to expand and become the norm, although they will be more difficult to establish and operate effectively in many LMICs.

Leverage political attention and commitment to advance accountability

The evidence-informed policies on quality and safety of medicines proposed by the Commission will only be successful with concerted and consistent political pressure. In 2014, two World Health Assembly resolutions\(^{274,275}\) called on member states and WHO to strengthen regulatory systems for medical products and biotherapeutics, through political leadership, legal and policy actions, adequate funding, transparent decision making, collaboration, and information sharing. The resolutions also charged WHO with supporting and assessing the performance of NMRAs.

Few in-depth and up-to-date studies exist on the performance of NMRAs. Two WHO assessments\(^{276,277}\) done several years ago found that regulatory capacities varied greatly worldwide, and that a considerable number of NMRAs fell far short of desired standards. The second survey from 2010\(^{278}\) showed some progress: the number of regulatory websites with defined types and quality of information more than doubled, from 53 in 2001, to 116 in 2009. Another study identified 118 functional regulatory websites in 2015.\(^{279}\) Updates of pharmacovigilance information and guidance for applications had also become more frequent. However, many NMRAs remained unable to do the minimum range of regulatory functions, as defined by WHO (appendix 3.3).

The Commission notes that not all performance data are public; this lack of transparency hinders efforts at creating greater accountability and effectiveness of NMRAs. For example, the 2010 WHO study\(^{270}\) on 26 African regulatory authorities did not identify the countries discussed. In Latin America, WHO has identified six national authorities of reference, but neither the criteria nor assessment results are public. WHO should be more proactive in championing and supporting public assessments of the performance of NMRAs. If WHO cannot make the data and country names from its assessments available to the public, because of procedural or other limitations, then a more independent entity should be established to carry out the crucial task of assuring public accountability of NMRAs.

Several conditions must be in place to ensure effectiveness of an NMRA: a clear mission statement, adequate medicines legislation and regulations, appropriate organisational structure and facilities with clearly defined roles and responsibilities, adequate financial resources to develop and retain staff and ensure operational efficiency, effective guidelines and procedures, and internal quality assurance systems.\(^{280}\)

The Commission believes that political attention can only deliver results if specific targets are defined for improving the performance of the NMRA, with timelines, process and outcome measures, and the means to do and then make such assessments publicly accessible.

The Commission has identified a number of key areas in which NMRAs have great potential for progress (panel 12). These key areas have been formulated so that they can also serve as indicators of regulatory performance for use in national and international assessments. Effective mechanisms for continuous monitoring, reporting, and corrective action need to be developed (section 6).

Conclusion

The Commission concludes that, despite impressive progress in several areas, serious problems remain with medicine quality and safety, particularly in LMICs. Many manufacturers produce substandard products, and the
The Commission argues that the quality assurance strategies established by large donor programmes for AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria should be leveraged to ensure future progress. The implementation of the recommendations requires the involvement of multiple stakeholders at all levels, including manufacturers, governments, procurers, and end users.

Recommendations

The Commission’s recommendations, specifying the main actors involved in implementation, are:

1. Global efforts must be made to promote the harmonisation of quality assurance efforts through the use of an international standard regulatory dossier that covers both format and content. The implementation of e-CTD globally should be promoted to facilitate rapid exchanges of product assessments and site inspection reports among agencies. More intensive international collaboration and electronic exchange of information could simplify processes, prevent unnecessary duplication of effort in dossier assessments and site inspections, facilitate innovation, and shorten approval times.

2. WHO should evolve the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme to maintain a moving focus on new essential medicines. This evolution should move attention from mature products towards priority essential medicines that pose special challenges to regulators, such as human insulin and other biosimilars, and newly developed essential medicines. Its standards and public assessment reports should form the basis for regulatory convergence and mutual recognition, leading to rapid regulatory approval. A sustainable financial base must be created to maintain its full independence from donors and manufacturers.

3. Payers and procurement agencies must adopt good procurement practices that incorporate effective and transparent quality assurance. Quality assurance mechanisms must exist at all points in the supply chain. Appropriate quality assurance systems require investment. Sharing test results and findings of inspections can avoid duplication and increase efficiency.

4. Governments must redirect the activities of national regulatory agencies towards those that add value and reduce duplication of effort, and engage with a system for independent and public assessment of the performance of NMRAs. Activities aiming to address efficiency and effectiveness should cover all the basic components of a national medicines regulatory authority, with special focus on international harmonisation, prevention of duplicative efforts, maintenance of a single or central NMRA within a country, inspections and enforcement of regulations, assessments of new essential medicines for neglected diseases in their jurisdiction, regulation of medicine promotion, transparent reporting on the prevalence of substandard medicines in the market, pharmacovigilance, collaborating with domestic manufacturers in promoting GMP, and abstention from patent linkage and extended periods of data exclusivity.

5. Regulatory agencies must encourage the involvement of other stakeholders and the general public in promoting the quality and safety of essential medicines. This action can be achieved through, for example, the involvement of stakeholder representatives before regulatory decisions, the use of product quality verification testing at the point of sale, involving unique barcodes, portable low-cost quality-control equipment, or other technical devices linked via smartphones and the internet.

6. WHO and national governments must establish concrete targets and a public accountability mechanism for assessing the performance of national regulatory authorities. The goals should encompass all the basic components of a national regulatory authority, as listed in appendix 3.3, recommendations 4 and 5, and panel 12.

Section 4: promoting quality use of essential medicines

A patient’s experience

Jomkwan, an obese man aged 65 years who attends a primary care clinic affiliated with the national health insurance scheme, is presenting with symptoms of uncontrolled diabetes. In consulting the patient’s medical record, the provider on duty sees that the patient was prescribed glibenclamide (5 mg daily) when he last came to the clinic, about 3 months ago. He has also been diagnosed with hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia. Upon questioning, Jomkwan mentions that lately he has not been feeling well; he stated that he was somewhat shaky and his heart was pounding. He did not like that for independent and public assessment of the performance of NMRAs. Activities aiming to address efficiency and effectiveness should cover all the basic components of a national medicines regulatory authority, with special focus on international harmonisation, prevention of duplicative efforts, maintenance of a single or central NMRA within a country, inspections and enforcement of regulations, assessments of new essential medicines for neglected diseases in their jurisdiction, regulation of medicine promotion, transparent reporting on the prevalence of substandard medicines in the market, pharmacovigilance, collaborating with domestic manufacturers in promoting GMP, and abstention from patent linkage and extended periods of data exclusivity.

5. Regulatory agencies must encourage the involvement of other stakeholders and the general public in promoting the quality and safety of essential medicines. This action can be achieved through, for example, the involvement of stakeholder representatives before regulatory decisions, the use of product quality verification testing at the point of sale, involving unique barcodes, portable low-cost quality-control equipment, or other technical devices linked via smartphones and the internet.

6. WHO and national governments must establish concrete targets and a public accountability mechanism for assessing the performance of national regulatory authorities. The goals should encompass all the basic components of a national regulatory authority, as listed in appendix 3.3, recommendations 4 and 5, and panel 12.

Section 4: promoting quality use of essential medicines

A patient’s experience

Jomkwan, an obese man aged 65 years who attends a primary care clinic affiliated with the national health insurance scheme, is presenting with symptoms of uncontrolled diabetes. In consulting the patient’s medical record, the provider on duty sees that the patient was prescribed glibenclamide (5 mg daily) when he last came to the clinic, about 3 months ago. He has also been diagnosed with hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia. Upon questioning, Jomkwan mentions that lately he has not been feeling well; he stated that he was somewhat shaky and his heart was pounding. He did not like that
Medicines have enormous potential to prevent premature deaths, alleviate suffering, and contribute to human wellbeing—but only when they are used appropriately. Medicines are beneficial when patients are prescribed clinically correct and affordable medicines to treat their conditions, and the medicines are taken in a timely way for the recommended duration. Yet inappropriate use of medicines continues, despite decades of efforts to improve it.281 For clinical, public health, social, economic, and ethical reasons, quality use of medicines must become an

Panel 12: Priority areas for the development of new performance indicators of national medicine regulatory agencies

A need exists for independent public assessment of the performance of national medicine regulatory agencies (NMRAs) in the following key areas using these suggested indicators.

A public regulatory website which is continuously updated
This website should present full information on applicable legislation, registered products, public assessment reports with approved product information, licensed facilities, public inspection reports, results of risk-based sampling with quality tests performed, and a module for safety reporting. A public website is an essential condition for transparency and accountability.

Product application dossiers and assessment reports published
This information can be further supplemented with information on the mean processing time of an application. Consumers might not be aware that some products are not regulated at all. In many low-income and middle-income countries the quality and safety of medical devices (including in-vitro diagnostics) and certain biological products (particularly blood and blood products) are subject to very weak, or even no, regulatory oversight. This information will also contribute to enhanced transparency.

Regulatory committees with one or more patient representatives
In many countries the general public and patients are not involved in regulatory assessments and decisions, although civil society involvement supports adherence to human rights principles.

Inspections performed and inspection reports published
Even when policies exist on paper, many countries struggle to enforce them with inspections. Many agencies therefore de facto do not control their markets or hold the various stakeholders (manufacturers, importers, wholesalers, and consumers such as hospitals and retail pharmacies) accountable. Inspections at points of sale can also be inconsistent, allowing unregistered and untraceable products through the supply chain and into the market. In several countries, including the USA, China, India, and Pakistan, some regulatory powers regarding the supply chain have been delegated to states or provinces, leading to discrepancies in enforcement and lack of central oversight (appendix 3.4). More data will promote accountability.

National manufacturers supported in achieving and maintaining good manufacturing practice (GMP)
The basic responsibility for quality and safety of a product lies with its manufacturer. Governments are only responsible to ensure that manufacturing standards exist and are enforced. Yet collaboration between NMRAs and manufacturers in promoting GMP presents an important opportunity. In 2012, a step-wise approach towards obtaining GMP was developed in Nigeria. Small incremental steps incentivised companies to aspire to the goal of manufacturing quality-assured medicines. In Ghana and Ethiopia, similar phase-in approaches towards full GMP compliance are in place. GMP qualification of a manufacturing facility unit can motivate working towards product-based WHO prequalification.

Risk-based surveys and samples tested to monitor the quality of marketed products and analysis reports published per year
With the costs of new rapid quality assessment tools dropping, there is the potential to increase the number of quality assessment studies, facilitating more accurate determinations of the prevalence of substandard and falsified products and comparisons across settings. A particular need exists for studies on the quality of medicines for non-communicable diseases and biological products.

Quality pharmacovigilance reports received and submitted to international databases
The number of reports from low-income and middle-income countries is still insufficient; tracking this information could motivate NMRAs to collaborate internationally. This might include spontaneous reporting and cohort event monitoring with national disease control programmes, especially for medicines for neglected tropical diseases after their release.

Regulation of products for export
Most countries, including high-income countries, have serious gaps in regulating the quality and safety of products for export.

Absence of legal obligation of patent linkage and extended data exclusivity
Some bilateral or regional trade agreements have imposed patent linkage, and test data exclusivity norms that are not required under the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Right Agreement (so-called TRIPS-plus requirements; see also section 5 and appendix 5.1).
explicit intermediate performance goal of all health systems working toward UHC. Indeed, the Commission contends that UHC both necessitates and can facilitate a change toward quality use of medicines. If health-care delivery and financing systems do not focus on quality use of medicines—including using less expensive equivalent products when they are available—as a core system objective, they will waste resources on inappropriate use of medicines. In short, if measures are not taken, moving towards UHC can also increase the inappropriate use of medicines. Ghana’s early experiences in expanding coverage showed that failure to address medicines use can threaten system sustainability.282 In the USA between 1999 and 2010, substituting generic products for their brand-name counterparts saved the health system more than $1 trillion.283 WHO has estimated that, if 18 common medicines were sold as lowest-price generics rather than originator brands, between 9% and 89% of costs could be saved across 17 countries, mostly MICs.284 Inappropriate use of medicines, which is a longstanding challenge, becomes increasingly problematic as pharmacotherapy evolves.285 Prescribing second-line and third-line treatments with higher prices when older, safer, first-line therapies with lower prices are indicated and available, is inappropriate. For example, the use of insulin analogues increased from 19% in 2000, to 92% in 2010, among privately insured patients with type 2 diabetes treated with

Panel 13: Appropriate use of medicines depends on behaviours of many stakeholders

- **Patients** must take the medicines that are clinically appropriate for their illnesses, in the right doses and dosage forms, at the right time, and for the recommended duration. Patients and their caregivers require: knowledge about symptoms and information to decide when and where to seek care; convenient access to quality medicines at affordable costs; and knowledge, motivation, and skills to use the recommended medicines as directed.

- **Prescribers** must prescribe clinically appropriate, cost-effective products. They require: diagnostic and therapeutic decision-making skills; up-to-date, evidence-based treatment guidelines that are consistent with medicines available and reimbursed in their systems; reliable, valid diagnostic tools in facilities; professionalism, training, time, and appropriate incentives to act in the interests of patients and caregivers.

- **Dispensers** must provide high-quality products and sound advice at affordable prices. They require: knowledge to correctly order, purchase, store, and sell high-quality products from essential medicines and reimbursement lists that are consistent with up-to-date, evidence-based treatment guidelines; facilities, tools, processes to correctly order, purchase, receive, store, and sell needed, high-quality products; professionalism, training, time, and appropriate incentives to act in the interests of patients and customers.

- **Professional boards** are responsible for setting standards for training and licensing care providers. They need: licensing and continuing education requirements that promote competent clinicians (doctors, pharmacists, nurses, and others); regulatory oversight and power to enforce professional standards.

- **Consumer organisations and pharmaceutical manufacturers** provide information to health professionals, and in some settings directly to the public. They require: regulatory oversight to provide unbiased, evidence-based information.

- **The public sector and the private sector** must meet demand for medicines with efficient supply systems. This requires: governance and management structures of public facilities, which must function accountably and efficiently to maximise the effective and efficient use of public resources; government standards and oversight of private sector providers from whom most medicines in low-income and middle-income countries are purchased.

- **Third-party payers** who are increasingly covering care costs in systems moving towards universal health coverage must make pharmaceutical coverage decisions and reimbursement arrangements with public and private sector providers that incentivise appropriate use of medicines. They require: financial resources, technical know-how, fair processes, and management tools to ensure that they pay for the right medicines at costs they can sustainably afford, considering population and individual patient needs and up-to-date clinical evidence; routinely collected information to monitor medicines use and spending; negotiating skills to engage in value-focused contracts with providers and pharmaceutical manufacturers.

- **Regulators** must guarantee that only safe, efficacious, high-quality products are available on the market, and should regulate promotional activities by industry. They require: capacity and resources to review and decide on licensing of originator, generic, and biosimilar products in a timely manner; capacity and resources to ensure licensed product quality; independence, transparency, and accountability of regulatory processes.

- **Manufacturers and importers** must produce and sell quality medicines that are needed, working with public procurement systems, wholesalers and distributors to establish efficient supply chains. They need: regulatory oversight, technology, and incentives to ensure manufacture, import, and distribution of needed quality products.

- **Manufacturer associations** establish and monitor industry codes of conduct. Effective regulatory environments within which high standard codes of conduct are enforced.

- **Scientists** in universities and companies must invent new molecules and formulations that meet population needs. They require: society, industry, and philanthropy funding and incentives to conduct needed research and development.
insulin in the USA. This increase was associated with an increase in patients’ out-of-pocket costs, but with no clear evidence of clinical benefit. Since poverty is associated with poorer health and the need for more medicines, inappropriate use of medicines by the poor could exacerbate health disparities. Expanding coverage without addressing how medicines are used can harm patients, waste resources, and impede reaching the goals of UHC.

Increasingly available targeted therapies—very highly priced and highly effective for certain patient subgroups— represent another challenge, as their use requires extensive diagnostic testing and careful monitoring in patients whose genomic, molecular, or cellular disease markers they target. Inappropriate use of targeted therapies medicines will also waste substantial resources.

Reasons for limited progress in promoting quality use of medicines

The Commission recognises three main reasons for the little progress in improving use of medicines. The first is that access to medicines has dominated the global discourse about, and funding for, medicines since HIV treatments became available in the 1990s. This intense focus on access has limited the focus on the issue of appropriate use, through which the potential benefits of accessible medicines might not be realised.

The second reason is that the problem of inappropriate use of medicines has had no clear owner. Medicines use is determined by the combined behaviours of many actors in local and national health systems (panel 13). The health, direct, and indirect economic costs of inappropriate use are often borne by individual patients and households paying out of pocket for medicines. Efforts to quantify the system-wide and individual health and economic consequences of inappropriate use are largely speculative. Reliable data on medicines expenditures and use by individual patients are scarce, and models linking clinician and patient behaviours with long-term health and financial outcomes are underdeveloped, especially in LMICs. The system-wide effects of inappropriate use on population health and economic development are therefore not widely recognised.

Finally, intervening to improve medicines use is challenging. A wide array of health-system stakeholders with legitimately different objectives, functions, and incentives influence medicines use. One driver of inappropriate use is the economic profits for vendors and service providers, whose incomes depend on selling medicines. Fragmentation in health systems hinders concerted, system-focused efforts to improve medicines use; these problems have been further exacerbated by vertical programmes for access to medicines that focus only on specific health problems. Coordinated and sustained attention to priority medicine use problems is also undermined by a range of factors: the almost singular focus on the part of many international donors, non-governmental organisations, and development agencies on access to medicines for AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria; fragmented and frequently competing priorities across stakeholders; and operating environments with weak legal and regulatory structures, lack of awareness of the problem, or inadequate political will to tackle it.

The Commission suggests that barriers to quality use of medicines could be addressed by an explicit, system-wide, evidence-based emphasis on medicines use by all relevant stakeholders. As countries take concrete steps towards achieving universal coverage, the time is right to design and implement novel approaches to promote quality use of medicines, building on lessons from the past, and taking advantage of current and future system opportunities and technology innovations. The processes entailed in developing UHC offer unique opportunities through: engaging different stakeholders; generating new laws, regulations, and institutions; cultivating information-driven organisations to manage and coordinate benefit packages; and focusing investment, policy, and delivery system strategies towards achieving population health, value-for-money, and sustainability of systems.

In the remainder of this section, the Commission first proposes a taxonomy for inappropriate use, then summarises what is known about interventions to promote quality use of medicines, and describes national strategies in three countries to improve use of medicines. Lastly, it offers actionable recommendations to promote the quality use of medicines.

A taxonomy of inappropriate use of medicines

Since the 1985 Nairobi Conference on the Rational Use of Drugs, initiatives that focused on medicines use have used various terminology, including rational, quality, and responsible, to convey the concept of appropriateness. The Commission uses appropriate use of medicines to refer to use of medicines that is both consistent with clinical evidence and economically wise (that is, generating health value for money spent within a given budget). The phrase quality use of medicines is used interchangeably, and should not be confused with a focus on the product quality of medicines.

Inappropriate use of medicines can happen through using too much, too little, or the wrong kind of medicine. To facilitate exploration of medicines use problems, the Commission classifies inappropriate use into four categories: unnecessary use (overuse), failure to use needed medicines (underuse), incorrect use (misuse), and unnecessary use of highly priced medicines (table 5). All types of inappropriate use can harm individual and population health directly and indirectly, waste scarce resources, and undermine public trust in providers and the health system.

Medicine use depends on the behaviours of many stakeholders in health systems (panel 13), particularly the diagnosis, prescribing, and dispensing practices of providers, and the care-seeking and medicines-taking
Table 5: Categories and examples of use of medicines problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unnecessary medicines use (overuse)</strong></td>
<td>Use of a medicine that is not effective or needed for the target indication according to clinical evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Failure to use needed medicines (underuse)</strong></td>
<td>Lack of use of a medicine that is standard of care to effectively treat a target indication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incorrect medicines use (misuse)</strong></td>
<td>Use of the wrong medicine for the target indication and patient, or wrong use of the right medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unnecessary use of highly priced medicines</strong></td>
<td>Use of a medicine that is more costly than a possibly equally effective and safe medicine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For some therapeutic groups, such as antibiotics, addressing inappropriate use requires key interventions outside the health sector (eg, agriculture), which have been described elsewhere.296

---

Panel 14: Influences of health systems’ functions* on provider and patient behaviours

**Regulation**
- Limited provider competencies
- Lack of low-cost, quality-assured generic products on markets
- Actual or perceived low quality of generic product
- Actual or perceived low quality of care in public sector

**Financing**
- Prevention prioritised, at the exclusion of financing treatment
- Lack of functioning chronic care-delivery systems
- Lack of diagnostic and monitoring tools
- Lack of effective treatments in needed forms

**Payment**
- Incentives for low-volume or high-volume prescribing or dispensing
- Lack of incentives for therapeutic drug monitoring
- Reimbursement restrictions to medicines in inpatient settings
- Out-of-pocket payment

**Organisation**
- Lack of care systems for continued ambulatory care for chronic conditions
- Lack of qualified diagnosticians, prescribers, dispensers, other care givers
- Supply chain problems leading to stock-outs of tests, medicines

*Selected system functions as defined by Roberts and colleagues.98

The need to promote the quality use of medicines to optimise health outcomes and increase the efficiency of health and medicines expenditures has long been recognised. The 2014 Alliance for Health Policy and Systems Research Flagship Report on Medicines in Health Systems68 traced the evolution of thinking about practices of patients. The patient, Jomkwan, was prescribed an antidiabetic medicine that was not appropriate given his other conditions, and suffered from adverse effects such as gaining weight.

Other stakeholders involved in the regulation, financing, payment, and organisation of health-care delivery services306 influence the behaviours of providers and patients (panel 14). Promotion is particularly relevant in this regard (panel 15). As a result, each type of inappropriate use can have multiple contributing factors along the complex chain of developing, licensing, manufacturing, procuring, distributing, prescribing, dispensing, buying, reimbursing, and taking medicines (panel 17). In Jomkwan’s story, the providers are salaried employees and prescribing is less subject to influence by financing incentives, either to underprescribe (to stay within a limited budget) or overprescribe (to generate revenue), than might be the case in other provider payment systems.306

Effective approaches to promote quality use and reduce inappropriate use depend on the type of medicines use problem targeted, the system factors and actors, and the specific context, including the health system and economic, legal, societal, and political environments.

**Promoting the quality use of medicines is challenging but possible**
the rational use of medicines (originally drugs), beginning with the pivotal role of the 1985 Nairobi Conference.4

Since the Nairobi Conference, WHO member states have endorsed a series of World Health Assembly resolutions related to improving use of essential medicines (appendix 4.1). The resolutions cover a wide range of related topics, offering approaches to different pieces of a complex puzzle. Among other strategies, they urge member states to “invest sufficiently in human resources and provide adequate financing to strengthening institutional capacity”.30 In May 2015, WHO member states also committed to a Global Action Plan to tackle antimicrobial resistance, which covers the use of antimicrobials in human health, animal health, and agriculture.306

Targeted approaches: effective under the right conditions

Many studies have assessed strategies intended to improve use of medicines by health-care providers and users in a wide range of settings, including public and private sector health-care facilities, pharmacies and drug shops, and communities. The various interventions have targeted a broad array of health workers, most commonly physicians, but also paramedics (clinical officers, nurses, and midwives), pharmacists and other dispensers, shop attendants, community health workers, and patients and community members. Interventions have focused on problem practices (eg, antibiotic use, injection use, or polypharmacy), care for specific conditions (eg, respiratory infections, malaria, diarrhoea, hypertension, or diabetes), or on processes of care (eg, diagnosis, laboratory testing, communication, treatment decision making, or explanations about medicines). However, key contextual factors and details about implementation are often poorly described in published reports. Summarising research on the effectiveness of many heterogeneous interventions done in diverse settings is therefore challenging.

The Rx for Change database, maintained by the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health, is the most comprehensive source of information about the effectiveness of interventions targeting medicines use. Rx for Change identifies systematic reviews of interventional approaches and summarises results of high-quality reviews that used rigorous study designs endorsed by the Cochrane Collaboration Effective Practice and Organization of Care group.313 Using the Rx for Change intervention classification, the Commission summarised evidence about the effectiveness of different types of interventions targeting health professionals (figure 11; appendix 4, table 1) and patients or consumers (figure 12; appendix 4, table 2).

No large-scale systematic reviews have been done of interventions to improve consumer and patient behaviour in LMICs. Many studies on how to improve medicines use in LMICs focused on strategies that target relatively small groups (of clinicians, health facilities, or patients) in geographically limited programmes. Very little system-wide work has been done to bring successful pilot interventions to scale and assess the effect. Two systematic reviews310,312 of evidence on interventions to improve health-worker behaviour have used the Effective Practice and Organization of Care criteria313 for study quality and restricted their analyses to studies from LMICs only. In the first, Holloway and colleagues summarised the studies on the effects of well designed interventions to improve treatment of paediatric infections (n=44) and general outpatient prescribing (n=110). The median improvement in practice across all types of interventions in LMIC settings was modest (about 16% for the treatment of paediatric infections and 7% for general outpatient prescribing).14,309 Larger median effects tended to occur when multifaceted strategies combined several components (for example, education directed at both providers and consumers about the same medicine use issue), as compared with single strategies. Community case management programmes (in which community members are trained to recognise and treat common illnesses such as respiratory infections and diarrhoea, provided with medicines, and supervised in care delivery) had consistently positive effects that were notably higher than those of other strategies.

The second systematic review is the Health Care Provider Performance Review,312 a methodologically rigorous, large-scale systematic review of 497 studies of interventions to improve health-worker performance (including diagnosis, prescribing, and dispensing) in LMICs. Its preliminary results indicate that:

- High-intensity training (more than 5 days and with an interactive training modality) combined with post-training supervision is particularly effective, with a median improvement of 28% in LICs and 17% in MICs.
- Interventions that engage health-worker teams in group problem solving, such as quality improvement collaboratives, combined with low-intensity training (less than 5 days or no interactive training modality), also have sizeable effects in LICs (median 45% improvement). However, most studies of these interventions had methodological limitations.
- In MICs, supportive interventions for patients or community members combined with low-intensity training for health workers tended to have large effects (median 24% improvement); effectiveness increased when the intervention was combined with other management techniques and strengthening supervision, infrastructure, or governance (median 30% improvement).

System-wide approaches: change is difficult to scale up

Evaluation results from a small number of large-scale programmes to improve the quality use of medicines have demonstrated that the complexity of the many factors that influence medicines use necessitates multifaceted interventions. Furthermore, it is challenging...
A key driver of inappropriate use of medicines is pharmaceutical promotion, when companies deliberately seek to influence sales by targeting health professionals and patients. Although data remain poor, promotion appears to be growing in middle-income countries because of growing markets, increasing numbers of local manufacturers, more direct-to-consumer advertising, lack of local codes of marketing practice, weaker regulation, and less-developed consumer movements when compared with high-income countries.

Most new pharmaceutical promotions are subtle—they might not even be immediately recognisable as product advertisement. Some instances have received considerable attention, such as direct payments to medical practitioners in China. Globally, the problem is increasingly hard to control as companies transition to digital methods, including the use of social media (panel 16). The number and severity of breaches of national legislation and industry codes are not related to the size of the company.

An extensive literature review by WHO and HAI found that promotion strongly influences prescribing, and that prescribers underestimate the influence of company funding, educational events, and research. Effective interventions to counter this effect were: government regulation, training of students, media exposure of abusive promotion, and free provision of non-commercial therapeutic information to professionals and the public.

Yet most regulatory authorities struggle to control promotion. Many governments do not consider it a priority, and enforcement is often poor. Preapproval of advertisements is scarce, so breaches are identified after exposure and weak penalties are not a deterrent. Some governments rely on industry self-regulation, but this strategy is often insufficiently effective, as voluntary codes are created and monitored by the companies themselves and are not necessarily legally enforceable.

The WHO Ethical Criteria for Medicinal Drug Promotion remain the gold standard for controlling promotion. They advise, among other strategies, against direct-to-consumer advertising of prescription medicines to the public. So, while they did not explicitly anticipate internet advertising or social media, a ban on direct-to-consumer advertising is enough to set the baselines for the regulation of both methods. Regulators can then adapt the criteria to the contemporary context. The US Sunshine Act, France’s Loi Bertrand, and the Dutch Transparency Register, which mandate disclosure of financial links between pharmaceutical companies and health-care professionals, also reflect the ethical criteria. This transparency now needs to be followed by an independent review and, when necessary, corrective action.

Stricter regulation of pharmaceutical promotion is one of the core functions of national regulatory authorities. Lack of funding for adequate monitoring and enforcement remains a key barrier that needs to be removed. Governments should also ensure access to unbiased and free information on medicines, which should be treated as a public good.

Companies increasingly use a wide range of digital marketing approaches, such as online events, emailed product updates, and webinars. Health-care professionals use websites to read medical news, connect with peers, and obtain continuing education credits—these often incorporate advertisements, sponsored discussion forums, and marketing games. For example, Sermo’s Alzheimer’s Challenge invited site users to earn cash by answering questions about clinical trial data for a branded product.

Companies also target consumers through apps, search engine optimisation, and social media campaigns. In 2015, an Instagram posting featuring Kim Kardashian promoted a morning sickness medicine to her 42 million social media followers (appendix 4.3). The US Food and Drug Administration ordered the manufacturer to remove the posting on the grounds that it was “false or misleading.” By the time the decision was reached the post had received nearly half a million likes and 11,000 comments.

Examples of effective system-focused approaches

Despite the sobering assessment results described, there are also promising interventions. Comparison of three long-term national programmes—from Australia, Brazil, and China—illustrates different priorities of medicines use across countries, as well as multifaceted and context-driven efforts to achieve improvements through coordinated policy implementation.

**Australia: NPS MedicineWise is committed to ensure quality use of medicines**

NPS Medicine-Wise was established in 1998 to implement a pillar of Australia’s National Medicines Policy that commits all stakeholders to ensuring quality use of
An independent organisation, NPS MedicineWise does a range of multifaceted, evidence-based activities and interventions, including therapeutic behaviour change programmes, data-driven quality improvement reports and interventions, consumer awareness campaigns, and decision-support tools for health professionals and consumers. NPS MedicineWise also provides professional development activities, including online learning, online case studies, clinical e-audits, and educational visiting. Its in-depth assessment strategy incorporates strong qualitative elements, such as regular stakeholder surveys, as well as time-series analyses of routine prescribing data, to document changes stimulated by its programmes (panel 18, table 6). Funded by the Australian Government, NPS MedicineWise reports annually on its achievements in quality gains and cost savings. In 2013–14, in addition to savings in other areas, NPS MedicineWise programmes across seven therapeutic areas resulted in savings of AU$ 69·2 million for the Pharmaceutical Benefit Scheme. Its revenue reported in 2014–15 was about AU$ 45 million, compared with total spending of just over AU$ 9 billion in 2013–14.

NPS MedicineWise reaches a broad range of health professionals and consumers. A total of 21715 health professionals participated in NPS MedicineWise programmes in 2013–14, including 65% of registered general practitioners. NPS MedicineWise also has a prominent internet presence with 3·3 million visits to its website and 2·3 million Twitter and 1·5 million Facebook views in the 2013–14 financial year.

With funding of AU$ 48·6 million from the Department of Health (Australia) in 2015, NPS MedicineWise is estimated to have saved the Pharmaceutical Benefit Scheme more than AU$ 69·2 million, with more than AU$ 15 million in additional savings to the Medical Benefit Scheme in that year, for an annual Return on Investment of more than AU$ 1·7 billion. Since its inception, NPS MedicineWise is estimated to have delivered savings to the Australian Government of more than AU$ 900 million.

Key features that contribute to the success of NPS MedicineWise include independence from government, a coordinated range of evidence-based programmes influencing both prescribers and consumers, the security of long-term funding against the agreed upon benchmarks, and using both ad hoc and routine data to evaluate success.

China: improving the quality of antibiotics use

Increasing rates of antimicrobial resistance are a major public health issue in China and a substantial challenge to global health. Overprescription of antimicrobials and the use of antibiotic infusions for outpatients are widespread. Primary health care is still emerging in China—only 57% of outpatient visits took place in primary care facilities in 2014. Public tertiary care hospitals are the main health-care providers, and most patients access these hospitals even for common illnesses.

Spurred to action by the 2002 severe acute respiratory syndrome outbreak, the Chinese Government has adopted a number of policies to address antimicrobial use (figure 13). In 2011, the Ministry of Health in China launched a campaign to promote appropriate use of antimicrobials in hospitals.

Following consultations with stakeholders, the government announced a multifaceted package of policy reforms. Hospitals that did not meet established targets faced being downgraded and dismissal of their leadership; medical staff violating the regulations could have professional qualifications revoked. The 2011 interventions were followed by immediate and substantial reductions in both inpatient and outpatient antimicrobial use. Although the proportions of...
outpatient and inpatient antibiotic use achieved national targets following the 2011 interventions, achieving targets for quality of antibiotic prophylaxis and practice requires additional policies and long-term implementation efforts.

Key features that contributed to the success in changing antibiotic use patterns included: sequential policies aimed at different aspects of the problem; availability of data from the antibiotic clinical use and resistance monitoring network; establishment of clear performance targets; and threat of individual and institutional sanctions for hospitals that failed to meet targets.

Brazil: Improving—and tracking—access to medicines through *Farmacia Popular*

Brazil, like many LMICs, is experiencing demographic and health transitions that require an increasing focus on strategies to enable patients to manage chronic illnesses, especially diabetes and hypertension. Interventions aim to prevent negative clinical consequences and reduce the incidence of costly downstream health events. To this end, Brazil launched the *Farmacia Popular* (FP) programme in 2004 (figure 14). FP was designed to alleviate two barriers to quality use of medicines: shortages of medicines in public sector health facilities and high medicine prices in the private sector.

In 2006, the programme extended coverage to selected private sector pharmacies licensed by the government. FP then reduced reference prices paid for covered medicines, resulting in increased patient out-of-pocket costs. In 2011, FP made medicines for diabetes and hypertension available for free to patients who fill their prescriptions in either public or affiliated private sector pharmacies.

Expanding the programme to include private retail pharmacies stimulated programme growth and allowed patients to access medicines more conveniently. Brazilian Ministry of Health data indicate that the number of private pharmacies participating in FP increased substantially, from 2955 in 2006, to 25,220 in 2013. The number of public FP pharmacies also grew, but only from 259 to 558 during the same period. However, participating pharmacies were unequally distributed, with higher coverage in the wealthy areas in the south and southeast, and lower coverage mostly in relatively poorer areas with greater need for improved access to medicines, such as the north and northeast.

The government took the additional step of making specific medicines free to patients in the private sector (as they already were in public clinics). As a consequence, the government's expanded market share gave it greater leverage to drive prescribing toward the guideline-recommended medicines covered by the programme, and to negotiate lower prices to help contain costs.

Additionally, as a purchaser, Brazil's Government now has access to the private sector dispensing data, which are usually inaccessible to governments. Overall, by 2012, a total of 6,032,380 patients received oral hypoglycaemic and 14,392,076 patients received antihypertensive medicines. The Commission analysis shows that the proportion of days covered reached 80.7% overall, indicating good adherence to the

**Figure 11: Evidence from high-quality systematic reviews about effectiveness of interventions targeting use of medicines by health professionals**

**Figure 12: Evidence from high-quality systematic reviews about effectiveness of different types of interventions targeting patients and consumers**
programme after the medicines were offered free-of-charge. The government has integrated use of medicines data from these patients into its Unified Data System, although outcomes data are not yet linked. Consumer profiles and pharmaceutical practices differ between FP and regular private pharmacies.\textsuperscript{129} Patients using FP pharmacies were more likely to receive information regarding dispensed medicines, and prescription-only status was respected in all cases. By contrast, 63.5% of medicine purchases in private pharmacies occurred without a prescription.

The FP experience suggests that a government and the private sector can partner in creative ways to make care for chronic illness more convenient and affordable to patients. However, the programme comes at a cost. Government expenditure on diabetes medicines reached US$10.3 million per month in 2014 (this figure was calculated by the Commission on the basis of data from the Brazilian Ministry of Health Strategic Management System, although outcomes data are not yet linked. Nevertheless, the government sees the private sector’s partnership in the FP programme as a key component of its current strategy to reduce underuse of medicines.

**Key lessons for interventions on quality use of medicines**

From these three examples, several themes emerge to inform the development of other programmes:

- Sustained implementation and resources are needed to achieve long-term quality use goals through incremental improvement. Governments must commit to co-ordinated policies implemented over time.
- Medicines use problems are multifactorial, so multiple stakeholders in systems should be engaged, including patients and consumers.
- Independence from government or any other stakeholder could be advantageous. Australia’s NPS MedicineWise has an established brand identity, an ability to work effectively across stakeholders, and a stability across successive political administrations.
- Policies and programmes need to address economic incentives, including the financial barriers faced by patients who need medicines, and the financial incentives driving prescribers, dispensers, health-care institutions, and the pharmaceutical industry.
- Reliable data are essential; building a national data system on use of medicines takes substantial resources and concerted long-term effort.
- To maximise clinical value, evaluation metrics need to focus not only on access to medicines and their prices, but specifically on appropriate, quality use and the achievement of clinical endpoints.
- The three examples are from upper-MICs and HICs with more resources and longer-standing pharmaceutical system development than LICs or lower-MICs. The latter countries might face great challenges when trying to mobilise sufficient resources and implement similar programmes.

**Opportunities to advance quality use of medicines along the path to UHC**

Appropriate use of medicines is key to providing high-quality, high-value care while using scarce resources wisely—thus, quality use of medicines is key to achieving the goals of UHC. The Commission identifies three immediate opportunities to advance quality use of medicines and UHC:

- **Improve the quality and quantity of information available about medicines use**

A health system will encounter major problems in performance if it does not know which medicines are used, for whom, and at what cost. Detailed information and analysis about how medicines are used is therefore essential. Information relevant for assessing medicines use can be constructed from data collected de novo (from the DHS Program Stat Compiler, Health Action International, and ACTWatch)—for example, via surveys of household members, patients, and providers—and from data that routinely exist in systems, such as procurement, prescribing, dispensing, and payment records.

Generating information from routine data has enormous benefits. Routinely collected data can allow for assessments of past and current practice patterns, without the costs and time constraints of de-novo prospective data collection. Also, they reflect actual practices in the system. Routine data relevant for

**Panel 18: Improving quality use of medicines by Australian providers and consumers**

NPS MedicineWise is an independent, not-for-profit, evidence-based organisation that works across the Australian health sector and broader community to deliver improved medicines use, better health outcomes, and more efficient health care.

NPS MedicineWise involves stakeholders, develops key messages, and produces a mix of publications, products, and interventions designed to achieve these specific outcomes.

An in-house evaluation team assesses NPS MedicineWise and its activities. As part of its evaluation process, NPS MedicineWise conducts regular general practitioner, pharmacist, and consumer surveys of knowledge, attitudes, awareness, and behaviours around medicine use and NPS programmes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Actual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Pharmaceutical Benefit Scheme savings (AU$ million)*</td>
<td>69.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported Medical Benefit Scheme savings (AU$ million)†</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number unique general practitioner participants</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number consumer interactions</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pharmaceutical Benefit Scheme savings reported for a particular year are on the basis of the evaluation report completed during the year, based on the previous year’s data. †Medical Benefit Scheme savings reported in 2015 covers savings for both 2014 and 2015.

Table 6: NPS MedicineWise operating results reported in the 2015 Director’s Report}\textsuperscript{320}
assessments of medicines use can be characterised across seven information dimensions (appendix 4.2): pharmaceutical, longitudinal, geographic, organisational, socio-demographic, clinical, and financial.

Indicators based on pharmaceutical data alone help focus attention on key issues, including highlighting variation among providers or from an expected norm (table 7). The more that data across dimensions can be linked, the more detailed the questions addressed and conclusions can be. Indicator validity is important, but limitations in measurability should not deter from focusing on important issues. If validity limits a system to focusing—and acting—only on indicators that are easily measurable, it could skew resource allocation to the detriment of either priority medicines use issues or patient groups with less data.

Engage multiple stakeholders to encourage collaboration and coordinated action

Stakeholders whose behaviours influence use of medicines include government ministries of health and finance, social security offices, private payers, non-governmental organisations, civil society organisations, local and international pharmaceutical manufacturers, pharmaceutical distributors and retailers; as well as medical, nursing, pharmacy and other health-care professionals, academics, patients, and citizens (panel 13).

Stakeholder relationships in the pharmaceutical sector have frequently been characterised by misunderstanding and conflict. Different stakeholders have legitimately different perspectives and own different data that could be used to generate better quality information about medicines use. Identifying patterns of medicines use by integrating data from regulatory, procurement, delivery, or reimbursement systems, as well as industry sales, would lead to the creation of increasingly sophisticated data systems and metrics for measuring quality of care and health outcomes to meet the information needs of different stakeholders.

As health systems move towards UHC, opportunities will emerge to establish new stakeholder collaborations to act on the analyses of medicines information. Changing the use of medicines at a systems level will require dialogues about the role of quality use of medicines in achieving different stakeholder objectives and enabling a sustainable and quality health care and financing system. The Medicines Transparency Alliance piloted meaningful stakeholder engagement in seven countries. However, the project was not as successful as many had hoped. Key lessons learned from Medicines Transparency Alliance were: engaging stakeholders requires building trust and confidence over time and creating a neutral environment for the stakeholders to work together; multi-stakeholder engagement alone was insufficient to create change; and careful disclosure of data was essential.

Undertake concerted action to establish priorities and implement national interventions

Appropriate use of medicines might be an individual behaviour, but it must be enabled by core system functions. Pharmaceutical systems are continuously changing as new products enter markets, evidence about best practices evolves, and information moves through medical and social networks. Clinician and patient choices change in response to these and other factors. These changes, in turn, determine the quality of care, efficiency of health spending, achievement of positive health outcomes, and ultimately whether people are able to engage in the global development agenda.

A systematic and coherent process involving multiple stakeholders to promote quality use of medicines could be developed through the following concrete activities:
1 Prioritising medicines use problems based on estimated health and economic harm. Examples are as follows.
   - Assessing trends in value and volume in the top 20 medicines provided in the public and private sectors, with a focus on those that treat the most prevalent and the most severe acute and chronic health problems.
   - Determining the appropriateness of the use of medicines that are responsible for the highest cost and volume, especially those used to treat the most important health problems.
   - Determining the appropriateness of the use of high-alert medicines that have narrow therapeutic spectra and thus a high potential for fatal outcomes and other harm.
2 Reviewing the—probably interrelated—contributions of each system actor (panels 13 and 14) and identifying key stakeholders for the priority problems identified.
3 Developing complementary, multifaceted strategies to engage different stakeholders in addressing prioritised medicines use problems, reaching different levels of the system and building on existing evidence on intervention impacts (figures 11 and 12; appendix 4.4, tables 1 and 2).
4 Defining target outcomes for change and agree on monitoring and assessment indicators. Implementing complementary programmes, implementation research, and monitoring strategies.
5 Assessing the effects (both desired and any undesired) of the strategies, using routine and other data and soliciting different stakeholders’ perspectives.
6 Investing in developing high-impact programmes and systems that have the potential to promote quality use of medicines by both providers and consumers over the long term.

**Conclusion**
The Commission concludes that promoting the appropriate and quality use of medicines should be an explicit and key objective of all national and institutional pharmaceutical, clinical, educational, and health financing policies and programmes in all countries. On the basis of existing information and experiences, the Commission suggests that accelerating progress toward appropriate, quality use of medicines requires an explicit, system-wide, evidence-informed focus among all relevant stakeholders.

**Recommendations**
Therefore, the Commission proposes three recommendations to governments and the main public or private payers to operationalise this focus while implementing health system reforms toward UHC.
1 Governments and the main public or private payers should establish independent pharmaceutical analytics units (or equivalent) to focus on generating information for action to promote quality use, in conjunction with other objectives. Systems working toward UHC should invest in an independent local institution that can produce policy-relevant pharmaceutical analytics. The country context will influence both the appropriate structure and resource base to support an independent medicines-focused analytics unit.
2 Pharmaceutical analytics units must collaborate with multiple stakeholders in all relevant systems to increase their engagement in and accountability for quality use of medicines, and to intervene jointly on use of medicines problems. An analytics unit independent from public and private sector stakeholders is positioned to interact with multiple stakeholders, whose diverging objectives and behaviours might contribute to appropriate and inappropriate use of medicines, engaging them in information generation and analysis, intervention design, implementation, and monitoring and assessment.
3 Engaged stakeholder groups, led by data produced by the pharmaceutical analytics unit, should identify and prioritise local medicines use problems, identify contributing factors across the system, and develop and implement sustainable, long-term, multifaceted interventions. The process of multi-stakeholder engagement in a priority setting for national activities to promote quality use of medicines can result in better understanding of each stakeholder’s underlying assumptions, motivations, and objectives. To succeed, there must be tangible benefits of such constructive engagement for all stakeholders.

**Section 5: developing missing essential medicines**

**A patient’s experience**

Bina is a single mother with three children. Just after the youngest was born, Bina tested positive for pulmonary tuberculosis. After a few months of treatment she felt better and stopped the treatment. A year later she began coughing again, and she was diagnosed with drug-resistant tuberculosis. Following this she needed daily injections for at least 6 months, as well as many pills.

Bina was terrified: she was not sure how to keep up with the treatment and continue supporting her children at the same time. She begged the doctors for another medicine that was easier to use and less toxic. They told her that this medicine did not exist, and that she should consider herself lucky to live in an area with a hospital that could treat drug-resistant tuberculosis.

**Introduction**
The present system of developing new medicines is in crisis, as it largely fails to produce much-needed products to address the health needs of millions of people. When new essential medicines are developed, market exclusivity, through patents or other mechanisms, allows
for pricing that potentially makes them unaffordable, even in HICs.353,354

In many cases missing essential medicines are not even developed at all. Even though the early stages of R&D of medicines has large public investment, the process of taking them to market is largely carried out by for-profit companies. Pharmaceutical companies and their shareholders are typically reluctant to invest in developing medicines for patient populations that do not represent a profitable market or for diseases predominantly affecting LMICs.355

The problems of high prices (section 2) and missing essential medicines are related, and both disproportionately affect people in LMICs. This section presents a summary of the complex and political problems ingrained in the current patent-based innovation

Figure 14: Farmacia Popular participation and proportion of days covered
This data is after policies first increased patient cost sharing and then made medicines available for free to patients. In 2011, essential medicines for hypertension, diabetes, and asthma began to be provided in both public and private pharmacies with zero copayment from patients. This change led to a dramatic rise in participation in the programme by patients with diabetes, from 400 000 to more than 1·4 million prescriptions filled per month. Proportion of days covered (a measure of adherence) increased to about 80%, which is considered close to the optimum value for chronic illness care. Participation in Farmacia Popular (A). Proportion of days covered (B).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Example indicator*</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Pharmaceutical</th>
<th>Longitudinal</th>
<th>Geographical</th>
<th>Organisational</th>
<th>Sociodemographic</th>
<th>Clinical</th>
<th>Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unnecessary medicines use (overuse)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibiotic use&lt;sup&gt;330–332&lt;/sup&gt; Primary care</td>
<td>Percentage encounters with an antibiotic prescribed</td>
<td>Sample of paper prescriptions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication safety&lt;sup&gt;333&lt;/sup&gt; Hospital</td>
<td>Number of patients prescribed warfarin or clopidogrel concomitantly with a NSAID</td>
<td>Prescription charts or prescription database</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequality&lt;sup&gt;330–333&lt;/sup&gt; Primary care</td>
<td>Percentage encounters with an injection prescribed</td>
<td>Sample of paper prescriptions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Failure to use needed medicines (underuse)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular disease&lt;sup&gt;334,339&lt;/sup&gt; Residential care</td>
<td>Number of patients who were given an angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor/angiotensin receptor blocker for hypertension or congestive heart failure</td>
<td>Audit of patient notes or electronic patient record</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma&lt;sup&gt;335&lt;/sup&gt; Primary care</td>
<td>&gt;1 defined daily dose beta agonist and &lt;1 defined daily dose of inhaled steroids and beta agonists in patients aged 15–44 years</td>
<td>Prescribing database</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic kidney disease&lt;sup&gt;336&lt;/sup&gt; Primary care</td>
<td>Percentage of patients aged 18–80 years with chronic kidney disease stages 4–5 and hypertension in the absence of low diastolic blood pressure</td>
<td>Electronic medical record</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication safety&lt;sup&gt;337&lt;/sup&gt; Primary care</td>
<td>Number of patients with history of peptic ulceration or gastrointestinal bleed, not prescribed gastroprotection and prescribed NSAID</td>
<td>Electronic medical record</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incorrect medicines use (misuse)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug abuse&lt;sup&gt;338&lt;/sup&gt; General</td>
<td>Volume of psychotropic drug volume in one area exceeds average by factor of two or more</td>
<td>Electronic prescription database</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular disease&lt;sup&gt;334,339&lt;/sup&gt; Residential care</td>
<td>Number of patients at risk of falling or with a history of falls given a medicine to avoid falling (eg, sedating antihistamines, tricyclic antidepressants, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, benzodiazepines, and antipsychotics)</td>
<td>Administrative and prescribing databases</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic kidney disease&lt;sup&gt;336&lt;/sup&gt; Primary care</td>
<td>Percentage of patients ≥18 years of age with estimated glomerular filtration rate of &lt;30 mL/min/1.73 m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt; and diabetes who are prescribed metformin</td>
<td>Electronic medical record</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unnecessary use of highly priced medicines</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low cost prescribing&lt;sup&gt;339&lt;/sup&gt; General</td>
<td>Percentage of drugs prescribed by generic name; percentage of drugs prescribed from National Essential Medicines List or Formulary</td>
<td>Sample of paper prescriptions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget impact&lt;sup&gt;340–342&lt;/sup&gt; General</td>
<td>Relative expenditure per year survived of different treatment regimens for lung cancer</td>
<td>Health insurance claims database</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NSAID=non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. NA=not applicable. *These indicators are sometimes constructed as the volume of a product (or products) sold per head of population. Examples include: total volumes of antibiotic or antidiabetic medicines, or patterns of use of critical antibiotics. Appendix 4.2 gives a suggestion of the range of indicators that have been used to monitor inappropriate use of medicines across several countries, settings, and therapeutic areas. The indicators listed in appendix 4.2 have generally been shown to have face and content validity; however, experts caution that there could be justifiable reasons for outlying prescribing patterns.<sup>328,340</sup>

Table 7: Indicators used to monitor inappropriate use of medicines in different settings.
system. It examines the initiatives to address the system’s deficiencies, and proposes concerted global actions and public policy interventions to lay the foundation for sustainable approaches to essential medicines development.

### Key problems of the current innovation system

**WHO, The Lancet’s Commission on Global Health 2035**, and the UN have all offered lists of missing essential medicines. Some important unmet public health needs include heat-stable insulin and oxytocin, shorter treatments for latent and active tuberculosis, single-day treatments of malaria, and treatments for multidrug-resistant tuberculosis. Essential diagnostics are also needed, such as a point-of-care test to distinguish between bacterial and viral infections of the upper respiratory tract. Some essential medicines do exist but have been abandoned—these are no longer produced in volumes that meet global demand because they are not sufficiently profitable. Examples include snake antivenoms and benzathine benzylpenicillin.

A major category of missing essential medicines reflects a historic lack of attention to the specific needs of children. Between 1995 and 2005, 107 (44%) of the 243 medicines authorised in Europe by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) had a potential paediatric use, but no data on use in children were available at the time of authorisation. In 2007, WHO published the first Model List of Essential Medicines for Children and launched the Make Medicines Child Size campaign.

A key example is the gap in paediatric treatments for HIV—2.6 million children are living with HIV (88% of them in sub-Saharan Africa), but this statistic has not attracted sufficient commercial R&D investments.

The alarming crisis in antimicrobial development is another example. A market-driven R&D system will not invest in new life-saving antimicrobials if their use will have to be rationed from the start to prevent resistance. The failure to respond to the 2014 Ebola virus outbreak showcases another example. Clinical testing of an Ebola virus vaccine has shown promising results, but it took 11,000 deaths and extensive political mobilisation to take the vaccine candidate off a shelf, where it had been sitting for 10 years after initial development by the Public Health Agency of Canada. Extensive R&D activity only started when the outbreak threatened richer populations. By October 2015, 31 molecules for Ebola virus treatment were under commercial development.

The issue of missing essential medicines has been discussed for decades. In 1990, only $1.6 billion (5.3%) of $30 billion spent annually on health research was oriented to the needs of LMICs. In a widely quoted study by Médecins Sans Frontières, only 15 (1.1%) of 1393 new medicines developed between 1975 and 1999 were for tropical diseases and tuberculosis, which account for 12% of the global disease burden. Between 2000 and 2011, only 37 (4.4%) of 850 newly approved products were for neglected diseases, most of which were new formulations or combinations of existing medicines. Similarly, in December, 2011, of nearly 150,000 registered clinical trials, only 1-0% were for neglected diseases. By October, 2015, only 167 (2.3%) of 7217 products in active development were for 19 of 64 listed neglected diseases (Commission’s analysis of the data). Some work is being done, but it covers only part of the need.

The failures of market-driven R&D go beyond neglected diseases. An analysis of 1345 new medicine approvals in Europe revealed that no real breakthroughs occurred between 2000 and 2014; only 9% of new medicines offered an advance, and 20% were possibly helpful. 51% of newly marketed medicines were modified versions of existing medicines, adding little to the treatment armamentarium. Nowadays, the R&D efforts therefore yield very few truly innovative products that respond to essential public health needs.

New essential medicines that are unaffordable to most people can also be considered as missing. High prices are a direct result of the reliance on the market monopoly granted by the patent system for the financing of R&D. High prices of new pharmaceutical products have long affected LMICs, but are increasingly being felt in HICs as well, and medical specialists in the USA and the UK have started to protest (section 2).

### Lessons learnt from initiatives to promote R&D of missing essential medicines

**Not-for-profit R&D initiatives start to bear fruit**

Several not-for profit Product Development Partnerships for neglected diseases have been established in recent years. In the Product Development Partnerships approach, R&D investments are funded up-front through philanthropic and public financing, so companies do not need to recoup the full costs of R&D afterwards through high medicine prices. Examples include the Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative (DNDi), the Medicines for Malaria Venture, the Global Alliance for TB Drug Development, the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative, the Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics, Aeras Global TB Vaccine Foundation, and the Program for Appropriate Technology in Health. Some governments and major philanthropic actors, such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, have committed substantial funding to these initiatives. New industry R&D platforms have been created, and new incentives for industry involvement developed.

These initiatives are starting to bear fruit (table 8). For example, DNDi has developed six new treatments since 2006, and expects to complete 10–12 additional new treatments by 2023. DNDi is expanding its scope from neglected diseases to HIV, hepatitis C, and antimicrobial resistance. These initiatives have also yielded important insights into the true cost of R&D (panel 19). Yet the research agenda of these initiatives largely follows the priorities of donor governments and foundations. A
transparent priority-setting process is missing. As a result, some important therapeutic areas are hardly covered, such as diabetes, cancers and other NCDs, and mental disorders.

The Commission concludes that international agreement should be sought on a global list of missing essential medicines with due regard of the needs of LMICs. R&D on the listed diseases should be supported by dedicated funds, and the list should be regularly updated.

Alternative incentives signal interest for change
In the past decade and a half, new push and pull incentive mechanisms have been established. Some new donors, such as UNITAID and the Japanese Global Health Innovative Technology Fund (which includes private companies, among others), have increased funding for R&D of missing essential medicines. The Longitude Prize established a prize fund of £10 million in 2014 for the development of a point-of-care diagnostic test to determine whether (and which) antibiotics are appropriate in a given case. These initiatives are too new to show definitive results yet, but they signal public and private interest in new ways to incentivise innovation. The Commission supports the assessment of these alternative incentives.

Regulatory incentives show mixed results
New initiatives such as the UN Prequalification Programme managed by the WHO (section 3) and the EMA’s Article 58 adapt regulatory activities to global health purposes. Under Article 58, the EMA provides scientific assessments, in coordination with WHO, of medicinal products for human use in markets outside the EU. Since 2007, US federal legislation has allowed for priority review vouchers (PRVs). However, PRVs have been criticised because there is no provision that the product should be made available and affordable, and PRVs can also be used for products already registered outside of the USA or by a company that did not invest in the R&D. A marketed antituberculosis medicine, bedaquiline, was offered for prices of around $3000 in MICs and $900 in LICs. Yet in the USA it was marketed for $30 000 per treatment, despite having received a PRV and fast-track approval by the US Food and Drug Administration. Efforts are underway to include access and novelty requirements into the legislation. As of 2008, all new applications in the EU must include data for children (0–17 years) unless a specific waiver is approved. An increase in new paediatric formulations is possible, yet the costs to society might become higher than the actual R&D investment. Whether these innovations meet priority needs or are primarily used to extend the market exclusivity of products with predominantly adult indications remains unclear.

In 2016, the EU initiated a review of R&D incentive mechanisms, including those for paediatric R&D, to strengthen the balance of pharmaceutical systems in Europe. Regulatory approval of new essential medicines poses great challenges, for example with onerous studies needed for new paediatric formulations or assessments of new medicines for neglected diseases not prevalent in countries with stringent regulatory authorities. The Commission asserts that assessments of new medicines for neglected diseases should be led by regulatory authorities in the affected areas. These institutions will probably need further strengthening to do such reviews, through enhanced collaboration with stringent regulatory authorities and the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme (section 3). Regional regulatory initiatives within zones with similar disease patterns should also be supported.

The costs of R&D are not transparent
High prices for medicines are justified by the pharmaceutical industry as compensation for the costs of R&D and the high failure rate. However, the real costs of R&D are not well known (panel 19). In 2014, industry-supported estimates set the average cost for medicines developed between 1995 and 2007 at $2.5 billion per new product (table 9). Although direct comparisons are not possible because of the lack of comparative datapoints, R&D cost data from not-for-profit developers show that substantial innovations are possible for much less, especially for small molecules. For example, DNDi’s real R&D cost for the development of a new chemical entity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Medicine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNDi with Sanofi</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNDi with Farmanguinhos/Cipla</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNDi with Laboratório Farmacêutico do Estado de Pernambuco (LAFEPE)</td>
<td>American trypanosomiasis (Chagas Disease)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for OneWorld Health (IOWH)</td>
<td>Leishmaniasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMV with Novartis</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMV with Golin</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMV with Sigma-Tau</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMV with Shin Poong</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMV with Gulin</td>
<td>Paediatric malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNDi</td>
<td>African trypanosomiasis (sleeping sickness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNDi</td>
<td>Visceral leishmaniasis (East Africa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNDi</td>
<td>Visceral leishmaniasis (Asia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from European Union Product Development Partnership Coalition. May 7, 2015. DNDi=Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative. MMV=Medicines for Malaria Venture.
including the cost of failures is estimated at €100–150 million, or about 7% of the industry figure. The Commission argues for transparency in the costs of R&D to enable effective dialogue and decision making on affordable pricing of new essential medicines, and a fair return on R&D investments.

**Public funding of R&D: the public often pays twice**

Initial pharmaceutical research is often largely funded from public funds, such as the US National Institutes of Health or the European Horizon 2020 programme. For childhood cancers, virtually all research funding comes from the National Cancer Institute, private foundations, and philanthropic sources. However, the final commercialisation steps of the development process are usually done by for-profit pharmaceutical companies, which obtain the intellectual property rights from publicly funded research institutes, thus controlling the technology, including decisions about commercialisation and pricing.

Medicines should be priced such that the public does not pay twice for innovation: first through government-funded scientific research and then through high medicine prices. UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health Paul Hunt has noted that, “[t]here is a critical social function, a patent on a life-saving medicine places important right-to-health responsibilities on the patent holder. These responsibilities are reinforced when the patented life-saving medicine benefited from R&D undertaken in publicly funded laboratories.” The student movement Universities Allied for Essential Medicines lobbies for responsible licensing by universities. The Commission recognises the need to actively manage and protect the public interest in the proceeds of state-funded research.

**Patent pooling supports generic manufacturing**

As a direct result of the Global Strategy and Plan of Action on Public Health, Innovation and Intellectual Property of 2008, UNITAID established an MPP for HIV medicines in 2010. The MPP initially focused on patents related to HIV medicines to promote low-cost generic production and the development of fixed-dose combinations and paediatric formulations. The MPP has expanded its mandate to cover hepatitis C and tuberculosis. In November, 2015, the MPP signed an agreement with Bristol-Myers Squibb that allows supply of generic daclatasvir in 112 LMICs. Separate from the MPP, Gilead Sciences Inc has licensed patents for its hepatitis C virus medicines for use in 101 LMICs. Unfortunately, someMICs are excluded from these licences and must continue to rely on TRIPS flexibilities to access low-priced generics (appendix 5). Generics companies that produce hepatitis C virus and HIV medicines under a licence agreement with the MPP and Gilead Sciences Inc are mostly allowed to supply generic product to a country that makes use of TRIPS flexibilities.

After 5 years of operation of the MPP, millions of people have benefited and impressive financial savings have been achieved (panel 20). The Commission concludes that there is great potential for expanding access to other new essential medicines through licensing of patents through patent pooling.

**TRIPS flexibilities have been used widely but are under threat**

Patents present substantial challenges to medicines availability. However, flexibilities in patent law have been used by a number of countries to secure access to generic medicines. The most frequently deployed flexibilities are compulsory licensing of medicines, government use of patents, and the waiver that allows LDCs to postpone granting or enforcing medicines patents and test data protection until 2033. These options have been used more widely than is usually assumed. New figures show that since 2001, there have been 34 instances of compulsory licensing (CL) of medicines by 24 countries, 51 instances of government use of patents by 35 countries, and 32 of non-enforcement of patents by 24 World Trade Organization LDC Members. The peak of these instances falls between 2004 and 2008, coinciding with increased global funding for HIV. Although originally focused on HIV, 23 out of 85 total instances of CL and government use have concerned non-HIV medicines, including seven instances for cancer medicines between 2008 and 2014, of which five were granted. These measures have

---

**Panel 19: Developing a new medicine: how much does it cost?**

The real costs of pharmaceutical research and development (R&D) are often kept as trade secrets. In 2016, industry-supported estimates set the average cost for medicines developed between 1995 and 2007 at US$2·5 billion per new product. In 2012, an industry-funded study by the Office of Health Economics came to an estimate of $1·506 billion for development cost per new product. These figures are used by the pharmaceutical industry to justify high medicine prices, but have been challenged by others. Even some in the industry have expressed scepticism. GlaxoSmithKline’s chief executive officer, Sir Andrew Witty, called the $1 billion figure “one of the great myths of the industry.” Light and Warburton estimated that the net investment by the industry to discover important new medicines amounts to 1·2% of sales. Table 9 summarises the R&D cost estimates published since 1991.

In 2001, the Global Alliance for Tuberculosis Drug Development estimated the costs of successfully developing a new chemical entity to treat tuberculosis to be approximately $37–40 million (excluding the costs of failure). This cost covers preclinical development ($4·9–5·3 million), pharmaceutical development (>5·3 million), and phases 1 to 3 of clinical development ($26·6 million). Including the costs of unsuccessful projects would increase the total costs to $76–115 million.

The Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative estimated that R&D expenditure for an improved treatment (ie, a combination product using existing molecules) would be between $10 and $40 million. The Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative’s cost for the development of a new chemical entity is estimated at €100–150 million, on the basis of the real cost for products developed by the Product Development Partnership and including cost of failures. These estimates do not include in-kind contributions by the industry.
improved access to medicines. For example, in Thailand, CLs for erlotinib, docetaxel, letrozole, and clopidogrel save the health-care system $142 million per year.\(^4\)\(^8\)

In the past decade and a half, some countries have amended their patent laws to reflect health concerns. For example, India rewards innovation\(^4\)\(^9\) but prevents trivial patents and so-called ever-greening of patents.\(^4\)\(^0\) South Africa has proposed introducing patent examination to limit the number of inappropriate patents.\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^1\) Rwanda, Uganda, and Cambodia have all excluded medicines from patentability, pursuant to Decisions of the Council for TRIPS of June 27, 2002 (IP/C/25), and of June 11, 2013 (IP/C/64).\(^4\)\(^2\) In December, 2015, the Organisation Africaine De La Propriété Intellectuelle amended the Bangui Agreement to allow its LDC members to postpone granting of patents and protection of regulatory test data until 2033.\(^4\)\(^3\)

However, the plethora of trade agreements with TRIPS-plus provisions is a serious threat to the policy and legal space that TRIPS provides. Examples of such provisions are patent linkage, data exclusivity, extension of the patent terms and scope, and restrictions on grounds for compulsory licensing and parallel importation. Some or all of these provisions appear in various trade agreements,\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^4\)\(^6\)–\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^6\) in World Trade Organization accession agreements such as those with China and Cambodia, and in the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement. It’s intellectual property chapter is promoted as the new standard for global trade rules.\(^4\)\(^2\)\(^7\)–\(^4\)\(^2\)\(^8\) More information about the patent system, TRIPS flexibilities, and TRIPS-plus provisions is given in appendix 5.

The Commission believes that governments must make full use of all available TRIPS flexibilities and enable their efficient use through national legislation. Governments should stop making TRIPS-plus demands in trade agreements and resist any pressure to include TRIPS-plus provisions in their national laws. The Commission believes that the drive for ever-higher levels of intellectual-property protection through trade agreements should be stemmed and will probably require intervention at the multilateral level.

Many pharmaceutical companies neglect their social responsibility

Globalised norms for patent protection and very high prices for new products make for a very successful pharmaceutical business model, thus satisfying the needs of investors. However, it is increasingly clear that this approach endangers the progressive realisation of global health equity objectives and human rights. The global community has laid out a vision of health care as a human right in treaties such as the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which enshrined the right to health,\(^4\)\(^2\)\(^9\)\(^0\) and this also implies certain human rights obligations for pharmaceutical companies.\(^4\)

Some pharmaceutical companies fail to acknowledge their unique role in society as the providers of life-saving medicines. One assessment of five large pharmaceutical companies showed that their corporate social responsibility approaches were inconsistently applied.\(^4\)\(^2\)\(^1\) In some cases, official company credos are not in fact reflected in the company’s actions. For example, Johnson & Johnson publicly commits to striving to reduce costs and maintain reasonable prices, yet the company does not license its HIV medicines patents to the MPP;\(^4\)\(^2\)\(^0\) and one HIV medicine, darunavir, was priced at $810 per patient per year in certain LMIC markets for both a 600 mg dose and only declined to $663 by 2015.\(^4\)\(^2\)\(^1\) In the USA, the price of Novartis’ imatinib for the treatment of chronic myeloid

---

### Table 9: Estimates of R&D cost from different sources and years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source and Year</th>
<th>R&amp;D costs in US$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DiMasi et al (1991)(^3)(^9)</td>
<td>$231 million (expressed in 1987 dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiMasi et al (2003)(^3)(^9)</td>
<td>$802 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Health Economics (2012)(^3)(^9)</td>
<td>$1.5 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiMasi et al (2016)(^3)(^9)</td>
<td>$2.5 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R&D=research and development.

### Panel 20: Achievements of the Medicines Patent Pool (MPP) between 2010 and 2015

**Patent licences and agreements**

- Patent licences signed on 12 priority antiretroviral medicines with six patent holders, and 59 sub-licences with 14 generic manufacturers
- One licence on a treatment for hepatitis C virus infection for 112 low-income and middle-income countries
- One agreement to increase access to treatment of cytomegalovirus retinitis
- One agreement for antiretroviral medicines as nanomedicines, for all 135 low-income and middle-income countries and two high-income countries in Africa

**Effect on production and supply**

- Generic companies with MPP licences have supplied more than 7 million patient-years of WHO-recommended antiretroviral drugs in 117 countries, including 41 countries that were previously unable to benefit from generic competition for such medicines
- MPP licences enable manufacturing and sale of generic adult antiretroviral medicines to 87–93% of people with HIV in the developing world, which includes all 34 low-income countries and 55–80% of middle-income countries
- MPP sublicensees supplied 43 million patient-years of tenofovir disoproxil fumarate in the first 6 months of 2012, shortly after the agreement was reached

**Financial savings**

- In 2011–12, in Azerbaijan, Belarus, Egypt, El Salvador, Georgia, Iran, Iraq, and Tunisia the price of tenofovir-containing products dropped to a median of 13% of the price before the agreement (2010–11)\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^4\)
- MPP agreements have led to antiretroviral medicines procurement savings of US$119.6 million between 2010 and 2015
- The total direct global savings generated by the MPP\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^4\) are estimated at $2.2 billion by 2028, implying that for every dollar spent, the global community gains $404\(^4\)\(^7\)
leukaemia has tripled since 2001,\textsuperscript{422} to $92\,000 per year, although the company received orphan drug incentives for its development and the number of users continues to rise.\textsuperscript{423} It also vigorously defends its patents in LMICs that strive to have access to imatinib.\textsuperscript{424,425} AbbVie charges MICs $740 per patient per year for lopinavir/ritonavir (more than twice the price of $231 per patient per year in LDCs); this price has not changed since 2012. A price of more than $3500 per patient per year was quoted for lopinavir/ritonavir in 2014 in Malaysia. Investors’ profit-seeking has been blamed when companies fail to arrange for access pricing.\textsuperscript{426}

Pharmaceutical manufacturers in LMICs are also expected to contribute to public health needs. However, many fail to produce essential medicines, or to produce them according to acceptable quality standards (panel 9).\textsuperscript{427} Academic institutions, when seeking to increase the commercial value of their research, also have an insufficient focus on developing missing essential medicines.\textsuperscript{428}

**Towards a global R&D framework that assures access and innovation**

The initial focus on R&D for neglected diseases in developing countries has driven many international policy developments in this area.\textsuperscript{429} However, a simplistic dichotomy between developed and developing countries is no longer appropriate. LMICs are experiencing an epidemiological transition, with increasing prevalence of NCDs. Certain neglected tropical diseases and emerging diseases also pose a threat to HICs, due to climate change and international travel.\textsuperscript{430–431} Therefore, high prices of patented newly developed essential medicines affect everyone in all settings.

**Market failure or public policy failure?**

The lack of private sector investment in developing medicines for diseases affecting people without purchasing power or for small patient populations is often described as market failure. The Commission disagrees. Relying on a profit-driven R&D model to respond to public health needs represents a public policy failure. As Nobel laureate Sir John Sulston said, “We have to recognize that the free market, as good a servant as it is, is a bad master. We cannot take important global decisions on the basis of the free market alone.”\textsuperscript{432}

Inadequate regulation of the business sector to protect and promote human rights is also a public policy failure.\textsuperscript{433} The Commission concludes that government intervention, including at the international level, is needed to ensure markets respond to public health needs, and to hold private sector partners accountable, including with regards to their responsibility to protect and promote human rights.

**Public spending, public policy—the urgent need for global action**

The imperative for governments to act is pressing. The global market of pharmaceutical products was almost $1 trillion in 2013, and is expected to have reached $1·2 trillion by 2017.\textsuperscript{434} The market share of LMICs, particularly those in Asia and Latin America, is growing at a rapid pace.\textsuperscript{435} The global medicines market represents money the public spends, either out of pocket, or through health insurance, social security schemes, or tax-based government-provided health care. Yet as previously described, industrial investment in R&D for neglected diseases remains very low. In 2013, public and private investment for R&D in 34 neglected diseases was $3·2 billion, of which pharmaceutical corporations only contributed $401 million. The latter amount represents only 0·8% of total industrial R&D spending of $51·2 billion in 2014.\textsuperscript{436}

Not-for-profit R&D initiatives have compensated for some deficiencies of the current system, but they cannot provide a permanent solution to the underlying fundamental problem of an innovation system relying on market exclusivity. The Commission believes that governments need to proactively set public health-based research priorities for so-called essential R&D and not leave these priorities to pharmaceutical manufacturers. Governments also need to finance new models of biomedical innovation that address access from the early stages of development, such as the Global Health Innovative Technology based in Japan. The massive spending on pharmaceuticals through increasingly higher pricing of medicines can be repurposed to shape a new R&D framework. As countries cannot do this on their own, it will require international agreement and regulation.

**Delinking R&D costs from the price of medicines**

The concept of delinking costs from prices is based on the premise that costs and risks associated with R&D should be rewarded, and incentives for R&D provided by means other than through the price of the product.\textsuperscript{437} If the R&D cost of new medicines did not have to be recouped through high prices, those medicines would be free of market exclusivity and could be made more widely available and more affordably priced through better competition.

The Commission supports proposals to progressively delink the cost of R&D for priority medicines from the price of the products, and to develop new ways of sharing the cost burden of innovation internationally. As James Love suggested at the hearing of the UN High Level Panel on Access to Medicines in March 2016: “Let’s outcompete the patent-based innovation.” For example, countries could contribute to the development of missing essential medicines in amounts proportionate to their economic development. This contribution would reflect that R&D of essential medicines is a global public good, and would help to ensuring that the fruits of R&D efforts are accessible to all.

**Public policy must be expressed in a global R&D framework**

In 2006, WHO stated that “access to drugs cannot depend on the decisions of private companies, but is also a

Several proposals have been made for new policy frameworks and, in particular, new international agreements on medical R&D to achieve the two objectives of innovation and access. The first proposal was made by Hubbard and Love in 2004. Over the years, their proposal has received support from an increasing number of governments, scientists, Nobel laureates, civil society organisations, and other experts. In 2015, representatives of research and international organisations also called for a Global Biomedical R&D Fund and Mechanism for Innovations of Public Health Importance. Separate global financing mechanisms for innovation have been discussed for neglected diseases, antimicrobials, and Ebola virus, which all lack sufficient commercial market opportunities. As these are priorities for LICs, MICs, and HICs alike, the medical tools to address them should be considered as global public goods. All R&D needs should be reconciled within a global umbrella framework for funding and coordinating R&D that not only emphasises innovation but also secures access.

The need for new global approaches was reinforced by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s call for a new deal at the establishment of the High-Level Panel for Access to Medicines in November 2015. The scope of this panel’s investigation was “to review and assess proposals and recommend solutions for remedying the policy incoherence between the justifiable rights of inventors, international human rights law, trade rules and public health in the context of health technologies.”

WHO member states will continue to discuss the monitoring, coordination, and financing of health R&D, taking into account the report of the UN Panel and that of the WHO Consultative Expert Working Group on Research and Development: Financing and Coordination, which recommended the establishment of a biomedical R&D treaty (panel 21). The talks about a new R&D framework are likely to be intensely political, as were the negotiations for the GSPA. It will be important for clear R&D priorities to inform this process.

The necessary practical details of a new medical R&D framework will need to be negotiated. These global discussions on R&D priorities provide opportunities for national governments, WHO, and the UN to fulfil their obligations to present a bold new global framework for achieving the dual objectives of health-need driven R&D and equitable access to its products.

**Pooling patents of new essential medicines promotes universal access to innovation**

On the basis of the positive outcomes of the MPP, the Commission concludes that there is a wide scope for patent pooling for other essential medicines (as defined by WHO or national committees). To this end, the current MPP could be expanded into an Essential MPP (or EMPP). This expansion would create an opportunity for companies to license patents for the purpose of creating a competitive generic market of essential medicines, in line with their responsibility to protect and promote human rights.

Patents of medicines developed under the new research agreement or new financing mechanisms could also be licensed. The EMPP should use a tiered royalty system to remunerate patent holders and to contribute to R&D expenditure at levels proportionate to the economies of the countries where the medicines are used.

The Commission notes that a patent owner’s refusal to license an essential medicine to the EMPP would satisfy the condition for granting a compulsory licence under TRIPS Article 31, which requires the grantee to have made efforts to obtain authorisation from the right holder on reasonable commercial terms and conditions.

There is no such requirement in cases of national emergency, extreme urgency, or public non-commercial use. Governments should also ensure that national patent legislation allows for easy deployment of TRIPS flexibilities, effective automatic licensing of essential medicines in the absence of voluntary agreements, and regulatory rules for protection of test data that provide the necessary flexibility to register products submitted by licensees (see also section 2).

**The pharmaceutical industry should live up to its special responsibilities**

Instances of important achievements when industry is open to collaboration are apparent. Examples have included the MPP, collaborative research for vaccines, and neglected diseases research. In recent years, some
firms have made listings of their patents available. In 2016, GlaxoSmithKline announced that it will not file or enforce patents in LICs, license its patents in LMICs, make its patent landscape more transparent, and commit its future oncology medicine patents to patent pooling.455 These hopeful developments might set important precedents. Yet the deep changes implied by a new global R&D framework will also require a general culture change in the industry and among its investors.

Detailed descriptions of what would be expected from the industry have been formulated since 2001. For example, the UN Special Rapporteur454 and the Human Rights Council450 have defined the human rights responsibilities of pharmaceutical companies. These responsibilities include refraining from actions that limit accessibility, such as pursuing stronger intellectual property protection, and also taking all reasonable steps to make new medicines accessible to all those in need, within a viable business model. Company violations of these human rights principles give national governments a strong justification to impose corrective measures, such as compulsory licences for domestic production or importation.

The ATM Index is an independent review mechanism by which the policies and practices of large pharmaceutical companies with regard to LMICs are assessed every 2 years. The ATM Index is strongly based on human rights principles and has been refined over time in collaboration with the industry.

The Commission believes that moving away from an exclusively profit-oriented approach, towards a more patient-centred and public-centred, socially-responsive, open, and collaborative enterprise, would improve global health and the reputation of the pharmaceutical industry. As a result of the special nature of its products, the pharmaceutical industry has a unique role in society. It should now live up to this special responsibility, and be seen to do so.

**Conclusion**

Access to new essential medicines is a key component of UHC and of the progressive realisation of the right to health. Some of the developments described in this section represent real progress and will help bring new essential medicines to the market; and for certain diseases they will bring medicine prices down. Yet the recommended policies are often restricted to certain therapeutic areas (eg, HIV, neglected diseases, or paediatric formulations), and they are not sustainable when largely dependent on charitable contributions. While repairing some of its excesses, these partial solutions leave the existing system in place.

With the current patent-based innovation system, the feasibility of achieving or maintaining UHC is seriously at risk. The Commission therefore believes that business as usual will not resolve the problems with R&D, and that concerted global action is the only way forward. A new global R&D policy framework is needed to drastically adapt the current model and to reduce its reliance on market exclusivity as the main driver of innovation. The Commission concludes that a more public health-oriented R&D system is needed, but recognises that no country can tackle this issue on its own. International public policy should play a much greater role in setting R&D priorities and financing, and in coordinating new approaches to promote access to new essential medicines.

Practically, the Commission concludes that governments need to define a list of missing essential medicines to be provided under UHC schemes. Governments and non-governmental organisations need to make the necessary R&D financing mechanisms available for these identified needs. The price of new essential medicines can then be delinked from development costs and the products can be made widely available and affordable through non-exclusive licensing agreements. The resultant decrease in price can provide the financial space to more directly finance the identified priority R&D.

**Recommendations**

The Commission’s analysis shows that challenges of access to new essential medicines are directly associated to the failure of the current R&D system to develop much needed new medicines. The Commission makes the following recommendations for stronger public policies on R&D, including at the international level.

1. Governments and WHO must take international public leadership for priority setting for essential R&D, with due regard for the public health needs of LMICs. This should include developing a list of missing essential medicines, within the context of the WHO Global Health R&D observatory and in close connection with the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines. The WHO mechanism to identify missing essential medicines should be further developed, with the involvement of all relevant stakeholders.

2. Governments must lead the process towards a global R&D policy framework and agreements, which include new financing mechanisms to ensure that missing essential medicines are developed and made affordable. Such mechanisms should be based on transparent estimates of the real cost of R&D; they might include a pooled fund for global health R&D, prize funds, targeted research partnerships and advance market agreements, and licensing of related patents, leading to an increasing number of new priority products with an affordable price which is delinked from R&D costs (known as progressive delinking).

3. The international community must create a general EMPP. Such a pool could be hosted and managed by the current MPP. Companies should license their patents related to essential medicines to the EMPP under a set of conditions. Patents of medicines developed under the new research agreement or any other new financing mechanism could also be licensed through the EMPP. The EMPP should use a...
tiered royalty system to remunerate the patent holder and to contribute to R&D expenditure.

4 Governments and national stakeholders must develop and implement comprehensive national action plans to guarantee equitable access to new essential medicines, including open knowledge innovation, fair licensing practices, support for a patent pool for essential medicines, full use of TRIPS flexibilities when needed, and rejecting TRIPS-plus provisions.

5 The pharmaceutical industry must better align its R&D priority setting with global health needs, and develop access strategies to make medically important innovations available to all in need. To this end the industry could determine a certain percentage of its profits to reinvest in R&D for medicines that are not commercially attractive, but are deemed essential from a public health perspective. Equitable access strategies should include broad licensing of patents and technology transfer to enable generic medicines production; and equitable pricing mechanisms. The policies and practices of pharmaceutical companies should be independently assessed by international mechanisms, such as the ATM Index.

Section 6: measuring progress on essential medicines policies

Indicators for measuring progress on essential medicines policies

A persistent and prominent gap exists between the current situation of access to affordable and quality-assured essential medicines and the ideal of equitable access to essential medicines for all. In the previous sections, the Commission made a series of recommendations on the basis of evidence and crucial analysis, intended to guide countries towards progressively closing this gap (panel 22). The Commission recognises that implementation of these recommendations, positioning essential medicines as an integral part of UHC and a major contribution to sustainable development, requires adaptations to local circumstances.

This final section addresses the challenge of accountability, proposing a set of indicators (panel 23) for measuring implementation of the recommendations and describing the criteria used to select the indicators. The indicators are tied to the strategies outlined in the recommendations, as well as to the cross-cutting themes.

This set of indicators is intended to help national governments and the international community to establish systems for review and corrective action on essential medicines policies, moving the world towards accountability for equitable access to essential medicines. These systems would hold all stakeholders, including governments and multilateral agencies, accountable for steady progress towards effective implementation of essential medicines policy as a component of UHC.

Finally, the section proposes next steps towards creating stakeholder agreement on indicators, defining global or national targets as appropriate, and establishing an independent review mechanism to enable measurement of progress and ultimately corrective action.

Cross-cutting themes

Three themes cut across all of the priority areas for action on essential medicines policies discussed by the Commission:

1 Prioritising equity: access to appropriate, available, affordable, and quality essential medicines is important for all people, but is most difficult to achieve among poor and otherwise marginalised populations, both between and within nations. Promoting equity in access to essential medicines must be a key priority. Throughout the report, the Commission noted the special importance of essential medicines policies that contribute to achieving equity. Disaggregating data ensures that different strata of society are well represented and can be compared when measuring the effect of such policies.

2 Strengthening institutions: throughout the report, the Commission identified a range of specialised knowledge and skills required to implement essential medicines policies, as well as to collect and analyse data for decision making and accountability. These capacities cannot rest solely with a single person in a country. For sustainability and accountability, institutional structures and processes must be created and supported to develop, administer, implement, and assess policies. One key structure and process is an independent review mechanism that can identify when corrective action is necessary. The capacities of various institutions to carry out these tasks must be strengthened through the establishment of explicit mandates, the assurance of independence, and the provision of dedicated funding.

3 Promoting accountability: accountability refers to a responsibility to meet specific obligations, and for actors to answer to one another in a public and transparent process. The ultimate aims of UHC—improving health status, protecting against financial catastrophe due to illness, and achieving patient satisfaction—require commitment and concerted action by governments and other partners. Governments must demonstrate to citizens that their policies, and the institutions and administrative mechanisms that implement policies, are accomplishing these goals. Increasingly, governments are also agreeing to demonstrate progress to the international community, as with the SDGs. To track change, data must be collected, analysed, and shared with stakeholders. Accountability requires transparency in decision making and about the results of independent assessments of interventions. Stakeholder participation in the processes of decision making also promotes accountability; beneficiaries must be represented whenever decisions are made on their
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Paying for a basket of essential medicines
- Governments and national health systems must provide adequate financing to ensure inclusion of essential medicines in the benefit packages provided by the public sector and all health insurance schemes
- Governments and national health systems must implement policies that reduce the amount of out-of-pocket spending on medicines
- The international community must fulfill its human rights obligations to support governments of low-income countries in financing a basic package of essential medicines for all, if they are unable to do so domestically
- Governments and national health systems must invest in the capacity to accurately track expenditure on medicines, especially essential medicines, in both the public and private sectors, disaggregated between prepaid and out-of-pocket expenditure, and among important key populations

Making essential medicines affordable
- Governments and health systems must create and maintain information systems for routine monitoring of data on the affordability of essential medicines, as well as price and availability, in the public and private sectors
- Governments must implement a comprehensive set of policies to achieve affordable prices for essential medicines
- Governments and health systems must develop national capacity to create medicines benefit packages that guide procurement and reimbursement for affordable essential medicines
- Governments, national health systems, and the pharmaceutical industry must promote transparency in sharing health and medicines information

Assuring quality and safety of essential medicines
- Global efforts must be made to promote the harmonisation of quality assurance efforts through the use of an international standard regulatory dossier that covers both format and content
- WHO should evolve the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme to maintain a moving focus on new essential medicines
- Payers and procurement agencies must adopt good procurement practices that incorporate effective and transparent quality assurance mechanisms
- Governments must redirect the activities of national regulatory agencies towards those that add value and reduce duplication of effort, and engage with a system for independent and public assessment of the performance of NMRAs
- Regulatory agencies must encourage the involvement of other stakeholders and the general public in promoting the quality and safety of essential medicines
- WHO and national governments must establish concrete targets and a public accountability mechanism for the performance of national regulatory authorities

Promoting quality use of essential medicines
- Governments and the main public or private payers should establish independent pharmaceutical analytics units (or equivalent) to focus on generating information for action to promote quality use, in conjunction with other objectives
- Pharmaceutical analytics units must collaborate with multiple stakeholders in all relevant systems to increase their engagement in and accountability for quality use of medicines, and to intervene jointly on use of medicines problems
- Engaged stakeholder groups, led by data produced by the pharmaceutical analytics unit, should identify and prioritise local medicines use problems, identify contributing factors across the system, and develop and implement sustainable, long-term, multi-faceted interventions

Developing missing essential medicines
- Governments and WHO must take international public leadership for priority setting for essential R&D, with due regard for the public health needs of low-income and middle-income countries
- Governments must lead the process towards a global research & development policy framework and agreements, which include new financing mechanisms to ensure that missing essential medicines are developed and made affordable
- The international community must create a general Essential Medicines Patent Pool
- Governments and national stakeholders must develop and implement comprehensive national action plans to guarantee equitable access to new essential medicines
- The pharmaceutical industry must better align its research and development priority setting with global health needs, and develop access strategies to make medically important innovations available to all in need
use generated at both national and international levels can contribute to other countries’ and health systems’ policies, and should be considered as global public goods, similar to the pricing information of medicines made available by Management Sciences for Health, shared HTA results, and clinical trials registries. The Commission acknowledges that generating information requires upfront investments, as with any public good; in this respect, the costs can in some cases be recouped over the longer term. The Commission further understands that access to good quality information is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to improving access to good-quality essential medicines. Many other factors need to be mobilized to assure effective adoption and implementation of the necessary essential medicines policies. The Commission recognizes that not enough has been done to establish a coordinated global approach to strengthening essential medicines-related institutions and holding them accountable—this is a key aim of the Commission’s recommended indicators.

Panel 23: Proposed core indicators measuring progress associated with the Commission’s recommendations

The Commission proposes the following 24 indicators to measure progress on its recommendations in the 5 key areas.

Paying for essential medicines
- Total pharmaceutical expenditure as a percentage of total health expenditure
- Per capita total pharmaceutical expenditure
- Public sector expenditure on pharmaceuticals as a percentage of total pharmaceutical expenditure
- Household expenditure on pharmaceuticals as a percentage of total household expenditure
- Out-of-pocket expenditure on pharmaceuticals as a percentage of total pharmaceutical expenditure

Affordability of essential medicines
- Median availability of a basket of essential medicines in the public and private sectors (percentage)
- Median consumer price ratio of a basket of essential medicines in the public and private sectors
- Median public sector procurement or reimbursement price of essential medicines as a percentage of international reference price
- Market share of multi-source medicines (branded and unbranded generic products) by volume and value in public and private sector

Quality and safety of essential medicines
- Number of national approvals of new chemical entities and generic products based on a Common Technical Document without any additional national requirements for quality, efficacy, and safety, as a percentage of total new chemical entities and generic approvals
- Current and accumulated total number of medicines included in the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme (disaggregated by unique strength or dosage and pharmaceutical classes)
- Number of failed quality control samples of essential medicines procured as a percentage of total number of samples of procured products tested per year (per procurement agency)
- Number of pharmacovigilance reports for medicines submitted to the Uppsala Monitoring Centre per million population per year
- Results of quality testing are publicly available
- Number of core National Medicine Regulatory Agency performance indicators (listed in panel 12) that are independently assessed and publicly reported

Use of medicines
- Existence of an independent national programme or institute promoting scientifically sound and cost-effective use of medicines (yes/no)
- Stakeholder representation including civil society and patient representatives in the independent programme or institute is specifically provided for (yes/no)
- Quality of prescribing in public and private sector
- Adherence to national standard treatment guidelines for common conditions in public and private sectors
- A legally enforceable code of marketing practice is in place and implemented (yes/no)

Developing missing essential medicines
- Number of licence agreements concerning essential medicines concluded through patent pooling, stratified by in-licence and out-licence
- Number of products produced under an Essential Medicines Patent Pool licence that are authorised by at least one of the following: International Council for Harmonisation or Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention and Pharmaceutical Inspection Cooperation Scheme member, or WHO/UN Prequalification Programme
- National laws, including patent and medicines regulation laws, contain effective provisions for the application of all Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights –compatible flexibilities (yes/no)
- Share of the research pipeline new molecules for diseases within the scope of the ATM Index (per company)

*Affordability of essential medicines
**Quality and safety of essential medicines
†Paying for essential medicines
‡Developing missing essential medicines
¶Use of medicines
§Affordability of essential medicines

---

*Equity: data should be stratified by the following variables: gender, ethnicity, education, place of residence, and wealth quintile. Ideally, market share of essential medicines by volume should be measured in addition to medicines in general. A new indicator that requires validation. Five individual indicators: (1) prescriptions including an antimicrobial (%; desired threshold of <30%); (2) polypharmacy prescription (%; desired threshold of 0%); (3) prescriptions including injection (%; desired threshold of <10%); (4) medicines prescribed by generic name (%; desired threshold of 100%); (5) medicines prescribed from essential medicines list or reimbursement list (%; desired threshold of 100%)

†In-licensing refers to the granting of a licence to the patent pool by the patent holder; out-licensing refers to the licensing of generic producers by the patent pool, in accordance with the provisions of the original licence to the pool (eg, geographical scope or limitations to specific types of dosage forms such as paediatric dosage forms).
Towards a system of accountability for progress on essential medicines

The pharmaceutical sector has long been characterised by a lack of transparency, exacerbating the lack of accountability of meeting global health and essential medicines goals. Demonstrating and communicating progress is crucial to increasing transparency; it also enables the identification of good practices in effective implementation of essential medicines policies. Progress should be tracked by independent agencies, as governments and multilateral organisations might have conflicts of interest.

The Commission proposes 24 core indicators (panel 23) with the expectation that governments, health authorities, and other stakeholders will use them to create baseline measurements for assessing essential medicines policy development and implementation. Sharing data between countries would help to refine the instruments; repeating measurements over time would reveal progress and demonstrate the effectiveness of medicine policies and corrective actions. Documented progress on essential medicines policies would help direct resources to effective programmes and health institutions.

Setting appropriate targets for each indicator—a crucial component of their continued development process—remains to be done. This action will require the active involvement of all relevant stakeholders. Context-specific needs and past performance must be taken into consideration when defining targets and priority areas for improvement.

Since 16 of the 24 proposed core indicators are already well established and validated, countries can begin immediately to use them to assess their current performance and formulate their targets. When existing data are not appropriately disaggregated, additional efforts will be needed to address this deficit. The proposed new indicators urgently need to be validated.

Setting targets and measuring indicators alone cannot drive effective change. This proposed set of indicators is meant as a stepping-stone towards an accountability system for effective essential medicines policy implementation. To continue the process, mechanisms must be established to incentivise improvement and to implement corrective action. It is desirable to have multiple independent institutions, including academic centres, studying essential medicines availability, prices, and consumption. Key non-governmental organisations have long played important roles in collecting and disseminating information on health systems’ performance in relation to essential medicines, and in holding different actors accountable. For example, Health Action International has taken the lead in measuring availability and price of medicines. Transparency International has assessed governance and transparency in the pharmaceutical sector, identifying corruption and how to implement preventive strategies. Likewise, the private business and non-governmental organisation sectors undertake medicines quality measurements (such as Mission for Essential Drugs and Supplies in Kenya) and gathers intelligence on market dynamics (as with IMS Health). These data sources have limitations—e.g., market intelligence information might not include information on small countries or specific geographical regions—but in many settings they might be the only sources of this type of information.

Non-governmental actors need to continue to play a part in measuring progress, but cannot substitute for national and global governmental leadership and stewardship. Dedicated funds are necessary, such as a stated percentage of the medicines procurement or reimbursement budget. Australia’s NPS MedicinesWise has demonstrated that it is possible to obtain a return on a small investment (0.54% of the medicine budget in the 2013–14 financial year) through savings in medicines expenditure. The Commission recommends that each country establish and support independent institutions or programmes to fulfil key functions, including: collecting, analysing, and disseminating information on prices of medicines, availability, affordability, quality, and use; coordinating HTA or other value-based analysis of new and existing essential medicines; and improving the use of medicines.

Selecting indicators for assessing progress

The Commission used several criteria to select its proposed indicators. First, the Commission gave preference to using existing validated indicators, rather than creating new ones. Using existing validated indicators means historical data are available as baseline benchmarks. Furthermore, these indicators have the advantage of proven feasibility of data collection.

However, existing indicators do not cover all recommendations made by the Commission. Thus, the Commission also includes new indicators that will require further validation.

Second, instead of input indicators (e.g., physical resources such as staff and materials, or financial resources) the Commission prioritised output indicators (such as the availability of essential medicines in the public sector). It is important to note that the proposed indicators are not measuring the ultimate goals of the health system, such as health status or patient satisfaction. Each indicator does, however, contribute information to measure progress on the five core areas addressed in this report: paying for essential medicines, guaranteeing affordability, quality and safety assurance, improving use, and developing missing essential medicines.

Rather than assigning specific indicators to each recommendation or attempting to measure each recommendation comprehensively, indicators were selected to serve as sensitive flags of progress. For example, the indicator related to the market share of generic medicines can gauge the extent to which pro-generic policies have been implemented to promote affordability. However,
the indicator cannot measure the extent to which the full range of pricing policies has been implemented.

Third, emphasis was placed on selecting indicators that measure progress on the three themes: increasing equity, strengthening institutions, and promoting accountability.

Finally, the effect of most of the Commission’s recommendations can only be measured comprehensively by using a set of multiple indicators. However, at this stage the Commission elected to focus on a small set of core indicators to be indicative of one or two specific aspects. For example, it would take several indicators to demonstrate progress made in relation to establishing an MPP. However, one core indicator and two complementary indicators were chosen to represent several others.

In many instances, measurement disaggregated by essential versus non-essential medicines is not feasible (e.g., a country’s pharmaceutical expenditure). Although the Commission has focused on essential medicines, measuring all medicines for many of the indicators is desirable, since which medicines are considered essential will change over time. Likewise, product quality improvement should also focus on all medicines, not only on essential medicines.

Continuing to develop indicators will require an ongoing consultation process with the full range of relevant stakeholders. These indicators are proposed as an intermediate step in a longer process of developing a global consensus on a final set of key indicators. Particularly, the Commission recognizes the need for setting targets at the national level. In addition to the overarching targets related to essential medicines in the SDGs, the international community has already settled on some targets in disease-specific areas. For example, countries have agreed to aim for 80% availability of affordable basic technologies and essential medicines, including generics, required to treat major NCDs.

Panel 23 summarises the suggested core indicators for each section. An additional list of proposed complementary indicators is presented in appendix 6.

Overview of proposed indicators
Paying for essential medicines
The five indicators selected for financing of essential medicines (panel 23) are well established, but there is still a lack of comparative and comprehensive data and analysis of pharmaceutical expenditure between LMICs. The National Health Account information collected by WHO does not provide the most recent information on pharmaceutical expenditure by country. Likewise, the World Health Statistics provide information on overall health expenditure, but not on pharmaceutical expenditure. The latest comprehensive analysis of global pharmaceutical expenditure presents data from 2006, already at least 10 years old. The OECD has published expenditure on pharmaceutical expenditures, but only for selected countries.

Given the general difficulty of measuring pharmaceutical expenditures, countries are unlikely to be able to further disaggregate expenditure on essential medicines from spending on other medicines. The percentage of public expenditure on pharmaceuticals could be used as a proxy indicator, assuming that public financing for medicines prioritises items on the national essential medicines list.

Financing of essential medicines is influenced by organisational arrangements and ultimately affects financial protection, one of the key goals of a health system and a cardinal feature of UHC. One of the indicators included in this set—household expenditure on pharmaceuticals as a percentage of total household expenditure—is a measure of financial protection. To measure progress on reducing disparities related to financing essential medicines, household expenditure on pharmaceuticals as a percentage of total household expenditure should be disaggregated by income, ethnicity, education, geography, and other relevant characteristics (such as households with a member living with NCDs). Since household data on expenditure is often separate from data on the health status of household members, it can be difficult to meaningfully measure equity with existing datasets. Indicators for financing depend on household surveys to obtain data on household expenditures on pharmaceuticals, including out-of-pocket expenditure. Yet many countries still lack routinely collected and nationally representative household data. Measuring progress towards UHC provide an opportunity to integrate the indicators into a wider SDG-monitoring framework.

Making essential medicines affordable
To estimate affordability in a given setting, the aggregated medicines price per time period is divided by the household income per equivalent time period (e.g., wage of the lowest-paid government worker). These indicators require information on the prices of pharmaceuticals, data that have been notoriously difficult to capture because of a lack of transparency and investment in monitoring. Three of the indicators to measure comparable information on prices of medicines and availability have already been used extensively, including two that are standard indicators in the World Health Statistics.

Ensuring that information on price is available depends on several prerequisites. The prices of essential medicines must be monitored regularly at several points along the supply chain, from procurement prices in the public and private sectors (including hospitals), to retail consumption. The prices of individual products should be collected and reported to provide a mean price ratio that can be combined with maximal and minimal values for individual products. It is rare for hospital procurement prices to be openly available. Health insurance funds can play a key part in collecting and publicising reimbursement price information.
No current indicator exists to measure the transparency of decision making regarding the inclusion of essential medicines into reimbursement or procurement lists. More work needs to be done in this area to develop and validate indicators.

Complementary indicators (appendix 6) include those related to transparency (such as the existence of mechanisms to reveal conflicts of interest of members involved in reimbursement decisions). Several others measure the degree to which information (results of clinical trials informing reimbursement decisions) is made publicly available. Greater information sharing across institutions would allow greater efficiency in avoiding duplication of assessments of safety and efficacy. However, this action would require globally and nationally standardised formats for reporting the information.479

Assuring the quality and safety of essential medicines
Two of the core indicators on quality and safety are well established, since they are included in the WHO Pharmaceutical Country Profiles.480

The first and third indicator in the Quality and safety of essential medicines section (panel 23) depend in part on the transparency of the NMRA in providing data on performance. Measuring performance of NRMA, and holding them accountable, has often proved challenging.481 Increasing transparency of NMRA data should include providing access to data used by NRMA for decision making on safety (eg, market intelligence on consumption which is often proprietary and not publicly accessible).482,483 Additional indicators that should be used to bolster accountability systems for NRMA are included in the appendix.

The second indicator in the Quality and safety of essential medicines section (panel 23) measures the evolution of the WHO/UN Prequalification Programme, and the third indicator in this section provides information on promoting the quality of products procured. Ideally, a composite indicator comprising different dimensions of procurement performance would be used to measure performance.

Improving the use of essential medicines
Measures such as the extent of adherence to standard treatment guidelines for common conditions are well established as indicators of the quality use of essential medicines.484 Additionally, the widely used set of indicators to measure quality of prescribing in primary care has been included.485 One of the standard indicators included in this set measures the proportion of patients who were prescribed an antimicrobial,486 which is a key global priority.487 In the past, the latter indicator emphasised acute conditions. The conditions taken into consideration in future should be expanded to include chronic non-communicable conditions (such as hypertension, diabetes, and cancer) and palliative care. Data on medicines consumption should be disaggregated by sex, age, education, income, and insurance benefits, among other locally relevant variables, to capture disparities in access.488 Some experts have suggested using a composite indicator to measure quality of prescribing, which could be used in the future.489

The first indicator under the Use of medicines section (panel 23) relates to the cross-cutting theme of institutional strengthening by measuring a structural component, the existence of an independent national programme or institute to promote scientifically sound and cost-effective use of medicines. The second indicator in this section measures an aspect related to accountability: stakeholder representation. The first two indicators in this section are new and would need to be validated.

Additional complementary indicators are included in the appendix, which measure commitment to transparency (eg, the existence of a policy for conflicts of interest). This measure aims to protect public knowledge of, and if necessary to restrain the influence of, any private-sector actor with a major interest in the development of public policies related to changing the use of medicines.

Developing missing essential medicines
The common goal of all five recommendations in this section is to promote and accelerate the development of essential medicines that address crucial unmet health needs. Two indicators suggested for measuring progress on developing missing essential medicines are new. The first two recommendations do not have corresponding indicators; these would need to be developed once instituted. However, some institutions, such as the ATM Foundation,490 already use indicators on development of missing essential medicines (eg, similar to the fourth indicator under the Developing missing essential medicines section in panel 23). The ATM Index is published every 2 years by the ATM Foundation and covers 20 leading pharmaceutical companies. To measure the performance of other companies not yet included in the ATM Index, additional resources are required to expand the scope of the Index or create new organisations with similar missions and methods. However, securing long-term sustainable financing of such independent organisations must be assured by the international health community.

A future of accountability for essential medicines policies
The Commission is confident that new endeavours to create an independent accountability system, supported by the global community, will ensure that crucial actions are taken to protect investments made in essential medicines, and that these investments translate into health and development for all. Without essential medicines, no health system can ensure that the population it serves progressively realises its right to health. Yet essential medicines policies have
received insufficient attention since the Nairobi conference in 1985. In this report the Commission presents practical recommendations that will enable a new era of equity, strengthened institutions, and accountability to ensure that essential medicines policies support UHC and sustainable development in the 21st century.
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